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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

Widespread poverty has become the main challenge to development in 

the developing countries including Bangladesh. Although the world has entered 

into the new millennium with greater prospects and the latest blessings of 

science, still nearly 80% of the world population are suffering from low per capita 

income. About 50% of the total population of the third world countries are living 

below the poverty line. For fhe betterment of the poor people of fhe poor 

nations, economic assistance in the form of foreign aid had been undertaken 

after the Second World War. The inflow of international aid in many LDCs in the 

form of food, commodity and technology by many bilateral and multilateral 

organizations like World Bank, USAID, UNDP has been absolutely remarkable in 

the last four decades. Bui due to the lack of technological progress, inefficient 

management and uneconomic utilization of aid coupled with various 

conditionalities imposed by the donor countries and agencies, the inflow of 

foreign aid in different LCDs has not achieved the target significantly. Global 

efforts of poverty alleviation have been concentrated in the field of agricultural 

and rural development after the failure of trickle-down growth theory. 

Agricultural production. specially food grain produc1ion has increased in many 

of the third world countries between 1960s to 1980s after adopting HYV 

technology with the assistance of FAO and IFAD. But the incremental growth did 

not reach the large part of the society. As a result, poverty situation has not 

significantly improved despite the rise of GDP. Moreover, the incidence of 

poverty and unemployment in many of the LDCs has reached dangerous level in 

the 80s due to an unequal distribution of resources. 

Laler on, it was realized that poverty can nol be removed by achieving 

only a high rate of growth. The issues of welfare and redistribution of resources 

must be taken into account. As Dudley Seers put it. "The questions to ask about a 
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country's development ore therefore; What has been happening to poverty? 

Whal hos been happening to unemployment? What has been happening to 

inequality? If all three of these have declined from high levels, then beyond 

doubt this hos been a period of development for the country concerned", 

(Dudley Seers. 1979). Nobel laureate Dr. /\martyo Sen has also identified the 

uneven distribution of resources and uneven power structure as the causes of 

poverty. He has given emphasis on the establishment of the freedom of 

collective choice in democratic way and on reducing the discrimination in the 

distribution lo obtain the goal of poverty alleviation. Micro-credit has come to 

light as f he latest alternative approach to alleviating rural poverty off er the 
->::::.) 

failure of the previous approaches. The principle of group-based micro-credit 

program, initialed by Dr. Yunus, a professor of economics. Chittagong University. 

Bangladesh in 197 6 hos been acknowledged as a model of poverty alleviation. 

II hos created a notion of high expectation since early 90's as a powerful 

inslrument of creating freedom and self-employment opportunities for the 

distressed rural poor. Al present, micro-credit programs following 'Gromeen Bonk 

Model' (henceforth mentioned below as 'GB Model) ore being run in more than 

seventy countries of the world for the eradication of massive poverty from the 

countries in question. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Bangladesh, a small country of 147570-sq. km., emerged as an 

independent country in 1971 through a sanguinary war of liberation, after long 

suffering from colonial and sub-colonial oppressive rule and exploitation of the 

British and Pakistan respectively. As a result, the war-torn and war-ravaged 

economy of Bangladesh inherited features of backwardness i.e, scanty natural 

resources, low level of per capita income, massive illiteracy, high unemployment, 

industrial backwardness, unequal distribution of resources, massive malnutrition, 

gender discrimination. agrarian base, a traditional mode of production and a 

very big population with high density. 

3 
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Bangladesh 1s primarily an agrarian country, where agriculture is 

characterized by low level of productivity, subsistence farming, climatic 

uncertainty, underemployment and unemployment, low level of technology and 

a high rate of dependency. Although country's food-grains production has 

increased from mid 70s after adopting HYV technology, it was not sufficient to 

meet the demand of growing population. 

Bangladesh has a huge pop'ulation of 130.2 million of which 48.31 % are 

female. The density of population per square kilometer is 760, which is highest in 

the world (BER, 2000, p-20). Almost 40% of the total population are unemployed. 

About 85 % of the total population depend on agrarian sector for their livelihood. 

Among 56 million of civilian labour of which 35 million are male and 21 million are 

female, 63.20% are working in agriculture. Of them 57% and 6.20% are in farm 

and non-farm activities respectively (BER, 2000). Largest share of the country's 

GDP is obtained from agriculture, which is about 32%, (BER, 1999). The 

contribution of industrial sector in the GDP is only 11 .20%, in which the shares of 

large-scale industry and small industry are 7.4% and 3.8% respectively (BER, 1999). 

Only 07.70% of the total labour force are employed in industrial sector. So the 

agrarian sector is the leading one in the economy and the country's progress is 

dependent on the development of the agrarian sector. 

The rate of rural unemployment is alarming, which has been shown by 

Khuda as 46% and 70% to 85% in the peak and slack seasons respectively Khuda, 

1990). Unequal dislribution of land, lack of institutional credit, lack of education 

and vocational knowledge, shortage of technical support and inadequate 

scope of self-employment are the main constraints to rural development. 

The land, which is a crucial determinant of the incidence of rural poverty, 

is unevenly distributed among the households. More than 60% of the total 

households are functionally landless (BAS, 1983-'84), 50% of the total households 

are occupying only 04% of total cultivable land while 25% of the total cultivable 
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land are occupied by only top 02% of households (Rahman and Johan. 1986). 

The size of holding is also uneconomic. which is below l acre in case of 59 .40% of 

the households and more than 5 acres in case of 8.5% of the households (LOS. 

1978). The average size of cultivable land is 2.3 acre (WB, 1987). The cultivation 

pattern is also inappropriate. The owners cultivate only 10.26% land and 40.48% 

land are cultivated by the hired labour (LOS, 1978). The crop intensity is very low, 

which is l 7 5% only. 

The government of Bangladesh has been implementing Five Year Plans 

since 1973, aiming at a common goal of poverty alleviation and rural 

development. depending on mainly the assistance of her development partners. 

A total of six development plans. including a 'Two Year Plan' hove been 

undertaken by the government till recently. Some of the common objectives of 

these development plans ore: infrastructure development. mass-education. 

human development. science and technology development, creation of 

sustainable self-employment opportunity, accelerated agricultural production, 

family planning and population control, elimination of gender inequality, 

emphasis on female education. improvement of health and nutrition, reducing 

inequalities in distribution of resources, high industrial growth. macro-economic 

reform, establishment of social justice and security, administrative 

decentralization etc. 

The inflow of foreign assistance in Bangladesh is noteworthy. A total of TK. 

18.00000 million has been received by the government as foreign aid in the form 

of food. commodity and project aids from 1971 to 1999 (ERO, February 2000). 

and disbursed to achieve the goal of socio-economic development. A lot of 

national and international non-governmental organizations hove also been 

working alongside the government programs for the socio-economic progress of 

the rural poor. A total of Tk. 75667 million foreign grants has been received by 

only 1361 registered NGOs to run the development programs in the country till 

December 1999 (NGO Affairs Bureau, 2000). 

5 
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Since labor is one of the main resources of the agrarian sector of the 

economy, it is obvious that the progress of the agrarian economy can be 

attained by optimum utilization of the potentials of unemployed and 

underemployed people. As the amount of land is very limited compared to 

surplus labor, creation of self-employment in diversified non-farm activities in the 

rural sector is very much essential. And this can be achieved by providing 

monetary and technical supports to rural poor on easy terms. So a suitable 

financial network is a must for f he creation of self-employment opportunity for 

the rural poor. But the banking sector of Bangladesh is fragile and inefficient in 

mobilizing financial savings, allocating them to productive uses and promoting 

discipline in economic activity (WB,_ 1987). Moreover, if serves the inleresls of the 

well-to-do class mainly. So a huge number of rural poor is kept out of the 

institutional credit market. who are bound to be dependent on the informal 

moneylenders charging an exorbitant rate of interest. 

In such a situation GB came to scene as group-based micro-credit 

institution in 1983 with very high promise to eliminate rural poverty. Although 

some of the commercial and specialized banks and a few NG Os had been 

providing small amount of credit to the rural poor before the establishment of the 

GB, GB claims itself as the pioneer of micro-credit program. Micro-credit refers to 

a small size of loan, which varies from Tk.1000 to Tk. 10000. with the condition of 

weekly repayment with interest. The micro-credit programs have tremendously 

expanded in Bangladesh after the GB 's advocacy about its effectiveness in 

poverty allevialion. Mentioning the micro-credit as an engine of development, its 

proponents have shown its tremendous success on the rural poor households. GB 

claims that it is providing small amount of loan without any collateral at a 

reasonable rate of inlerest. It is claimed that people need not go to GB; GB itself 

goes to the borrowers' doorsteps with financial services. It is also claimed that a 

lot of non-farm aclivities were accomplished with GB credit. And the income 

elasticity of demand of those non-farm products were calculated to be highly 
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elastic (Rahman, 1986). II is also claimed that poor households need only five 

years to cross the poverty line and eight years to achieve economic strength so 

they can stop borrowing after ten years (Khandker & Chowdhury, 1996). 

In this circumstances upto September 2000, GB has disbursed a total of Tk. 

126789 .40 million among 2.37 million households covering almost all rural areas of 

the country. Seeing the success of GB, a lot of government-supported and non

governmenl organizations have started micro-credit programs in the rural areas 

with the same features. The government has initiated a huge number of credit 

programs for the rural poor, which are being implemented through various 

divisions and ministries. The commercial banks have also started dealing with the 

poor rural households with micro-credit. It is seen that as of December 1999 a 

sum of total TK. 305880 million has been disbursed by the major micro-credt 

institutions, and 15 million rural poor, of whom more than 90% are female, have 

been included into the MC programs of the NG-MCls. So it is seen that 

overwhelming majority of rural poor have already been undertaken into the 

micro-credit programs. Bui in spite of the huge coverage of GB-model of MC in 

the last two and a half decades. the socio-economic and socio-political 

progress of the poor rural poor including women empowerment, have not been 

significantly achieved. So there might have been some problems either in the 

operational system of GB or in the credit utilization process of the borrowers, 

which should be examined critically. 

1.3 Rationale of the Study 

As the major part of rural people have been living below the poverty line 

for a long time resulting from low level of earning and inadequate employment 

opportunities, indebtedness has also appeared as a common phenomenon 

among the rural households of Bangladesh. Incidence of indebtedness was 

found lo have increased over time i.e, it was 49% in 1965 (RCS, 1995), 71% in 1968 

(Khan, 1970) and 75% in 1970 (Assaduzzaman and Hossain). Although the 

government of Bangladesh have undertaken some credit programs for the rural 
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development being run by some organizations, like the BKB, RAKUB, SACP, 

cooperatives under the BRDB and commercial banks, the amount of credit of 

the above mentioned institutions ore inadequate. It was 10% to 15% in l 978 

(RFEP, Baseline Survey, 1978) and 30% in 1983 (Hossain, 1983) of the total demand 

of rural credit and is used mainly in forming. Moreover, a major port of the rural 

savings is being diverted to urban sectors through the conventional commercial 

banks. 11 is seen in a recent study that only 18% of the total credit of commercial 

Banks is disbursed in the whole rural sector from where 20% of the total capital of 

these banks ore accumulated (Doily Songbod, 5 1h July, 1998). The landless 

households have not the opportunity to borrow from commercial banks because 

of lack of collateral, which is preserved by the banks against the loon. So they 

ore obliged to borrow from the informal sources which are being run os a parallel 

money markel in the economy. The rate of interest of informal money market hos 

been found to be 64% on on overage (Khan, 1983) and to be varied from 24% to 

300% in the different region of the rural Bangladesh. So the institutional credit is 

obviously a crying need of lhe vast majority of rural people by which they can 

rescue themselves from the usurer and simultaneously create self-employment 

opportunities specially in non-form activities to remove the abject poverty. In 

such a situation the group-based credit program of GB emerged as new miracle 

to fulfil the crying needs of rural financing. 

II is claimed that the GB hos been providing credit facilities without 

collateral and al a lower interest rote in comparison with informal moneylenders 

to the doorsteps of those people who were before out of the reach of 

institutional network. Moreover the borrower-members are shown as the owners 

of the bank. The founder of the Gromeen Bank has mentioned that from his 

realization about the potentiality and credit worthiness of the rural poor, he 

initiated this special type of credit program. According to his claim if may be 

inferred that a huge number of rural poor have already been made as the 

engine of economic development. He said, 'The poor con be transformed into 

the engine of growth if we only allow lhem to unleash their capacity'. About a 
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total of 500 activities have been identified to be done by the credit most of 

which are non-farm activities. Women empowerment is shown as another vital 

objective of the GB and al present almost 95% of the total borrowers are female. 

As lo its own financial growth. the GB which started its credit program as an 

applied research project in 1976 with an amount of$ 36 only, is al present one of 

the largest financial institutions of the country. Moreover at present a total of 18 

sister organizations including cellular phone are running with the collaboration of 

the GB. So the financial viability of the GB is unquestionable. 

The tremendous success shown by the Grameen Bonk has also induced 

almost all NGOs of Bangladesh to transform their development-oriented activities 

into micro-credit programs. As a result the NGO and micro-credit program has 

become almost synonymous and the normal NGO activities regarding the 

formation of human capital is being squeezed in the rural area. From the size of 

total coverage of the micro-credit institutions including the GB. it is seen that 

almost the whole rural area has been covered in the meantime and already 

these institutions are serving for a long period of time. Allhough all of the MFls 

claim tremendous success of their programs in poverty alleviation. real picture of 

poverty situation. human development index. unemployment. women 

empowerment and the contribution of agrarian sector including small 

manufacturing in GDP do not bear testimony to their claims. 

A number of studies hove been done regarding the performance of the 

Grameen Bank till recently. The viability of GB's credit program hos been shown 

lo be absolutely remarkable almost in all of the studies. An excellent positive 

impact of the loon of GB on the borrower households specially in the early stage 

of the MC program of GB hos been shown by some of the studies. The excellent 

rate of recovery. small amount of weekly installment to repay, the pallern of 

borrower choice, efficient management. the rise in income level of the borrower 

households. were the main indicators by which they have shown the success. On 

lhe other hand. some of the renowned development experts have expressed 

their apprehension about the long-run impact of GB credit in the economy, 

9 
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because of small size of loan, its immediate recovery and slower progress of non

f arm production in the rural area. 

However. some important issues were not clearly identified or were 

omitted by the previous researchers. These are: a) external advantages enjoyed 

by the GB b) the velocity of credit creation by GB c) gross return from lending d) 

GB 's contract wilh borrowers regarding share and dividend e) scope of 

employment for the members of the borrowers households in the operational 

area of GB. f) the aclual cost of borrowing, g) changes of borrowers 

dependency on informal borrowing h) whether or not the weekly recovery is 

being generated from the surplus earned out of GB's credit i) proportion of 

borrowing actually utilized on productive purposes j) whether or not the 

contribution of credit is significant in the total income generation of the borrower 

households k) causes and magnitude of dropouts. their present socio-economic 

conditions and relationship with the bank as shareholders I) non-credit 

developmental support to borrower households m) the amount of self

employment creation among the members of the borrower households 

including women by GB. 

Slow progress of the agrarian sector coupled with the gaps of the previous 

researches has given rise to the need of the present study. In the present study 

attempts have been made to crifically examine the actual impacts of the loan 

of the GB on the borrower households. 

1.4 Objectives of the Study 

The prime and foremost objective of the present study is to critically 

evaluale the effectiveness of micro-credit program of the Grameen Bank in the 

light of socio-economic progress of the borrower households. The objectives are 

specified here: 

I) To evaluate the effective cost of credit borne by the borrowers. which

varies with the size of loan. number of installments to repay, interest gap of

obligatory savings and transaction cost.

10 
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2) To appraise financial viability of GB examining the actual interest rate, the

velocity of credit creation and external advantages.

3) To evaluate the role of GB on the nature and extent of existing informal

money market.

4) To examine GB's contract with the borrowers who are considered as the

owners of share and dividend.

5) To examine the relationship of the member borrowers within groups and

centers.

6) To examine, whelher or not the amount of regular repayment is obtained

from the earning resulting from borrowed credit of GB.

7) To examine, whether the loan is being used in productive purpose and to

what extent.

8) To separate credit incomes from the income of other factors so as to

measure the contribution of credit in the total income of borrower

households.

9) To examine the effectiveness of the '16-decisions' and other non-credit

facilities as developmental support of GB on the borrowers households.

10) To examine the scope and sustainability of self-employment created for

the members of borrower households by GB.

11) To asses the impact of GB loan on the different indicators of women

empowerment.

12) To appraise the scope of employment of the borrowers households in the

operation area of GB.

13) To examine the impact of GB loan on different socio-economic indicators

of the borrower households as a measure of empowerment.

14) To identify the causes and extent of dropout and the present socio

economic condition of the dropout borrowers of GB.

15) To identify the causes and trend of overlapping of the Grameen

borrowers with of her sources of micro-credit.

16) To evaluate the impact of GB in breaking the prevailing traditional rural

power structure in Bangladesh.

11 
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17) To reveal a comparative analysis of different micro-credit institutions

operating along with the GB in the rural area.

18) To assess the impact of non-credit assistance of government and non

government organizations on the households of GB borrower.

19) Recommendation of a set of policy measures for the optimal use of micro

credil lo alleviate rural poverty.

1.5 Limitations of the Study 

The present study is primarily based on primary source data, collected 

from the household level of poor borrowers. So it can not claim to be free of 

limitations fully. An appropriate methodology has been developed and applied 

from lhe start lo the completion with a great care to keep the data unbiased as 

well as to obtain a correct result from the study. But still some limiting factors are 

to be mentioned here, which may be seen in the different sections of the study 

as: 

First. due to lack of adequate money, manpower, materials and time all 

of the branches and all borrowers of GB could not be covered in the present 

study. A Iota! of 218 borrowers from five branches of GB have been selected as 

area of the present study. 

Secondly, most of the borrowers of GB have been found to be 

functionally illiterate. They did not maintain documents regarding the borrowings, 

installments, obligatory deposits and field of expenditure of GB loan. 

Thirdly, apart from the micro-credit of GB a large number of non-credit 

activities of government and NGOs exist in the rural economy, which strengthen 

the socio-economic condition of the borrower households. In addition lo this, a 

huge number of borrowers of GB have been found using multi-sources of MC at 

a time. So there is a real difficulty to assess the actual contribution of GB in 

changing the socio-economic condition of the rural poor. 

Fourthly. at present a lot of MFls and MF-NGOs are working along the GB in the 

rural area. The information of all of these institutions could not be covered in the 

study. 
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Finally, the common limitations of statistical and econometric 

measurement might exist in the calculation procedure. 

However the study has been designed in such a way so as to minimize the 

limitations mentioned above. A set of activities hove been done like applying 

al1ernalive methods to justify the reliability of data. rearranging the data and 

closer observation in every steps of the study. In spite of all possible 

precautionary measures. some limitations still remain which are considered to be 

normal for any study and those are least harmful to the findings of the present 

study. 
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1.6 Organization of the Study 

Chapter-I: Introduction 

This chapter contains the statement of problems, rationale, objectives and 

limitations of the study. 

Chapter- II: Review of Literature 

This chapter comprises the summary of some studies regarding the 

performances of the Grameen Bank and similar micro-finance institutions. The 

gap of the previous research has also been identified here. 

CHAPTER- III: Methodology of the Study 

In this chapter the conceptual issues, selection of samples, nature and 

sources of data, sample design, techniques of data collection and processing, 

necessary tools of analyzing and the methodological limitations in the study 

hove been discussed. 

CHAPTER-IV: Background of the Study 

In chapter IV, attempt has been made to give a brief outline of the 

policies and programs of the Grammen Bank and some other similar micro-credil 

institutions including NGOs of Bangladesh. 

CHAPTER- V: Data Analysis and Interpretation 

In chapter V, ,attempts have been made to analyze the primary data in 

details. 
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CHAPTER- VI: The Socio-economic changes of the Borrowers after Joining the 

Grameen Bank and the Contribution of GB Credit in the Total Income 

Generated by the Households 

An attempt has been made in chapter VI to show the changes of the 

borrower households after joining the Grameen Bank and the contribution of GB 

credit in the total income generated by the households in both qualitative and 

quantitative figures. 

CHAPTER- VII: The Impacts of Grameen Bank on Women Empowerment 

The impacts of GB 's micro-credit program on self-employment and socio

politicol status of women have been examined in chapter seven. 

CHAPTER- VIII: The Socio-economic Condition of the Dropout Borrowers 

In this chapter the socio-economic conditions of the dropout borrowers of 

GB have been analyzed. 
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2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER-2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A number of studies hove been undertaken by local and international 

researchers, academics and experts on the perf ormonce of the group-based 

credit program of the GB. The GB itself hos also published extensive and 

convincing literatures through which the MC program of GB has already 

achieved global recognition as a very successful approach lo poverty 

alleviation. A brief summary of the literatures put forward both by !he proponents 

and opponents of the GB-model MC programs ore discussed in the following 

sections. 

2.2 A Brief Review of the Main Literatures 

-Lssain, Mahbub (1984) in a study on "Credit for the Rural Poor- The Experience 

of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh" showed Iha! GB micro credit program hos 

significant positive effects on income, output, and consumption level of !he rural 

poor. He directed a field study among 61 l households in Tangail district (in 1982) 

a,nd showed significant positive results. Firstly, a 67 .6% of the total respondents 

owned no cultivable land, 26.8% owned up to 0.40 acres, 3.9% owned between 

0.41- l .0 acres, and only l .7% owned more than 1.0 acre of cultivable land. 

Considering the distribution pattern of cultivable land of the borrowers 

households mentioned above, he claimed that GB had reached the target 

group. Secondly, he found that income level of the borrower households had 

grown up wilh the length of membership which was Tk.11997 at lhe first time 

borrowing and Tk.11499 and Tk.12813 were for the second and third time 

borrowing respectively. Based on these information he concluded that GB had 

contributed a lot to enhance the income of the borrower households. Thirdly, he 
-

presented statistical evidence that the income level of GB borrower households 

were higher than lhal of non-borrower households in his study area. Fourthly, he 
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argued that the wage role in "Grameen Bank Villages" was higher than the 

average country wage rote, so agricultural labourers were getting indirect 

· benefils through increased wages. Finally, he found a decreasing trend in the

size of the borrowers' family in comparison with non-borrower families.

Hossain, Mahbub (1988) in another research work on "Credit for Alleviation of 

Rural Poverty: The Gromeen Bank in Bangladesh" had the following findings.

Firstly, the rate of recovery was very high; there was a minimum overdue

installments and female borrowers were more efficient than the mole borrowers.

No overdue was found among 81 % of fem ale and 7 4% of male borrowers.

Secondly, GB loons were used mainly in non-crop activities (of which 46% were

on livestock and poultry-raising, 25% on processing and manufacturing activities

and 23% were on trading and shop-keeping). Thirdly, the working capital

invested by the members in small business and manufacturing increased three

f old in only 27 months, and investment in fixed assets had increased about two

and a half limes in case of those borrowers taking loans for three years in

comparison with the borrowers toking loon only once. Fourthly, number of cattle

owned increased by 26% per year. Fifthly, the income of targeted and non

targeled household groups in the GB villages were respectively 43% and 28%

higher than the income of households remaining outside the GB program area.

Sixthly, as about one third of the members reported that they were unemployed

before joining the bank so GB generated self-employment for them. Sevenlhly,

excellent role of recovery resulted from: i) precision in determining the true

target group ii) developing strong management system iii) activities initialing lo

generate regular income iv) small amount paid as on installment v) the excellent

performance of GB officials. Finally, operating cost of GB loon was found lo be

very high (21 .7% in 1986) because of intensive supervision and participation of GB

workers in social development activities.

]Hossain, Mahbub (1998) in a recent study showed the relationship between

the length of membership and economic capability of the borrower households 
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of BRAC members. It is found from the study that the material gains of the 

borrower households in terms of housing is significant but the gains in other major 

indicators as consumption expenditure, expenditure on clothing and households 

income level did not change significantly with the length of membership. 

Rahman, Atiur (1985) conducted a study among 60 GB borrowers in a single 

branch of Tangail as a follow-up of the report published by Hossain (op.cit.). The 

main findings of his study were i)-Larger size of loons yielded higher level of 

income ii) Marginal propensity lo consume of the commodities produced in the 

non-crop sector were quite high and the income elasticity of demand for non

farm commodities were highly elastic iii) The micro-finance aclivities of GB had 

commercialized the rural economy. 

L Syed, Golam (1997) in his study "The Grameen Bank Model: Critical 

Evaluation of Some Conceptual and Operational Issues," examined the various 

aspects of GB operations. His findings were that !he effective rate of interest paid 

by the borrowers to GB was 38.68%, which was higher than all other financial 

institutions of Bangladesh whereas forced savings to GB fund resulted in a 

negative savings for the borrowers. On the other hand, higher rate of interest 

and rapidly mobilized savings helped lhe GB survive as a viable financial 

institution. He also argued that the availability of subsidized fund and grants from 

foreign and local sources proved that GB was not operating efficiently and did 

not reach the optimal scale. The higher rate of recovery could nol be the 

indicator of lhe borrowers' success or lhe optimum utilization of loan. And lastly 

he termed the GB as a profil making organization. 

Jahan, Khursheed and Hossain, Mosharaff (1998) directed a research work 

"Nature and Extent of Malnutrition in Bangladesh (Bangladesh National 

Nutritional Survey 1995-1996)" on 1245 households of 32 rural and 9 urban 

locations. They found that one-sixth of the total rural households were under the 

micro-finance programs of GB and other organizations. Striking point in their 
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survey was that the calorie intake level of the borrower households were 

significantly lower ( 1826 calorie) than that of non-borrower households ( 1901 

calorie). They also found no positive correlation between the amount of loan 

and calorie intake. 

Alamgir, Mohiuddin (1998) calculated the contribution of GB to the Gross 

Domestic Produd (GDP) of Bangladesh and showed that the contributions of GB 

to GDP were 1.5%, 1.3%. 1.1% in 1994, 1995, and 1996 respectively. He argued 

that GB had contributed to GDP direcfly and indiredly and was strengthening 

the rural financial sector. 

Osmani, S. R. (1989) in his article "Limits to the Alleviation of Poverty Through 

Non-farm Credit" criticized severely the idea of poverty alleviation through non

f arm activities. He expressed his great apprehensions about the long-run viability 

of GB operations. He mentioned that the whole process of GB might cease to an 

end in the long run like the Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP) of 

India. The barriers shown by him are: a) The market of non-farm commodities 

and services are very limited and unstable in rural sector because of low per 

capita income of the rural people b) The rural people substitute quality products 

from urban or foreign sector with the rise of their income level and so the 

products of rural non-farm sector become "inferior goods" which would be 

demanded from the poorest section only. As a result the supply of non-farm rural 

products would exceed the demand that would reduce the profit margin of rural 

entrepreneurs through falling price level c) He mentioned that !he matching of 

three situations i.e. i) matching between the type of assets and previous 

resources ii) matching between output pallern of demand and iii) matching 

between potenlial supply of assets and quantum of assets to be acquired, must 

be guarani eed for the long-run suslainability of borrowers through ensuring the 

productive uses of credit d) He also mentioned that comprehensive planning 

and price stabilily of agricullural and non-agricultural product are essentially 

needed for the long-run viability of micro-finance operations. 
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Quasem, A. (1991) has made some arguments against Osmani's doubt about 

the long-run viability of GB. His arguments in favour of GB were: i) GB was frying 

to identify the potential matching between demand and supply through 

portfolio diversification and enhanced the share of agricultural credit in total 

loan disbursement: and ii was possible to attract wage laborers to self

employment in due course of time ii) He mentioned that GB did not ignore the 

question of local level comprehensive planning and if ii started producing 

commodities and services which have high income elasticity as well as low cost 

of production ii would be viable in the long-run. 

r Rahman, Rushidan, Islam (2000) prepared a report in order to examine 

whether the micro credit programs were making sustainable progress in 

achieving the target groups or whether these programs were creating problems 

for the future generation. She showed the relationship between the length of 

membership and progress of the borrowers of various micro-finance institutions. 

Two hypotheses can be established from her study: i) The borrower households 

were using their borrowed money mainly on consumption as well as housing 

sector rather than productive purposes ii) The borrower failed lo earn satisfactory 

profit from the investment as a result of which their net worth was reduced in the 

long-run (48 month & above) iii) A stagnation on employment, consumption and 

ass els of the borrower households would be inevitable in the long-run. 

Bashar, A. (2000) analyzed various features and documents regarding micro

finance programs and showed his doubt about the declared excellent 

achievement by micro-finance institutions and their advocates. He argued that 

because of the involvement of many autonomous factors in the economy: the 

assessment of the effect of micro-finance must be replaced from these 

autonomous factors. He also mentioned that though the MFI claimed absolute 

success. practically it was yet to be achieved. He suggested that government 

inter-mediation is needed for the optimum utilization of micro-credit through the 

development of human & social capital. 
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Khandker, S.R. Khalily, B. and Khan, Z. (1995) discussed different features of 

GB in the paper, "Grameen Bank: Performances and Sustainability" using panel

data. both of the lime series and the cross section of 118 branches ( 1985- 1991) 

collected from different sources of GB. They considered the joint output viz. 

disbursement, membership, recovery rate, and savings mobilization of GB which 

were predetermined as a function of input prices, along with they considered 

some other control variables that influence cost of inputs. And they analyzed the 

performances through deriving a conditional Trans -log cost function as: 

lnTCjl=ao+adnSi,+ l /2[a21nS2i1J +a3lnWj1+ l /2[a41nW2it] +aslnNi,+ l /2[a61nN2it]+ l /2[a7lnSlni 
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Where, TCjl is the jlh branch's' program costs in period I; S is a vector of 

membership, lending and savings; N is the fixed unit cost of lending; W is the 

price of labor. IF is a vector of control variables, Dj is a vector of area-specific 

fixed endowments. 

From equation 2.1 they proved that GB exhibited a sufficient economies of scale 

in its operation. The findings of their analysis were: i) the micro-finance operation 

of GB was cost effective and enjoyed sufficient economies of scale and so 

viable in the long run ii) GB should charge the break-even rate of interest in order 

lo reduce the dependency on subsidy iii) borrowers are viable in terms of loan 

repayment performances. drop-out rate and changes of wage rate in the rural 

areas iv) they also menlioned that the swift expansion and extremely high role of 

recovery rate was partly due to the shrewd leadership of its founder MD and 

partly due to decentralized management structure.

JRahman, R.I. and Khandker, S.R (1995) in their study "Role of Targeted Credit 

Programs in Promoting Employment and Productivity of the Poor in Bangladesh" 

estimated the impact of three major micro-finance institutions GB, BRAC and 

BRDB with the help of Cob-Douglas production function. They compared the 

economic progress of the people belonging to these programs and control 

areas. Their findings were: i) Employment per worker was higher in the program 

areas than in the control areas and the MC programs improved the overall 
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productivity in agriculture, non-agriculture and livestock production ii) In 

agricultural sector marginal productivity of female labor was positive; but the 

marginal productivity of male labor was zero but in non-agricultural sector 

marginal productivity of male labor was positive and significant; on the other 

hand the marginal productivity of female labor was zero. 

�andker, S.R. and Latif, M.A. (1995) in a study "Role of Family Planning and

Targeted Credit Programs in Demographic Changes in Bangladesh", showed 

that contraceptive uses, other programs of family planning and health 

interventions were higher in micro-credit program areas than non program 

areas 

., Khandker, S.R., Alam, M. and Vincent, G. (1995) in their econometric analysis

"Determinants and Impact of Basic Skill Attainment: The Role of School and 

Targeted Credit Programs in Bangladesh" showed that in the program areas of 

GB and other micro-finance institutions the basic education and girls education 

was higher than that of non-program areas. They concluded that micro-finance 

programs were improving stat us of women in rural Bangladesh. 

Pitt,M.M. and Khandker,S.R. (1995) in a paper titled " Impact of Credit

Programs for the Poor on Household Behavior " showed that credit provided by 

GB had significant positive impact on different variables typically associated with 

assets, women empowerment, social status and liberty etc. They also mentioned 

that the micro-finance program of GB was found more effective than other 

micro-finance programs like BRAC, BRDB considering schooling the children, 

women labor supply, asset owned by women and total expenditure of borrower 

households. 

Khandaker,S.R. and Chowdhury, O.H. (1995) in their study on "Targeted Credit

Programs and Rural Poverty in Bangladesh" mentioned that the previous 

development plans for income generating activities could not achieve visible 
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success due to high transaction cost and high collateral involved in those system 

of banking and which excluded the poor. They claimed that the targeted 

approach by micro-finance institutions GB, RD-12 of BRDB, BRAC along with other 

organizations could play an important role in both lessening poverty and 

sustaining households prosperity in the long-run by lowering transaction cost. 

They argued that the borrower households could overcome poverty line by using 

micro-credit for five years and achieve self-sufficiency ofter_ ei ht years use of 

micro-credit. They concluded that mentioned micro-cre°i::lit credit programs 

already increased the asset base of the rural poor. 

Chowdhuh-y, O.H.and Khandker, S.R (1995) in their study "Do Targeted Credit 

Programs Improved the Nutritional Status of the Poor?" showed that the level of 

calorie intake in the areas under lhe program of GB were higher than the 

program areas of BRDB and BRAC which meant that Grameen Bank was more 

successful than olher NGOs programs. They also claimed that calorie intake was 

found higher in the targeted areas than that of non targeled areas as a whole. 

Jossain, Mosharaff (March, 1995) in a group discussion on "poverty alleviation

and credit programs" mentioned that due to higher interest charged by the 

informal money lenders, the huge demand for credit emerged in rural area from 

governmental or non-governmental agencies at moderate rate of interest. He 

argued that the rate of interest charged by the micro-finance institutions were 

very high (over 30%) and the repayment must begin within one or two weeks of 

the borrowing .He expressed his view that there was no economic activity in rural 

area of the country by which the borrower could make profit to begin the 

repayment of installmenls within one or two weeks after receiving the credit. He 

also mentioned that the production of tradable commodities in rural area was 

not remarkable though millions of borrower households were incorporated in 

micro�credit programs. So some realistic studies from the borrowers point of view 

were to be undertaken. 
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Chowdhury, O.H. (1989) mentioned that social awareness. economic strength 

and access to public resources of the participants of various MC programs 

including GB have increased. 

Riazi, M. H. (1995) in on academic research paper analyzed the cost structure 

of GB from both the lenders and borrowers point of view. Depending on primary 

data collected from 100 GB borrower households of twelve villages under Dhaka 

and Monikgonj Districts and secondary data collected from different sources of 

GB. he calculated effective cost of borrowing by estimating tronsaclion cost of 

borrower households. He calculated transaction cost by the equation given 

below: 

TC = TRAC+ SU C +STA C + LD. W----------------------------------------2. 2 

Where, TC = transaction cost; TRAC = transportation cost; 

SUC= supplementary cost; ST AC= stationary cost; LD= lost of working day; 

W= market wage rote. 

He estimated a transaction cost of Tk.3.95 per Tk.100 borrowing. He found that 

the effective cost of credit was much higher than that is shown by GB. He also 

calculated the cost of credit disbursement of GB and made a comparison with 

the operating cost of BKB and some other commercial banks and showed that 

the operating cost of GB was higher than other banks in question. He concluded 

that marginal revenue earned by GB was higher than the marginal cost and so 

there was economy of scale in GB operations. 

N. J. Kurein (1995) gave emphasis to examine the investment opportunities in 

the rural areas, especially in the areas covered by micro-finance programs of 

various organizations. He mentioned that some justified criterion must be 

developed to measure the progress and sustainability instead of recovery rate of 

the borrowers. 

Yunus, M. (1999) claimed that he started GB micro-credit programs with $27 

only in 1976 and its fund reached $1 billion till march 1995. Average size of loan 
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stood at $180, repayment rate was between 96% to l 00% during that period on 

an average. He cited that 96% of the share were owned by the borrowers and 

94% borrowers were women. Nine members out of thirteen were directly elected 

from the member borrowers in the Board of Directors of GB. He also mentioned 

that in a normal year 5% of Grameen borrower households crossed over the 

poverty line. The Grameen Bank approach of MC had been applied in 40 

countries. Finally he mentioned that GB had been economically self sufficient 

since 1995 and already established more than a dozen enterprises, and 

concluded that about 22 million poor people around the world had access to 

small loans; and upheld strongly that micro-credit would be able to make a 

poverty free world. 

Baker, M. A. (1996) examined some selected micro-credit programs and 

identified some constraints both from the lenders and from the borrowers side as: 

weak organizational structure, poor supervision of loan. high operating cost, 

inadequate size of loan, and low rate of returns from certain ac1ivilies. He 

showed that the average size of loan for female borrowers was smaller (Tk.1686) 

than that for male borrowers (Tk.2798) though the recovery rate was same for all 

(98%). 

Mostafa, G. (1995) showed that from the use of same amount of loan, trading 

activities generated larger returns in comparison with the activities like poultry, 

husking, goat rearing etc. He also mentioned that success of female borrowers 

was dependent on the previous experience of their husbands and the previous 

working capital owned by the households. 

Ahammad, A. K.M.U (2000) in an article severely attacked the idea of poverty 

alleviation and development through the 'GB model' of micro-credit. He argued 

that the idea of MC was disproportionately highlighted in the global context and 

was highly rewarded. He mentioned that prevention of famine did not mean 
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development. He concluded that without produc1ion oriented employment 

creation, welfare of the people could not be attained. 

Hossain, (1998) in a study observed that among the dropout cases, 69% 

resulted from incapability to repay the loan installments. 

Matin, I. (1998) in his study on " Mis-Targeting by the Grameen Bank: A Possible 

Explanation" showed that 49% and 71 % sample GB borrowers, who joined the GB 

before and after 1992 respectively, were from non-target group in terms of land 

ownership. He also found higher rate of loan defauller among the older groups 

and branches. 

2.3 Research Gap 

From the review of the literatures it is seen that the proponents of the GB

model of micro-credit have claimed tremendous success of the program. On the 

other hand some researchers who are not paid GB consultants, have expressed 

their great apprehension about the long-run viability of GB programs. But some 

vital issues have been omitted in all of these research studies. These are: 

• Due to the weekly repayment system the ac1ual rate of interest might have

been higher than the rate of interest shown by GB. But in no study, lhe ac.tual 

role of interest has been calculated which is important for both the borrowers 

and lender. 

• The multiplier of credit creation by weekly recovery and obligatory savings of

the borrowers are not examined in any study. 

• The trends of the use of multi-sources (over lapping) of micro-credit among

the borrower households of GB were not clearly examined in any of lhe 

mentioned studies. 

• The authority of GB mentions that the landless member borrowers own 94%

shares of the Bank. But in no research work the relationship between the member 

borrowers as a share holder and GB as a limited financial company regarding 
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share certificates, distribution of annual dividends and so on have been 

examined. 

• There is no clear indication in any of the previous research work to what extent

the GB has been able to lessen the influence of informal moneylenders in the 

rural areas. 

• The nature and magnitude of member dropout from the credit network of GB

has not clearly been established in the previous works. 

Previous researchers did not show how non-credit earnings are influencing the 

high recovery rate of GB borrowers. 

• It is not identified in any of the previous studies how many female borrowers

are handling the loan directly and how credit is empowering them. 

• The youth as well as educated unemployment is one of the major challenges

of rural development but the previous studies did not mention the impacts of GB 

program on youth unemployment situation. 

• The operation area of GB is extensive enough to employ some members from

borrower households but this aspect was not highlighted in any study. 
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As every research work in social science has to follow some specific and 

scienlific melhods, the present study maintains a well defined methodology from 

lhe very idenlificalion of lhe problems lo oblaining !he results. In order lo 

examine the impacts of lhe micro-credil programs of Grameen Bonk on the 

vulnerable rural poor of Bangladesh, empirical and inductive methods hove 

been followed in the present study. In this chapter, various conceptual issues 

concerning the field of the study and the methodology are explained. 

3.2 Conceptual Issues 

Definitions of various socio-economic terms and concepts, which have 

been used in the present research work, are briefly discussed here. 

3.2.1 Rural Indebtedness: II is a situation, in which a person is obliged to toke 

loon from another to meet his expendilure over income. The indebtedness 

among the rural households is a common feature and is seen almost in all of the 

rural areas of Bangladesh. The nature and profundity of indebtedness among 

the rural poor households is examined in the present study. 

3.2.2 Micro-credit: Micro-credit hos drawn global allention as one of the most 

powerful and effec1ive instrumenl lo eradicate rural poverty. Grameen Bank, the 

pioneer of group-based micro-credit, storied its credit operation in 1983 with the 

objective of poverty alleviation through creating self-employment opportunity as 

well as the empowerment of 1he rural poor. According lo Prof.Yunus, the model 

builder of GB, micro-credit is the 'engine' of development and 'a poverty free 

world' could only be created through micro-credit (Yunus, 1994). He expressed 

his views thal poverty can be removed through providing small omounl of 

money to the poorest people as loan. He declared, "Poverty should be a matter 
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which will find its place in the poverty museum". He also men1ioned tha1 

· theoretical framework of economics did no1 have any room for seJf-employment

and so he was going lo wrile 'new economics text-books' (Yunus, 1998) which

would be obviously micro-credit based. Gromeen Bonk is now one of the largest

micro-finance institution in the world, which disbursed Tk. 124,035.00 million as

micro-credit among 94,33,974 members upto December 1999. Many

governmental and non-governmental organizations hove been following

Gromeen Bonk model of micro-credit in Bangladesh since lost two decodes as a

strategy of poverly alleviation. The GB model of micro-credit hos also been

adopted by nearly 60 countries of the world as a tool of poverty alleviation.

But. neither the proponents nor any micro-finance institution hove yet defined 

the concept of micro-credit clearly though they claim it as the 'engine' of 

development. There is also no concrete defini1ion of micro-credit in economics. 

From the practices of micro-credit institutions in the field level it is seen that the 

term 'micro-credit' refers to the small size of loan, which is found to be an 

amount of TK. l 000 to Tk. l 0000, disbursed with the condition of weekly repayment 

with interest. Upto December'99 more than Tk. 290000.00 million have been 

disbursed in Bangladesh by all the recognized micro-credit instilulions. Many 

other non- recognized organizations ore also dealing with such business 

especially in rural areas in Bangladesh. All micro-credit institutions ore providing 

group-based credil facilities to the poor in order to reduce poverty by creating 

self-employment. Their target group is mainly women who are being excluded 

from the facilities of ongoing commercial banking system in the counlry. 

3.2.3 Micro-credit or Micro-finance Institution (MCI or MFI): The formal and 

semi-formal inslitutions including NGOs, which ore providing group-based small 

scale financial services to the rural poor with the aim of poverty alleviation have 

been considered in the present study as micro-credit or micro-finance 

institutions. 
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3.2.4 Rural Credit Market: II rerers to the area of the credit market of the 

· country, in which the rural dwellers are dealing with money matters. At present

the rural credil market of Bangladesh consists of three sources. a) Formal source:

the scheduled and specialized banks b) Semi-formal source: the GB and other

micro-credit institutions including MF-NGOs and c) Informal source: individual

moneylenders (Saha and Habib 1998). All these are performing financial

inlermediation among the rural dwellers in different manners. Jhe third one has
. �

been playing a parallel role lo lhe formal money market in B"<1ngladesh for long

lime and where lhe exorbilanl role of interest is visible.

3.2.5 Borrower: It has been defined as those persons who join any MFls 

including the GB and take loan al least for a single period. 

3.2.6 Borrower Household: The household in which the borrower lives with his or 

her spouse, children and olher relatives has been considered as the borrower 

household in the present study. 

3.2.7 Dropout Borrowers: The borrowers who have been forcefully driven 

away or willingly stopped borrowing GB loan have been defined as the dropout 

borrowers in the present study. 

3.2.8 Overlapping Borrower: In the present study overlapping has been 

defined as the situation when a borrower borrows from more than one sources 

on interest. 

3.2.9 Poverty: Poverty refers to the incapability of achieving a minimum 

standard of living. The concept of poverty may be expressed in bolh absolute 

and relative sense. Absolute poverty refers to inability of an individual lo meet 

the minimum necessities of life: on the other hand relative poverty indicates 

income inequality in society (Islam. Huda. Narayan, & Rana-1997). In the 

conventional approach of economics income or expenditure was the indicator 
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of measuring poverty. In modern economic approach nutritional and social 

· deprivation also have been considered as the indicators of measuring poverty

(Sen, 198 I J. The inabilily of GB borrowers to fulfill the basic needs of life has been

considered as poverty in the present study.

3.2.10 Poor: People who are unable lo meel the minimum level of basic 

requirements of life i.e, food & nutrition, housing, education, medical facilities, 

drinking waler, sanitalion and security have been defined as poor. The persons 

failing to cope with the future crises have also been considered poor. 

According to the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics ( 1998), 44.9 percent of the rural 

people are poor. In terms of calorie intake the poor have been divided into 

three categories such as a) Exlreme/Hardcore poor people who toke less than 

1805 kilo calorie per day b) Moderate poor people those taking less than 2122 k 

calorie per day and c) Vulnerable non-poor people staying just above but close 

lo the poverty line. 

3.2.11 Poverty Line: Bangladesh Bureau of Stalislics hos determined the 

poverty line as the minimum level of per capita calorie intake, which was below 

2200 kilo calorie per day till 1988, and al present below 2122 kilo calorie per 

person per day. For the hardcore or extreme poor the poverty line is below 1805 

kilo calorie per day. which was previously below 1800 kilo calorie per person per 

day. 

3.2.12 Poverty Line Income: The minimum level of income that is needed lo 

overcome the poverty level has been defined as poverty line income. Hossain 

estimated ii lo be per capita Tk. 6287 to overcome the poverty and Tk. 3560 per 

capita lo overcome exireme poverty situation in 1995. In the present sludy, per 

capita income of TK. 3560, TK. 6287 and TK. 6300 or more are considered to 

indicate the extreme poor, moderate poor and vulnerable non-poor households 

respectively. 
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3.2.13 Methods of Interest Calculation: In the presenl study, the interest rate 

· charged by the GB has been eslimaled by using three allernative methods.

These ore briefly discussed below:

3.2.13.a The Average Balance Method: The working formula of this method is 

IRAIJ =
TAI 

x 100 
ABL 

and ABL 
= FR+ UJ

' 
2 

Where, IRAB= Interest rate on average balance, TAI= Total amount of Interest, 

ABL= Average balance of loan, FBL= First balance of loan, LBL= Last balance of 

loan, 

3.2.13.b The Effective Rate Method: The working formula of this method is 

EIU = 2PC
x JOO 

A(n+ I) 

Where, ERi= Effective rate of interest, P= Number of annual installments, C= Total 

interest payment. A= Amount of loan, n= Total number of installments 

3.2.13.c Flat Rate Method: The working formula of this method is 

Rl = TA I x J 00
TAL 

Where, RI= Role of interest, TAI= Total amount of interest, TAL= Total amount of 

loon.�

3.2.14 Effective Cost of Borrowing: The cost incurred by the borrowers per 

hundred Tako loans on lhe average portfolio of the GB is considered as the 

effective cost of borrowing in the present study. It has two components i.e, 

interest payment and transaction cost. 
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3.2.15 Velocity of Credit Creation of GB: The multiplier/ velocity of credit 

· creation is defined as the amount by which the GB raises its initial fund through its

short term and weekly recovery process. The working formula of the velocity of

credit creation is

II 

JC+ IXi 
V = I X 100 

IC 

V= Velocity of credit creation. X= Amount of credit crealed per week and IC = 

Amount of Initial credit. 

3.2.16 Rural Unemployment: a situation, where the rural people seek a job but 

cannot get it. In the present study the voluntary unemployment is excluded al 

the lime of analyzing the rural unemployment situation. 

3.2.17 Rural Youth Unemployment: In Bangladesh persons constituting the 

age group 15-30 have been recognized as the youth by the government 

(Mas um, BEA, 2000). The youth as well as literate men and women who seek job 

but cannot obtain are considered as rural youth unemployment in the present 

study. 

3.2.18 Self-employment and Income Generation: In the present study, the 

concept of self-employment generation is defined as the involvement of the 

unemployed members of the society in diversified economic activities of f heir 

own choice. The additional income, that is earned from self-employment and 

extended business is termed as income generation. 

3.2.19 Farm Activity and Non-farm Activity: The activity based on the soil of 

the earth regarding production is defined as farm activity and manufacturing 
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and business activity is considered as the non-farm activity for the borrowers 

· households in the present study.

3.2.20 Women Empowerment: The involvement of women in economic

activities, in household decision making and in socio-political level with a view to

removing discrimination and persecution imposed by male partners is

considered as women empowerment. The self-employment, literacy, vocational

knowledge, freedom in decision making, legislative rights, health and nutrition,

persecution, early marriage and dowry have been token as the indicators to

measure the women empowerment in the present study.

3.2.21 Literacy: literacy is the ability to write a letter in any language (RPMS-BBS, 

2000) 

3.2.22 Human Development: The increase in educational level, health status, 

vocational knowledge and other skill building regarding income generating 

activities among the borrower households is considered as human development 

indices in fhe present study. 

3.2.23 Indicators of Socioeconomic Empowerment: Amount of income, land, 

labor force, housing, savings, capital goods, livestock, poultry, debt liabilities, 

human development. freedom of choice in socio-economic and political level 

etc of the borrower households are considered as socioeconomic indices to 

measure empowerment of the borrowers. 

3.2.24 Voluntary Savings and Obligatory Savings: The amount of savings that is 

generated by the households from the regular income is defined as voluntary 

savings and the amount of savings, which is accounted in the fund of different 

MFls due to the obligations imposed by the institutions gre considered as 

obligatory savings in the present study. 
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3.2.25 Credit Earnings and Non-credit Earnings: The credit earnings and non

. credit earnings have been defined as lhe earnings, which are respectively 

dependent and independent of the credit programs of the GB and other MFls. 

3.3 Selection of Sample 

3.3.1 Selection of the Study Area 

In the present research the study area has been selected with a great 

care so that the fruitful results emerge. Five thana areas of Rajshahi district have 

been selected purposefully. These are: a) Boalia b) Paba c) Mohanpur d) 

Godagari and e) Motihar. Of these thanas, characteristics of rural economy and 

rural mode of produclion are relatively more pronounced in Mohanpur and 

Gadagari. But as all the study areas lie in close proximity wilh Rajshahi 

Metropolitan City, there is more likelihood for the borrowers to avail lhe 

opportunities of lransportalion, product marketing and so on. Again the selected 

areas are almost flood-free, the soil is fertile having excellent climatic condilion. 

So if lhe GB supported micro-credit has anything to do in generating higher 

income of the poor this study area may be considered to be very appropriate. 

3.3.2 Selection of the Branches 

A total of l 142 branch offices, 122 area offices and 15 zonal offices 

constitute the organization of GB (August 1999) for its micro-credit operation in 

Bangladesh. 11 is virtually impossible ror an academic researcher to collect data 

from every branch or visit all operational area of Grameen Bank due to the 

insufficiency of time, money and logistics. For this reason, a total of five branches 

of Grameen Bank have been selected. These are Deopara, Pakri, Matikata, 

Damkura, Parila. 

3.3.3 Selection of Respondents 

As the study is a socioeconomic research, selection of respondents is the 

most significant part. For the purpose of the present study, respondents are 
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selected in such a way so Iha! unbiased results can be oblained as lo lhe effect 

· of GB's expanding program on the poor borrowers in question. A total of 218

borrowers have been selected randomly from among the Gromeen Bank

members, and all of them ore female members toking loon for at least five years.

Of the total respondents 188 ore still borrowing and the rest 30 have been

dropped-out from micro-credit pipeline of GB.

3.4 Nature and Sources of Data 

Both the primary and secondary data hove been collected to meet the 

fundamental needs of the present study. The nature and sources of data, which 

hove been used in the present study, ore mentioned below: 

3.4.1 Primary Data: The primary data have been collected over a period of 6 

month from 1st January 1999 to 30th June 2000. The aclive borrower, dropped 

out borrower and the GB officials hove been interviewed by separate interview 

schedule from the field level in the sludy area. 

3.4.2 Secondary Data: In addifion lo collecting data from primary sources, the 

secondary sources hove also been used for the fulfillment of the study. These 

secondary data have been collected from various local and international 

publications. The sources of secondary data are given below: 

3.4.2.a The Publications of Grameen Bank: The annual reports of Grameen 

Bank, lhe annual activily reporls of Rojshohi zonal office and lhe selected 

branches, newsletters as well as many other publications of Grameen trust have 

been used for the study. 

3.4.2.b The Credit and Development Forum (CDF): The Credit and 

developmenl forum has been working as a network of micro-finance inslitutions 

of Bangladesh since 1992. It is the only o�gonization in Bangladesh which collects 

and stores datd from differenl governmental and non-governmenlal 
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organizations dealing wilh micro-credil programs in Bangladesh and abroad. It is 

· also providing some advisory and managerial support to different micro-finance

organizafions. The "CDF Statistics", lhe data bank reports, and ofher publications

of Credit and Developmenl Forum bearing the lalest micro-credit pictures of

Bangladesh have been obtained as the secondary daf a for the enrichment of

the study.

3.4.2.c The Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation: The annual reports and some 

other publications of Palli Karma-Sahayok Foundation (PKSF) have been 

collected to support the study with secondary data. 

3.4.2.d The Publications of Bangladesh Government: The publications and 

planning documenls of various departments, divisions and ministries have been 

used as the sources of the secondary data. Special emphasis has been given lo 

the publications of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. different periodic Plans, 

Economic Reviews, Annual Development Programs. Budget Statements and 

many olher publications of GOB concerning development aclivilies. rural 

financial markets and micro-credit. 

3.4.2.e The Publications of Bangladesh Bank: The annual reports. banking 

statislics. and various circulars of Bangladesh Bonk regarding financial affairs 

were used as secondary data for the purpose of the study. 

3.4.2.f The Commercial Banks and Financial Institutions: The annual reports 

and activities of commercial banks as well as other financial institutions have also 

been loken as fhe secondary sources of data. 

3.4.2.g The Non-governmental Organizations: In Bangladesh there are more 

lhan 3000 local and international NGOs. The annual reports and prospectus of 

some of the largest NGOs have been collected as sources of secondary data. 
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3.4.2.h The International Publications: The Reporls of World Bank, Asian 

· Development Bank. UNDP, FAO and some other organizations have been taken

into account as the source of cerlain types of secondary datg./

)·5 Sampling and Methods of Data Collection

The sampling and methods of data collection are mentioned below. 

3.5.1 Sampling 
f' ,

In the:present study; two types of sampling: a) the random sampling and 

b) the purposive sampling have been used for the collection of primary data

from the field level member borrowers of the GB. 

3.5.1.1 Random Sampling: The primary data have been collecled randomly 

after the collection of lhe name and address of the active borrowers of GB 

under the respective branches. 

3.5.1.2 Purposive Sampling: To collect the primary data from the dropout and 

expelled borrowers. the melhod of purposive sampling has been applied in the 

present study. In addition to this, the purposive mode has also been applied in 

the case of collecting the primary data from the active borrowers to exclude the 

borrowers who have been taking GB loan for less than 5 years. 

3.5.2 Method of Data Collection 

For collecting data the following methods hove been applied 1n the 

present study. 

3.5.2.a Interview Method: Three sets of questionnaire were prepared for three 

types of respondents (active borrowers, dropout borrowers and GB officials) for 

conducting interview. These were prepared with greol core so that the accurate 

results could be achieved for the purpose of the study. The respondents were 
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interviewed in a very cordial atmosphere at their own houses and offices 

· respectively.

3.5.2.b Observation Method: A number of vital information were collected

through observation which, are related to the objective of our study but it was

not possible to include those interview schedules. This was done through visiting

the houses of the borrowers as well as their neighbour and maintaining the

record regularly.

3.5.c Library Work Method: At the very initial stage of the study, a lot of

published and unpublished lileratures regarding the micro-credit operations of

Grameen Bank and its significance in the context in Bangladesh were reviewed.

For 1ha1 purpose 1he libraries of Grameen Bank, Bangladesh lnslilute of

Development Studies. Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Dhaka University, Rajshahi

University, Bangladesh Bank, PKSF, CDF and many other micro-finance institutions

were intensively useo/

3.6 Tools Used 

In the present study the following tools have been used for data 

compiration, tabulation and test. 

3.6.1 Statistical and Econometric Tools: To collect. scrutinize and tabulate and 

analyze the collected data, various statistical and econometric tools such as. 

graphs, charts, sampling, measures of central tendency, correlation, regression 

e1c. have been used in the present study. The tools are of great help lo present 

the data systemically and obtain correct resul1s. 

3.6.2-Computer Tools: In the present study the tools of computer has been used 

to obtain the result correctly and promptly. Three rendifion of computer as I) M.S 

word 11) M.S Excel and Ill) SPSS have been used. 
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The accuracy of !he outcome of !he study depends on the reliability of the 

data. Reliability of the data on fhe ofher hand depends on the observalion 

paltern and sincerity of the observer. In social research there are some limitalions 

almost in all methods of sludy because of the inclusion of irrelevant informalion. 

The data, which ore collected from individuals of the society may some times 

deviate from ideal situation because of difference in socio-cullural values and 

cusloms, altilude etc of the persons inlerviewed. The standards of observation 

con also vary with the change of time. In the present study data have been 

collec1ed very carefully, so os not to be affected adversely by the problems 

mentioned above. 

3.8 Brief Summary 

From the foregoing discussion, ii is evident that, os special emphasis hos 

been laid on the objec1ivily of the study so 1he methodology has been 

formulated scientifically. The issues raised and analyzed in !he different stages of 

the study have been defined clearly at the beginning. As to the choice of the 

study area, Rajshahi Zone of the GB has been selected, as it is the most 

successful operational as is evident from the major indices of GB. The collection 

of secondary data to supplement the primary data, where necessary, were 

collected from various sources in order to make the analysis more objective. The 

survey area has been confined to five branches of GB considering time and 

resource constraint. During the collection of data the interview method has been 

emphasized while keeping close observation on the respondents. 
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4.0 Introduction 

Alarming situalion of poverty and unemployment especially in the rural 

areas of Bangladesh appears as the main challenge to development. Low 

level of savings, lack of capital formalion and employment opportunities. 

gender discriminalion and low level of productivify in both farm and non-farm 

sectors can be identified as the main causes of poverty and unemployment. 

As lhe rural poor are unable lo meet their basic needs because of lhe low 

income, they face savings gap. As a result they try to fill the gap by borrowing 

from the usurers who dominate the rural money market and charge exorbitant 

rate of interest. These loans are used by the rural poor both for consumption 

and investment purposes. In such a situalion they need to be provided with 

soft credit by the formal and semi-formal sources. But due to inappropriate 

credit policy pursued by the governmenl the rural poor could not gel 

adequate credit from formal institutions and were exploited by informal 

moneylenders. In the recent past semi-formal institutions (GB & MF-NGOs) 

have come into prominence with credit programs for fighting poverty in 

Bangladesh. (Saha & Habib, 1998). These mcro-finance institutions are 

providing group-based credit to the rural poor for ensuring their wellbeing and 

prolecting them from the exploitation of the usurers. 

Although the commercial banks of Bangladesh have been asked to 

provide agricultural and rural credit since mid 1970s in order to supplement 

the government's efforts of alleviating rural poverty, the rural credit programs 

of the commercial banks could not reach the poor significanlly and the 

programs almosf came to a halt in the decade of 1990s due to corruption 

and frustrating rate of recovery (Saha & Habib' 1998). BRDB started credit 

programs for fhe rural poor to generate income through the creation of non

farm activities in 197 4, but it could meet a very li1tle part of vast demand for 
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credit of the rural poor. The Grameen Bank initiated a group-based micro

credil programs for the alleviation of rural poverty in 1983 and many other 

NGOs have also come forward with micro-credit programs following the GB 

approach. 

The government of Bangladesh has given emphasis on micro-credit 

and related activities in the Fiflh Five Year Pion (1997-2002) as a strolegy of 

poverty alleviation along with other development efforts. At present, huge 

amount of money are being disbursed by the different ministries and divisions 

of the government as micro-credit in the rural areas. 

It is asserted by all formal and semi-formal micro-credit institutions that 

they are providing group-based collateral-free credit and non-credit 

developmental support at a reasonable rate of interest to the poorest people 

so that they could alleviate rural poverty through creation of self

employmenl. II is also claimed that micro-credit is empowering the rural poor 

specially the rural women through creation of freedom of choice in the socio

economic and political decision making. In the meantime the MC-NGOs have 

mobilized huge amount of savings from their borrowers. 

Although Some NGOs and Commercial Banks started micro-credit 

operations before the GB 's inception. GB claims itself as the pioneer of the 

group based micro-credit programs and it achieved global recognition for 

that. Attempt has been made to analyze the overall operational aspects of 

the credit programs carried out by the Gramen Bank and other micro-credit 

institutions in the present chapter. 
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4.1 GRAMEEN BANK AT A GLANCE 

The history of foundation and overall activities of the Grameen Bank is 

briefly discussed here. 

4.1.1 History of Establishment: Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, is at present 

the largest specialized micro-credit institution in the world. The credit program 

of the GB was initialed by Dr. Muhammad Yunus, a professor of economics, 

university of Chittagong, as a research project aiming at po�erty alleviation in 

August 197 6, from "Jobra", a village of Chittagong district. It disbursed small 

size of collateral-free credit among the landless people and successfully 

recovered 100 percent of credit including interest in the scheduled time. 

Seeing the excellent performance of recovery rate, Dr. Yunus was able lo 

convince Bangladesh Bank to extend the experience of GB project under the 

supervision of Bangladesh Bank with financial support. In 1979 GBP slarted its 

micro-credit operation in Tangail district as a project of Bangladesh Bank 

(Yunus, 1987). The project operated with excellent rate of recovery which was 

98-99 % ( Yunus, 1987) in all the nineteen branches in Tangail region. Grameen

Bank project received huge grants and soft loans from many international 

agencies like If AD, FORD Foundation, SIDA, UNICEF etc along with the 

financial support of central bank and nationalized commercial banks of 

Bangladesh. Later on, it expanded its credit programs in Dhaka, Rangpur and 

Patuakhali districts till early 1983. In September 1983, the government of 

Bangladesh announced 'Grameen Bank' ordinance by which the GBP 

became a scheduled financial institution named 'Grameen Bank'. Finally GB 

was launched as a specialized bank with group-based micro-credit programs 

to uplift the rural poor from poverty in 2nd October 1983 with an aulhorized 

capital of Tk. 100 million and a paid-up capital of Tk. 30 million. The Grameen 

Bank was declared as a share holding financial institution. Initially 60 percent 

and 40 percent share was shown under !he ownership of the government of 

Bangladesh and the poor borrowers respectively. The percentage of shares 

under the ownership of the poor members has been increasing with the of 
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expansion of the <;:redit programs. At present it is shown that member 

borrowers own 93.28 percent of the shares and the government owns only the 

remaining 6.72 percent shares. GB has been providing group-based credit 

without collateral to the landless poor who were left out of the conventional 

banking system with a view to inducing income generating activities for 

poverty alleviation. Unlike many other commercial banks, the GB credit 

delivery model is designed lo ensure its financial viability (Khandker, Khalily 

and Khan. l 995) and within very short time GB has got recognition as a 

unique financial institution for the alleviation of rural poverty. 

4.1.2 Specialities of Grameen Bank 

By nature the commercial banks create fund and make profit by 

lending at higher roles of interest relative to the deposit and borrowing rates. 

The demand and supply of funds in free markets usually determine the roles 

of interest. The GB also maintains this principle of fund accumulation and 

profit creation. The commercial banks of Bangladesh are regulated by lhe 

Bank Companies Act and are obliged to follow the directions and guidelines 

of the Central Bank. Bui the GB is operating under its own ordinance 'The 

Grameen Bank Ordinance 1983' and enjoying full autonomy. The commercial 

Banks secure collateral against lending but the GB is lending without any 

visible collateral. Unlike other banks, GB do not provide loan to an individual. 

It forms group of borrowers before loan sanction. GB is fundamentally a 

group-based lending institution designed especially to work with the rural 

poor and unlike many other financial institutions it recovers the lending weekly 

in equal installments with interest. It collects different types of compulsory 

savings from the group members, through which capital accumulates. 

4.1.3 Goal and Objectives of GB 

The goal, which is proclaimed by the GB, is poverty alleviation. 

Mentioning the credit as the most powerful instrument or engine of 
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development. it has been providing group-based credit facilities to the 

poorest section of rural society for the creation of self-employment and 

income generating activities. The objectives which are specified by the 

Grameen Bank are mentioned here: 

1) To empower the rural poor especially the women who are seriously

neglected and ignored, through creation of self-employment

opportunities and freedom for them.

2) To provide financial services exclusively to the poorest section of rural

area which is excluded from the formal credit institutions.

3) To rescue the poor people from the informal moneylenders who are

exploiting them by charging exorbitant rate of interest on credit.

4) To provide organizational support to the disadvantaged people for the

belier use of credit and income as well.

5) To develop human capital in the rural areas through providing

developmental programs regarding education, health, nutrition,

disaster management etc.

6) To mobilize savings as a part of future hope for the poor.

7) To reduce rural unemployment and dependency rate by offering self

employment opportunities in rural non-farm sector.

GB has made a guideline consisting of a lot of advises named 'Sixteen 

Decision' as a comprehensive program for the socio-economic development 

of the rural poor. The 'Sixteen Decisions' are as follows: 

1. The four principles of the Grameen Bank: discipline, unity, courage. and

hard work- we will follow and advance in all walks of our lives.

2. We will bring prosperity to our families.

3. We will not live in dilapidated houses. We will repair our houses and

work towards constructing new houses.

4. We will grow vegetables all the year round. We will eat plenty of them

and sell the surplus.
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5. During the plantation season. we will plant as many seedlings a

possible.

6. We will plan to keep families small. We will minimize our expendilures.

We will look after our health.

7. We will educate our children and ensure that they can pay for their

education.

8. We will always keep our children and the environment clean.

9. We will build and use pit-latrines.

10. We will drink tubewell waler. If ii is not available, we will boil water or

treat it with alum.

11. We will not take any dowry in our son's wedding, neither will we give

any dowry in our daughter's wedding. We will keep the center free

from lhe curse of dowry. We will not practice child marriage.

12. We will not inflict injuslice on anyone, nor will we allow any one to. do

so.

13. For higher income we will collectively undertake bigger investmenls.

14. We will always be ready to help each other. If anyone is having

difficulty, we will help him.

15. If we learn of any breach of discipline in any cenler, we will help to

reslore discipline.

16. We will inlroduce physical exercise in our centers. We will take part in all

social activities collectively.

GB hos introduced these sixteen decisions to achieve overall uplift of the rural 

disadvantaged people. 
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4.1.4 Organizational Structure: The Organizational structure of Grameen 

Bank is shown in the following chart. 
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The policies regarding f he overall activities of the GB are formulaf ed in 

the head office. Branch office is lhe micro unit of credit marketing and is the 

profit earner for the GB. Each of the branch offices supervises 60 lo 70 centers 

with only 6 to 8 personnel. The decisions. which are formulated in the center 

of administration come to the branch offices/ operational units through 'top 

lo bottom' path for implementation regularly. Other offices between Head 

office and branches are doing intermediary aclivilies. 

4.1.5 Administrative Hierarchy: The administrative hierarchy of Grameen 

Bank is shown in the fallowing diagram. 

CBD 

MD 

GMIA 
GMME 

so 
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Note: CBD= Chairman of the Board of Directors. MD= Managing Director. DMD= Deputy

Managing Director, GMA= General Manager Administration. GMTIA= General manager Training 

and International Affairs. GMME= General Manager Monitoring and Evaluation, DGM= Deputy 

General Manager. AGM= Assistant General Manager. SPO= Senior Principal Officer. PO= Principal 

Officer. SO = Senior Officer, JO= Junior Officer. 

4.1.6 Expansion and Coverage: The Grameen Bank, which was inaugurated 

in a small village in 197 6. with US Dollar 27 only. al presenl stands out as the 

world's largest specialized micro-credit institution. The expansion of fund, 

coverage of geographical area and rural dwellers are mentioned here. 

4.1.6.a Expansion of Credit Fund: Up to September 2000 Grameen Bank has 

disbursed a cumulative total of Tk. 1.26.789 .40 million credit, which is higher 

than any olher specialized micro-credit institutions credit not only in 

Bangladesh but in lhe world. 

4.1.6.b Geographical Coverage: The geographical coverage of the credit 

programs of the GB in Bangladesh is shown in the following charts. 

Chart-4.1: Geographical Coverage-Districts 

93 75% 
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Chart-4.2: Geographical Coverage-Villages 

Dvmage covered by GB credtt 
13Village not covered by GB cred� 

II is seen from lhe charls  4.1 and 4.2 lhat the Grameen Bank has already 

covered 59% villages under 94% dislricls of Bangladesh. 

4.1.6.c Coverage of Rural Dwellers: Up lo September 2000 Grameen Bank 

has incorporated more than 2.37 million rural dwellers under its credit 

program. Of its total members 96.83% are female. 

Chart-4.3: Coverage of Rural Dwellers according to Gender (in million) 

3 17% 

96 83% 

.. Tolal=2.37 million. Male=3.17% and Female=96.83% 
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4.1.7 Formation of Group and Center: The Grameen Bank forms a group of 

five members chosen from five separate households living in the same area 

and bearing same socio-economic and socio-cultural status. The enrollment 

of more than one member from the same household in the same group is 

slriclly prohibited. II is mentioned by the GB that it considers those individuals 

who belong to landless or asselless households only. A member of the group 

is elected as the chairman, by whom lhe GB maintains financial discipline in 

the group level. The group members undergo a training program for a period 

of at least 7 days. After the completion of the training program, the workers of 

the GB select the polenlial groups as well as members for delivering credit. A 

center consists of eight groups. A member of the center is elected as the 

chairman of lhe center by the chairmen of lhe groups and he manages the 

aclivilies of lhe members under a cenler. The respective members of the 

groups and centers elect an alternative member as the chairman in every 

year. In this way the poor members are token under the leadership of the 

chairmen of lhe groups and centers respeclively. 

4.1.8 Credit Delivery and Recovery Mechanism: GB does not disburse loan 

lo all the members of a group al a time. Two persons relatively poorer among 

the group members, are selecled by the GB workers and are given credit for 

the first time. After the observation of the recovery performance of the first 

two for a period of 6 to 8 weeks the rest of the members remain in the credit 

line are considered in turns. Each member of the group is accountable for the 

recovery of the loan installments sanctioned to any one of the groups. 

Similarly responsibility for repayment of any borrower lies to every member of 

the centers. The chairmen of the groups and centers bear the sole 

responsibility in this regard. 

The first credit sanctioned lo the borrower appears to be a meagre 

amount of Tk. l 000 to Tk. 3000. The GB deducls Tk. 5% during credit delivery as 

group-fund/group-lax from lhe sanctioned money and then recovers Tk.24 
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per thousand as weekly repayment installments of which Tk.22 is the principal 

and Tk.2 is interest. Every borrower is obliged to deposit Tk.5 lo GB fund as 

weekly savings with the repayment installments. The amount of weekly 

installment varies with the size of the loan. GB also collects Tk.2 per day from 

each of the members during the training period. Previously GB used to collect 

many types of contribution as 'emergency-fund' ( Rahman. 1999), children 

fund etc. At present GB recovers ifs loan and interest within 46 weeks from !he 

date of delivery in equal installments according to the fixation mentioned 

above. Previously, the number of installments was 52. If any borrower delays 

to repay, other members including the leaders of the groups and centers 

create pressure on him. GB expels the member if she or he fails to repay !he 

duly installments. 

4.1.9 Nature of Capital Formation: At present. dirterenl types of obligatory 

savings and weekly colleciion of loan installments from the member borrowers 

and loan from BB and other commercial banks are the main components of 

!he working capital of GB. GB lhal storied its banking operation in October

1983 with a total of Tk. 130 million of which Tk. 100 million is authorized and 

Tk.30 million is paid-up capital. At !he very early stage, GB received huge 

amount of grants and concessional loan from external sources. Till December 

1994 it received a total of Tk. 31365.30 million as grants and subsidized loan 

from foreign as well as domestic sources. The shares of different sources is 

shown in the following table: 
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Year 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1969 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

Total 
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Table-4.1: External Funds Received by GB from Different Sources, 1984-'94 

(TK. in million} 

·66 lrAD NORAD Nethe<londs SIDA Ford C8s Gronls Grond Total 

Loon Loon Loon Loon Loon foundation loon from 

Loon Various 

sources 

206.60 100.10 00.00 00.00 00.00 03.96 43.30 - ---

80.80 587.60 00.00 H.30 00.00 03.96 00.10 05.92 886.98 

19.00 556.30 123.40 H.30 156.20 18.08 - 07.33 905.61 

14.80 747.20 167.90 44.JO 220.70 16.06 - 180.54 1413.52 

193.80 957.10 267.90 44.30 238.90 16.08 - 377.22 2097.30 

183.40 1085.70 267.90 44.30 238.90 66.37 - 967.12 2853.69 

173.00 1085.70 267.90 44.30 238.90 66.37 - 1351.46 3227.63 

- 1257.70 267.90 44.30 238.90 66.37 03.10 2445.66 4324.13 

3500.00 1352.60 267.90 44.JO 238.65 66.37 - 2886.27 8356.29 

3500.00 - -- - - - 3250.00 261.49 7011.49 

7871.40 7810.00 1650.80 354.40 1571.35 327.64 3296.50 8483.21 GT z3 I 365.30 

Source: GB as Khandker, Khalily and Khan edt. 1996, page-84. 

From fable-4.1 if is seen that till 1993 the major part of the GB's external 

funds came from foreign grants and subsidized loans i.e, 90.88%, 97.90%, 

98.95%, 90.76%, 93_57%, 94.64%, 99.93%, 58.12% and 03.73% in 1986, 1987, 1988, 

1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994 respectively. 

4.1.lo The Terms and Conditions of the Loan Received by the GB from 

Different Sources till 1994 

4.1.10.a IFAD: The loan received from IFAD in 1981 was to be repaid in 17 

half-yearly installments from l 51h March 1997 to l 51h September 2005 with only 

3% rate of interest. The Fund received in 1985 was to be repaid in 20 half

yearly installments from 15 1h March 1995 to l 51h September 2004 with only 2% 

role of interest. The Fund received in 1990 and 1992 has to be repaid in 80 

half-yearly installments from 15 1h march to l 5 1h September 2038 with only 2% 

interest (GB, AR, 1999). 
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4.1.10.b NORAD: The fund received from NORAD in 1986 has to be repaid in 

40 equal semi-annual inslallments with 2% role of interest within 30 years from 

1997 (GB. AR. 1999). 

4.1.10.c SIDA: The fund which was received from SIDA in 1986 is lo be 

repaid in 40 equal half-yearly inslallmenls with 2% rate of interest wilhin 30 

years from 1997 (GB, AR, 1999). 

4.1.10.d Ford Foundation: The fund received from Ford Foundation in 1885, 

1987 and 1989 has to be repaid in 3 equal installments starting after 8 to 10 

years of the receiving dale. The installments, due in 1999 were kept pending 

according to the instruction of Ford Foundation. No interest has been 

mentioned (GB, AR, 1999). 

4.1.10.e Dutch Loan: The concessional loan of Netherlands is to be repaid in 

15 yearly installments within 16 years from !he dale of receiving (GB, AR. 

1999). 

4.1.10.f The Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund: From OCEF GB has 

received Tk. 393, 133,462, Tk. 419 ,216,041 and Tk. 289 ,800, 159 in 1996, 1997 and 

1998 respeclively. It is also repayable wilh 2% rate of interest in half-yearly 

installments within 30 years (GB, AR, 1999). 

4.1.10.g Bonds and Debentures: Under the guarantee of the GOB, GB has 

issued bonds and debenlures of TK. 6,500,000,000 and Tk. 2,000,000,000 in 1996 

and 1999 respectively with 4% to 10% interest rates (GB, AR, 1999). 

4.1.10.h Grameen Kalyan and Grameen Fund: GB has also received Tk. 

2.7 59, 103.079 in 1999 from Grameen Kalyan with 2% role of inleresl and Tk. 

60,000,000 in 1999 from Grameen Fund with 10% rate of interest. The loan of 

Grameen Fund is repayable within three years with interest (GB, AR, 1999). 
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4.1.10.i Bangladesh Bank: GB has received a total of TK. 7871.40 million soft 

loan from BB till 1994. In 1999 it received TK. 1000 million from BB with bank rate 

of interest, which was repayable within 12 months and it was renewed for 

another 12 months in December 1999. (GB, AR, 1999). 

II is to be mentioned here that the Government of Bangladesh hos 

made almost all of the loan agreements with the donor and creditors on 

behalf of I he GB. 

4.1.10.j Interest Earnings: Although GB claims that it charges 20% interest 

against loan, but the actual rate of interest is much more higher than what GB 

shows. II is seen Iha! GB fixes weekly installmenls as: Tk. 22 per thousand as 

principal. Tk. 2 per thousand as interest and Tk. 5 as weekly savings with every 

installment. According lo average use of credit. the effective rate of interest 

has been measured in the present study which amounts lo 26.34% (Appendix: 

P-217). As GB is delivering huge amount of money as credit constantly, so it is

naturally inferred that it is accumulafing large part of capital from lhe interest 

paid by the borrowers. 

4.1.10.k Collection against the Name Share: By nature GB is a share holding 

· company /private limited company which receives Tk. l 00 from each of the

members during their enrollment. So if has accumulated at least a total of Tk.

237 .05 million from the 2.37 million member borrowers against share.

4.1.10.1 Velocity of Credit Creation: GB deducts 5% from the sanctioned loan 

and then recovers the loan weekly with interest. So in every week it can 

generate new capital from the weekly collection for the new borrowers. It 

may be guessed from the rapid expansion and excellent recovery 

performance that there is no scope of the GB lo hold idle money in its own 

fund. So the obligatory savings and weekly recovery can serve new borrowers 

regularly. In such a way GB has been creating huge amount of credit. The 
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velocity of GB 's credit crealion is found lo be 353% 1n the present study 

( Appendix : Page-222) 

4.1.11 Manpower Employed: Al present the GB is doing micro-credit business 

almost in all rural area of Bangladesh except three hill districts. About 1,1000 

people are employed in !he GB aclivilies al present. Of !hem more !hon 3000 

are officers, who are highly educated and are high salaried. 

4.1.12 Extra Benefit: 11 is seen from lhe above analysis !hat the Government 

or Bangladesh has signed all lhe loan agreements from foreign sources on 

behalf of GB. As it has declared itself as a service orienled organizalion 

aiming al alleviation of rural poverty, it has enjoyed many kinds of extra 

benefils lhan many other financial organizations. These benefils include lax 

reloxolion. free-lror1sfer or money lhrougl� olher commercial banks l ill 1995. 

gronls and inleresl-free loan. sofl loan from foreign and domestic sources, 

many lypes or advonloge for capitol accumulalion in the early stage elc. 

4.1.13 Rajshahi Zone at a Glance: The Rajshahi Zone is the second largest 

among the 15 credit delivery zones of the Grarneen Bank. 1he credit program 

under lhis operolional zone was inouguroled al Deopara. Godagari in 

November 1988. At present GB is doing credit business wilh more than 0.18 

million rural people lhrough 88 operational branches under this adrninislralive 

zone. The overall performance of Rajshahi Zone of !he GB is shown in lhe 

following table. 
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SI.No. 

I.a

l.b

l.c

l.d

l.e

l.f

I.a 

l.g 

l.h 

SI. No. 

2.a 

2.b 

2.c 

2.d 

2.e 

SI. No. 

3.a

3.b
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Table-4.2: The Overall Performance of Rajshahi Zone of the GB 

1. General Information

Description Number 

Number or branches 88 

Number or area office 09 

Number of villaae covered 3641 

Number of centers 5295 

Number of arouos 38605 

Number of acllve borrowers 178197 

Total Employee 789 

Number and % of absent borrowers 29632 

(16.23%) 

Number or Br. office under GB's ownershio 33 

2. Total Loan Disbursement (Tk. in million)

Tvoes Amount ITK. in million) 

General loan 5160.14 

Seasonal loon 3102.61 

Housino loon 395.03 

Leosina loon 37.71 

Other loons 67.34 

Toi al 8762.83 

3. Other Information

Oescriotion Number/Percenlaae 

Average role of recovery 91.60% 

Total amounl and % of savings 3434.22 

qeneroled 139.19%1 

Source: Rajshahi Zonal Office of GB 

It is seen from the table that al present a total of 178197 active 

borrowers under 38605 group and 5259 center of 6341 villages ore using the 

loon of the GB in Rojshohi Zone. A total of TK. 5160.14, 3102.61, 39 5.03 and 

67 .34 million hos been disbursed in the head of general, seasonal, housing 

and other loan respectively. II is also seen from the table that a total of TK. 

3434.22 million, which is 39 .19% of the total disbursement hos already been 
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accumulated as savings from the borrowers by Rajshahi operational zone of 

the GB till December 1999 .The average rate of recovery is 91.68%. A total of 

789 employees are working under this operational zone. Out of 88 office 

buildings, 33 are under the ownership of GB. 

In the light of the importance mentioned above the Rajshahi Zone has 

been selected as the field of the present study. The field survey has been 

conducted in the area of five selected branches. The details of the branches 

are shown in the following section. 

4.1.14 The Activities of the Selected Branches at a Glance 

A total of 188 active and 30 dropout borrowers from six operational 

branches have been selected at random for the purpose of the present 

study. The details of the selected branches are shown in the following table. 

Table-4.3: Activities of the Selected Branches till December 2000. 

Name of branches - Deopara Matlkata Pakri Parila ... 
General informatio

. 

Date of inception 26.11.1988 09.3.89 07.11.1988 26.2.89 

Total share holder at present 1867 1476 2009 2231 

Year of obtaining Highest ·active 2175 2460 1902 2113 

member and year 1990 1997 1999 1999 

Total disbursement jcum. in TK.I 145325242 141548089 13112298 177214611 

Total Savings generation (In TK.) 30715735 27546786 39237180 37660978 

Average size of loan jin TK.J 6000 5000 5000 6000 

Types of loan delivered 04 5 6 6 

Year of highest member enrolled 1990 1998 1989 1990 

Year of lowest member Enrolled 1999 1999 1994 1997 

Total share returned I 245 1637 1420 1695 

jdropoul) 140) 152.58) 14 l.4') (43. l 7) 

Average role of recovery 100 100 98% 100 

Source: Collected from brances and zonal office records 

* Figure in parenthesis shows the percentage of dropout
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It is seen from table 4.3 that at present a total of 1867, 147 6, 1883, 2231 

and 2245 loanees are active in Deopara, Matikata, Pakri, Parila and Damkura 

branches respectively. The number of active borrowers has reduced in all 

branches. It is also seen from the table that although a huge amount has 

been accumulated by the branches as savings from different types of 

obligatory savings,. of the borrowers, almost half of the borrowers were not 

able to continue their membership in the GB. A lolal of 40%, 52.58%, 41 .41 %, 

43.17% and 37.94% members were dropped out from Deopara, Matikata, 

Pakri, Parila and Damkura branches respectively. It is seen that although GB 

has been extending its credit program quickly, the number of borrowers is 

shrinking after a certain pedod of time at branch level. No vocational or job 

oriented !raining were found f o have been provided by the GB in the sample 

areas. 

A Principal Officer/ manager is the head of a branch office. Under the 

branch manager two or three junior officers and three workers work in the 

field level. Members of staff of the branch are well educated, well organized 

and hardworking and they are very dutiful regarding the collection of 

member and recovery of the loan. No technical expert was found among the 

personnel in operational branch level. It is clearly seen from the table that all 

branches have been disbursing general and seasonal loan mainly and no 

loan disbursement for human development, like educational loan was found 

in the sample branches. 

4.2 Some of the Major Micro-credit Programs in Bangladesh 

At present the micro-credit is one of the most important sectors in the 

economy of Bangladesh where the poor people are making vast financial 

transactions everyday. The expansion, coverage, savings mobilization, 

interests and recovery performance of some reputed (reported to CDF) 

micro-credit institutions are discussed below. 
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4.2.1 Government and Government supported Micro-credit Programs 

4.2.1.a Ministries and Departments of the GOB: The government of 

Bangladesh hos been providing micro-finance facilities to the rural poor 

through various boards, divisions and deportments of different ministries. Till 

December 1999 a total of Tk.2367 5 million hove been disbursed from the 

government funds to the poorest households with the aim of poverty 

alleviation 1hrough the administrative units of the government."'*( Source: 

Bangladesh Economic Review 2000, Ministry of Finance, Dhaka, p-120). The 

Rural Development & Cooperative Division, Ministry of Women & Children 

A ff airs, Ministry of Industries, Ministry of Youth & Sports, Ministry of Agriculture 

and some other ministries and deportments have been directing the micro

credi1 operations on behalf of the GOB. The following table shows the 

disbursement as well as recovery of the micro-credit programs of the 

government of Bangladesh. 
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Table-4.4: Micro-credit Disbursement by the Administrative Departments/ 

Divisions of the GOB (TK. in million) 

ii 

Minislry/Divislon Organization Cum. Upto 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 Cum. Tolal 

Ministry of Finance 

Rurol Devt. & coop. 

Division 

Ministry of Women & 

Children Alfairs 

Ministry of Social 

Welfare 

Minislry of Labor & 

Employment 

Cobine! Division 

Minislry or Fisheries & 

livestock 

Ministry of Industry 

Minislry of 

Agricullure 

Ministry of Land 

LGED Division 

MOYS 

Total 

june,96 

Banking Dept. 53.30 

BRDB 5051.70 

BARD 254.10 

RDA 03.60 

Women Depl. 326.80 

National 10.00 

Women Ora. 

Direclorate or 1075.00 

Social Welfare 

BO MET 107.20 

Cobine I 06.00 

Division 

Fisheries 15.40 

Livesloclc 109.40 

BASIC 238.70 

Cotton 14.00 

BAE 108.70 

Land 126.90 

LGED Division 38.00 

Diec. of Youlh 857.40 

Devi. 

Types or 8396.20 

Organizations 16656.00 i.e 

=16 79.30%1 

91.10 

2314.20 

86.10 

06.10 

191.10 

09.80 

74.80 

49.20 

05.00 

06.60 

23.80 

120.00 

03.40 

13.20 

12.60 

02.10 

698.60 

3607.60 

13148.50 i.e 

87.30 %1 

128.00 

2937.80 

75.90 

07.70 

301.10 

04.50 

57.60 

39.60 

07.90 

24.50 

45.40 

138.50 

03.90 

34.60 

00.00 

15.00 

564.70 

4386.60 

13975.70 i.e 

90.60 %1 

165.80 

2780.60 

89.40 

10.50 

389.00 

08.40 

159.90 

21.50 

02.70 

31.80 

152.10 

157.20 

02.70 

76.80 

--- ---

10.00 

781.00 

4862.80 

(4327.10 

89.28 %1 

Source: CDF statistics and BER. 1999 and 2000 

*Figure in parenthesis shows the recovery

89.60 527.60 

1577.50 14661.80 

44.60 550.10 

10.30 38.20 

124.50 1332.50 

00.90 23.50 

72.40 1439.60 

00.00 196.00 

03.40 25.00 

02.80 82.70 

2t0.0Q 388.60 

63.50 718.00 

03.50 27.50 

46.20 275.50 

----- 139.50 

05.00 60.10 

350.20 315.18 

2613.70 23675.00 

i.e (4862.80 i.e ( 19922.80 

76.10 %1 84.20 %1 

The lable-4.4 shows that lhe government of Bangladesh disbursed 

Tk.6396.30 million up-to 1996, TK. 607 .60. 4386.60, 4862.80, and 2613.70 million in 
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the fiscal year 96/97, '97 /98, '98-99, and 99/2000 respectively. It is also clear from 

the table that the average rate of recovery till 1996 was 79.30 percent and that 

were 87.30%. 90.60%, 89.28%, and 76.10% in the fiscal year 96/97, 97/98, 98/99 

and 99 /2000 respectively. 

4.2.1.b Micro-credit Disbursement and Recovery by Nationalized 

Commercial Banks of Bangladesh 

The nationalized commercial banks including BKB and RAKUB have 

been providing small credit to the rural poor in order to enable them to meet 

the challenge of poverty through creation of self-employment opportunities in 

both the farm and non-farm rural sectors. The delivery of micro-credit by the 

nationalized commercial banks is shown in the following table. 

Table- 4.5: Micro-credit Disbursement and Realization by Nationalized & 

Specialized Commercial Banks 

II 

Banks Cum. dis. Upto Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Ascol Year Ascol Year Cum. Uplo Total no. of 

June. 1996 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 1999/2000 Beneficiaries 

Sonoli Bank 25556.50 2582.70 2949.30 2554.80 1674.50 35317.80 5974900 

Disbursement 21884.90 3002.90 2761.00 1236.80 2439.00 31324.80 

Recovery 185.631 1116.271 193.621 148.381 I I 45.671 188.691 

Augrani Bank 5653.20 714.60 1001.80 1957.50 647.70 9327.10 2778935 

Disbursement 5829.90 623.00 870.50 1417.50 779.10 8740.90 

Recovery 103.13) (87.18) (86.89) (72.41) (120.29) (93.72) 

Janota Bank 8953.10 1259.10 950.60 1422.10 466.40 13051.30 

Disbursement 7709.70 1222.10 1064.20 783.10 599.00 11378.10 361518 

Recoverv 186.111 197.071 1111.951 155.061 1128.421 187.181 

Rupali Bank Lid. 166.50 05.30 04.80 08.60 03.30 188.50 -------

155.30 04.20 06.60 05.50 03.80 175.40 

193.271 (79.251 1137.501 163.951 1115.151 193.051 

BKB 1597.90 834.50 983.00 1444.30 629.10 5488.80 

Disbursement 1019.30 656.20 764.40 1018.40 524.60 3982.90 1051441 

Recovery (63.79) (78.631 (77.761 170.511 183.391 172.561 

BA KUB 246.40 61.10 68.50 109.10 97.00 580.00 76718 

Disbursemenl 178.70 57.40 61.90 77.70 66.00 441.17 

Recovery (72.53) (93.98) (90.29) 171.27) (68.07) (75.88) 

Tolal 42173.60 5457.73 5958.00 7496.40 3518.00 63955.50 10243512 

Disbursement 36777.80 5565.80 5528.60 4538.30 4411.70 56043.10 

Recovery (87.21) I I 01.991 192.791 160.541 I 125.401 187.631 
Source: BER, 2000 

'Figure in parenthesis shows the recovery of the previous loan with interest 
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T able-4.5 shows that till FY-1999 /2000 four nationalized & two 

specialized commercial banks (Sonali. Agroni, Janata. Rupali, BKB and BAKUB) 

have disbursed a total of Tk.63955.50 million among 10243512 borrowers. The 

average rate of recovery of Sonali, Agroni, Janata, Pubali, BKB and RAKUB 

were 88.69%, 93.72%, 87 .18%, 93.02%, 72.56% and 7 5.88% respectively. the 

average being 87 .63%. 

4.2.1.c Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation (PKSF) 

Palli Karma-Shahayak Foundation has been established in 1990 to 

suppori the poor with credit and other socio-economic assistance for 

enhancing quality of their life. It mobilizes funds from grants, soft loans and 

donalions from many international as well as domestic sources including the 

Government of Bangladesh and then provides credits to the poorest people 

through its partner organizalions (Pos) with the aim of poverly alleviation. 

Since ils inception in 1990 to June 1999, PKSF has disbursed Tk. 5664.54 among 

1.5 million borrowers 90 percent of whom are female. This disbursement was 

carried on through its 182 POs in 62 districts of Bangladesh (Annual Report 

1998/99. PKSF. Dhaka). PKSF charges an interest rate of only 3-5% from its POs. 

4.2.1.d Bangladesh Rural Development Board (BRDB) 

Bangladesh Rural Developmenl Board (BRDB) is an agency of the 

Government of Bangladesh, which was launched in 1972 as an Integrated 

Rural Development Programme (IRDP) and subsequently transformed into 

BRDB in 1982. The BRDB has been working for rural development and poverty 

alleviation through creating income generaling activities in the rural areas by 

implementing a number of development projects including group-based 

credit opera lions. It started delivering credil in 197 4 before lhe inception of 

the GB. As a part of poverty alleviation efforts, BRDB, the pioneer of micro

credil. disbursed Tk. 13084.31 million till 1999 among 1650377 members of 

whom 60 percent ore female. In lhe mean lime ii hos covered all the dislricls 

of Bangladesh. II hos been charging 15-20 percenl inf er est on credits. which is 
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calculated by reducing balance method formula (CDF Statistics, June, 1999 

and BRDB, August. 98). 

4.2.2 Non Government Organizations {NGOs) 

At present more than 1000 NGOs (Saha and Habib, August. 1998) are 

dealing with micro-credit in Bangladesh. The number of institutions, amount of 

loan disbursement and number of borrowers are increasing day by day. All of 

these MF-NGOs are providing group based micro-credit facilities to the rural 

poor specially the women with the aim of poverty alleviation through the 

creation of self-employment and self-empowerment. 

Although now a days micro-credit is considered to be very vital issue of 

development in Bangladesh, the MF-NGOs are still running without regulations 

of the government. The government has not established legal regulatory 

clau.ses to maintain transparency as well as accountability of the micro

finance NGOs. Even the bureau of NGO affairs, working under the Prime 

Minister's secretariat does not maintain or publish the actual information of 

micro-finance NGOs. As a result, these MF-NGOs are operating on the basis of 

self-regulatory mechanism. The CDF is the only organization which is working 

as a common platform of micro-finance operations in Bangladesh. Basing on 

the information regarding the activities of different micro-finance institutions, it 

publishes data bank of micro-credit twice a year. But as CDF is an 

organization in NGO category, the MC institutions are not obliged to provide 

information to it. Up to June'99 it was able to collect and compile information 

of 524 MF-NGOs which is approximately a half of the total MF-NGOs working in 

the country. According to the CDF statistics vol. 8 published in June 1999 a 

total of Tk. 773,52 million (Cumulative) has been disbursed by 524 reputed 

(reported to CDF) NGOs among 8,703,247 borrowers till June' 99 of whom 

7,376,960 are female. These MF-NGOs have mobilized Tk. 5951 million as 

savings from the members up to June 1999. 
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CDF statistics volume-8, June 1999 shows that total RLF of 524-reported 

MF-NGOs was Tk. 20.370.61 million till June 1999. Of this amount 23.63% 

accrues from members savings. 23.48% from PKSF, 20.70% from foreign 

donation. 11.48% from service charge. and 20.71 % percent from local banks & 

other sources. Own share of these MF-NGOs in total RLF is insignificant (5.11 %), 

the major part of the total fund stemming from grants and subsidized loans. 

Most of the MF-NGOs show the rate of interest of their credit as 10% to 20 %, 

which is measured by using the flat rate formula. And they give only 5% to 7% 

on lending and give only 5% to 7 % interest on members savings. 

4.2.2.1 Prominent NGOs and Their Activities in MC Programs 

A large number of NGOs have been playing vital role in the socio

economic progress of the country since i�dependence. Prominent NGOs with 

MC programs are also playing an ever-increasing role in creating self

employment opportunities for the rural poor. The nature of credit delivery, 

coverage. total disbursement, amount of savings generated, the recovery 

rate and the rate of interest charged on loan of some of the largest MF-NGOs 

are discussed below. 

4.2.2.2 Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) 

BRAC, one of the largest NGOs in the world (RBAC Annual Report. 

1999), was established in 1972 for temporary relief operation and its focus was 

shifted from relief operation to long-run community development in 1973. It 

has been doing a lot of development programs like education, human 

resource development, health & nutrition and self-employment creation from 

its inception for the purpose of poverty alleviation and socio-political progress 

of the rural poor. BRAC started its micro-credit operations in 197 4 (CDF 

Statistics, June. 1999) and gradually shifted its main concentration to micro

credit programs. Like GB, BRAC also believes that micro-credit is very 

important tool to break the cycle of poverty. The Group formation. 

attendance in weekly meeting and saving deposits are the prerequisites for 
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BRAC loan. BRAC also gives priority lo women al the time of selecting the 

member borrowers. It recovers the loan on weekly basis in equal installments 

with 15 percent flat rate of interes1. Up to December 1999 BRAC has disbursed 

a total of Tk. 40,791 million as loan and at present the number of active 

members are 3.3 million of whom 97.30 percent are female. If has mobilized a 

total of Tk. 2903 million savings from the member borrowers up to December 

1999. The average rate of recovery is 98.29 percent. The main part of the 

revolving fund of BRAC is injected from members savings, grants and long 

term soft loans from the GOB & commercial banks. BRAC does not secure any 

collateral against loan and, al present, it is working in all the rural areas of 

Bangladesh. 

4.2.2.3 Association for Social Advancement (ASA) 

ASA is the second largest MF-NGOs in Bangladesh. It started in 1978 

with various types of developmenl programs for lhe socio-economic progress 

of lhe dislressed rural poor. II storied micro-credit operation in 1991 and 

gradually shifled all kinds of developmenl programs inlo micro-credit 

programs. Since 1998 ASA has been doing only micro-credil operalion by 

discarding all other social programs. It is providing group based micro-credit 

and is recovering the loan weekly in equal installments with 24% rate of 

interest according lo declining balance method. ASA is providing group 

based micro-credit both in the rural and urban areas of Bangladesh. As of 

December 1999 ASA has disbursed a cumulative total of Tk. 18,306 million. The 

number of ifs active borrowers is 1.18 million (CDF. Vol. 9, 1999) of whom 92.71 

percent are female. ASA has been providing micro-credit for the purpose of 

non-farm and commercial activities mainly. At present, ASA is lending through 

800 operational units (branches) of credit in 61 districts of the country. The 

average role of recovery is 99 .94 percent and the growth of membership is 

quite remarkable. ASA has already generaled Tk.1269 million as savings from 

the member borrowers till December 1999 (CDF Vol. 9, 1999) The compulsory/ 

obligatory reduction from the sanctioned loan, the voluntary savings and the 
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fee collection from pass books are the main components of the total savings. 

In addition to direct disbursement. ASA has also been providing micro-credit 

through some of its Partner Organizations (POs). Up to December, 1999 ASA 

has given a total of Tk. 35.75 million to its 20 POs for micro-credit operations in 

the respective areas in Bangladesh. The total revolving fund of ASA has 

accumulated from different sources as follows: 34.08 percent from members 

savings, 26.77 percent from PKSF, 18.75 percent from international donors, 

12.69 percent from service charges, 02.52 percent from own fund, 00.7 4 

percent from local banks, and rest of 4.45 percent from other sources (CDF 

Statistics, Volume 8, June 1999). 

4.2.2.4 PROSHIKA MANOBIK UNNAYAN KENDRA (PROSHIKA) 

PROSHIKA is the third largest micro-finance NGOs in Bangladesh. It 

was established in 197 6 with the aim lo assist the disadvantaged poorest 

section of the society for their socio-economic progress. Allhough it started 

credit programs from the beginning, its main activities centred round the 

human resource development through giving the poorest people various 

types of developmenlol supports like education, vocational training, cultural 

changes. health & nutrition. housing, environmenlal concepts as well as self

empowerment through building organizations. From the mid-nineties it has 

shifted its major developmental activities into micro-credit operations 

considering ii as a powerful tool of poverty alleviation and empowering the 

rural poor. It is working bolh in 1he rural and urban areas for the purpose of 

inducing non-farm activity mainly. PROSHIKA provides group-based loon and 

considers the landless poor specially 1he poor women as the target people. 

Up to December 1999 PROSHIKA has disbursed a cumulative total of Tk. 1 1.304 

million credit. At present. the number of active members is 1.45 million of 

whom 60.66 percent are female. It has already covered 1277 6 villages and 

939 urban slums under its micro-credit operations till June'99 in 51 districts of 

Bangladesh. PROSHIKA also builds groups and trains them on the credit 

recovery system before sanctioning loan. The revolving fund consists of grants, 
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members savings and long term loans from the GOB & commercial banks. It 

does not secure any collateral against loan. II also recovers the loan weekly in 

equal inslallments with 18 percent rate of interest according to reducing 

balance method. Mobilization of savings from the member borrowers is an 

integral part of PROSHIKA. It has mobilized a total of Tk. 727 million as savings 

from the member borrowers till December 1999. 

4.2.2.5 Swanirvar Bangladesh 

The Swanirvar Bangladesh was established in 1979 as a micro-credit 

organization covering l O thanas of the country with the support of the 

government of Bangladesh. At present, it is fourth-largest MF-NGOs in 

Bangladesh, which is working in the rural areas with the goal of poverty 

alleviation. Up to December 1999 it has disbursed a total of Tk. 1846 million 

credit among .7 million borrowers of whom 73.46 percent are female. It also 

provides group based credit without collateral and recovers the loan in 

weekly installments. It has already expanded its credit program in 11213 

villages under 167 thanas of Bangladesh. Savings mobilization is one of the 

major objectives of this instilution like other micro-finance institutions. Up to 

December 1999 it has mobilized a total of Tk. 155 million from the borrowers. 

The average rate of recovery is 82.95 percent. 

4.2.2.6 Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS) 

TMSS, established in 1987 as a non-government micro-credit 

institution specialized for the rural women. It has been trying to empower the 

rural disadvantaged women through providing small size credit facilities. Up to 

December 1999 ii has disbursed a total of Tk. 1546 million of loan (cum. total) 

among .30 million landless rural women lo involve them in earning process 

and empower them. II also forms groups before credit delivery and recovers 

the loan weekly in equal installments with 15 percent flat rate of interest. II 

does not secure collateral against loan. In the meantime, TMSS has mobilized 

a total of Tk. 126 million as savings from the borrowers. The average role of 

recovery is 99 .54 percent. Although it started credit programs in the northern 
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part of Bangladesh at present it is working almost in all areas of the country. 
According to the criterion of area covered, it is the fifth largest micro-credit 
NGOs in Bangladesh now. 

4.2.2.7 RDRS-Bangladesh 

RDRS-Bangladesh is another specialized micro-credit NGO, which was 
esfablished in 1991.: _Up f o December 1999 RD RS-Bangladesh has disbursed a
cumulative total of Tk, 1687 million loan among .23 million borrowers of which 
61 % are women. If has mobilized a sum of Tk. 88 million as savings till 
December' 99. It charges 15 percent flat rate of interest on lending and 
recovers the loan weekly in equal installments. The overage rote of recovery is 
93.17 percent. 

4.2.2.8 CARITAS-Bangladesh 

CARITAS is one of the top listed as well as popular NGO in Bangladesh. 
II has been performing various kinds of development activities for the bottom 
fwenty percent people. These are: educofion, human developmenl, 
community development health & nutrition and many supporting activities for 
the extension of farm and non-form productivity. It has been providing micro
credit along with other development activities since 1983 in the rural areas of 
Bangladesh. Up to December 1999 ii has disbursed Tk. 963 million among .232 
borrowers, of which 65 percenf are female. It is charging 12 percent flat role 

/ of interest on lending and recovers the lending through weekly installments. If 
has mobilized a total of Tk. 126 million as savings from the borrowers up to 
December 1999. The average rote of recovery is 91 .03 percent. 
The overall activities of seven big MF-NGOs are shown in the following table. 
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Table-4.6: Coverage and Performance of Seven Largest MF-NGO of Bangladesh 

Nome Year of Active member ( in 000) Total lnleresl Savings 

or NGOs establishment Mole Female Total In number Cumulolive Charged Genera led 

disbursemenl & Nature (Net) 

(inTK.) 

BRAC 1974 73.185 2637389 2710574 34653000� 15% 2481000000 

Flot 

melhod 

PROSHIKA 1976 548960 847020 1395980 9646110000 18% 585.300,000 

Dec. Meth 

ASA 1991 78213 994151 1072364 14428867951 24 % Dec. l 145752913 

met. 

SWANIRV-AR 1979 182540 505210 687750 l 736000.000 --- 151761822 

BD 

IMSS 1987 00 275294 275294 1517096050 15% 103677514 

Fial 

RDRS-BD 1991 92908 145317 238225 1501893000 15% 76237000 

Flot 

CARITAS- BO 1983 76072 141269 217341 663864000 12% 98179201 

Flot 

lotol ·------- 869.338 5040440 5909778 62410831001 ------- 4,490. l 46,628 

(5.91 million) 

Sources: CDF statistics 

II is seen from the table 4.6 I hat a total of Tk. 62410.83 million has been 

disbursed among 5.91 million of borrowers, of whom 86% are female by only 

seven prominent MF-NGOs till Dec. 2000. The interest rates varied from 12% lo 

24% and the overage rote of recovery above 90%. 

4.2.3 Private Commercial Banks 

Al present private commercial banks ore also operating micro-credit 

programs in Bangladesh to make the poorest people bankable. PCBs ore 

laking initiative and implementing micro-credit programs directly and 

indirectly through different linkage approach with NGOs. The micro-credit 

programs of all commercial banks ore financially viable as to the rote of 

recovery (Soho & Habib, 1998). 
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4.3 Comparative Picture of Different MFis in Bangladesh 

A comparative picture of the micro-credit programs of Government. 

government-supported organizations, Grammen Bank, commercial banks and 

533 MF-NGOs is shown in the following table. 

Table-4.7: Disbursement, Coverage, Savings Mobilization, and Nature of 

Recovery and Interest Charged by the Reported Micro-credit Institutions of 

Bangladesh as of December1999 

Nome of lolof Disbu1semenl I olof Active Net Soving , Recove,y Nolu,e ol lnte,esl 

II 

Sou1ce, In Million (Cum.J Membe,s (in million) mobi�zolion Rote (Ave,ogeJ recove,y ch01ged 

533 

repo,led 

NGOs 

GB 

NCB 

Minislries I 

divisions 

BRDB 

PKSF 

lolot 

(I�. in 1nilfionJ (NomlnolJ 

92.436.20 Tolol=9 .44 6922.00 95.11 % Weekly 12·20% 

(30.22) Female= 7.99 (84.64) instollmenls 

Mole = 1 .45 I 15.36) 

124.035.00 Tolol =2.36 9675.80 92.00 % Weekly 20% 

(40.55) Female =2.25 (95.34) inslollmenls 

Mole = 00.122 (04.66) 

44.214.70 Unknown Unknown 88.86 % Yearly 18% 

( I 4.45) 

23675.00 Unknown Unknown 84.20 % Yearly & 10-18% 

(07.74) Weekly 

inslollmenl 

15854.46 Tolol = 01.61 Unknown 88.06 Weekly 15-20%

(05.18) Female= 01.07 (66.46) inslollmenls 

Mole =00.54 I 33.54) 

5664.54 1.6 million 95.11 % Weekly 

(01.85) Female = O 1.35(90%) ---------- installments ----------

Mole= 00.15 ( 10%) -

305879.90 (100/ 

Source: CDF Statistics Vol. 9 Dec. 1999 & BER, Jun 2000 

*Figures in the parenthesis show Percentage contribution of mentioned

sources of MC in total disbursement

II is seen from the table that a total of Tk.305879 .9 million has already been 

disbursed among the poor households till December 1999 by these sources. It 
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is also seen from the table that the GB and reported micro-finance NGOs 

have incorporated more than 15 million borrowers in their micro-credit 

programs till December 1999. The number of borrowers under the government 

micro-credit programs and the micro-credit programs of commercial banks 

have not been stated. but it can be safely inferred from their disbursed loans 

that they too have involved substantial borrowers in their programs. It is very 

clear from the table that except some government departments and 

commercial banks all other MFls are selecting the women as borrower and 

recovering their credit through weekly installments. Differences in rates of 

interest charged by different organizations appear because of using different 

methods of calculation by different MFls. A total of TK. 16597 million has been 

mobilized as savings from the borrower households by the GB and 533 MF

NGOs only. A total of Tk. 16597 million has been mobilized as savings from the 

household by only the GB and 533 MF-NGOs. 

The percentage shares of the micro-credit disbursement by the mentioned 

MFls are shown in the following chart. 

Chart-4.6: Percentage Shares of Different MCls in Total Credit Disbursement 

1445% 

0553NGO DGB DNCB 

l!J Ministry/Division D BROB Cl PKSF 

40.55% 
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1t is seen from the chart that in the total disbursement of micro-credit till 

December 1999 the percentage shares of the GB, 533 MF-NGO, NCB. Ministry 

and. division of the GOB, BRDB and PKSF are 40.55%, 30.22%, 14.45%, 7.74% 

5.18% and l .85% respectively 

4.4 Brief Summary 

It is seen from the analysis that the GB, which was launched as an 

applied research project in 197 6 with very insignificant resource, has already 

established itself as one of the largest financial institutions and has covered 

almost the whole rural area of Bangladesh. GB wants to achieve a set of 

objectives including poverty alleviation as the primary objective. Unlike other 

Commercial banks, the loan of GB is to be repaid through weekly installments 

with interest and some sort of obligatory savings. As a result the cost of 

borrowing stands much higher than that is apparently shown. Although it is 

claimed that GB is service oriented rather than profit seeking by nature, the 

gross profit earning does not support this argument. 

The tremendous success of the GB has influenced a huge number of 

governmental and non-governmental organizations to start micro-credit 

programs in the same manner to achieve the national goal of poverty 

alleviation within the shortest possible time. Except some governmental 

organizations, almost all MFls are following the credit delivery and recovery 

mechanism of the GB. 

As of December 1999 a total of TK. 305880 million has been delivered only by 

the reputed MFls including the GB and a total of 15 million borrowers have 

been undertaken into the financial network of these non-governmental micro

finance organizations. The non-governmental organizations have 

accumulated a total of Tk. 16598 million from the borrowers as savings. which 

is shown as an integral part of their credit programs. 
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Besides the above mentioned sources of micro-credit. a lot of NGOs 

are also doing micro-credit business with the rural poor alongside the above 

mentioned organizations. 

From the analysis it is seen that micro-credit programs of government 

and NGOs is one of the key development strategies in Bangladesh. The 

borrowers of the GB hove been token as the primary data in the present study 

because the GB is the pioneer and at present the largest micro-credit 

institution and other MFls generally follow GB model. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

5.1 Personal Profiles of the Respondents 

5.1.1 Introduction 

An attempt has been made here to analyze the individual profiles of the 

borrowers before and after joining the GB. In that pursuit, the primary field survey 

data have been used. 

5.1.2 Gender of the Respondents: All borrowers of Grameen Bank under the 

sample branches are female, so 100% of the selected borrowers for the present 

study have been found to be female. 

5.1.3 Age Structure of the Respondents: Age of a person is a crucial 

determinant of the ability to perform a job. A young person can better apply his 

or her eagerness, dedication, consciousness and motivation towards achieving 

a target successfully. Due to acute and massive malnutrition, very few of the 

lotal female labor force can apply their full potentiality in earning process afler 

40 years in a poor country like Bangladesh. So age structure of the borrowers is 

very important in the context of their ability to get out of poverty. The age 

structure of the selecled borrowers of GB in our study is displayed in the following 

table. 

I Age in Years 

Below--20 

21---30 

31---40 

41--50 

51 and above 

Total 

Table-5.1: Age Structure of the Respondents 
··..------

Al Present 

Number of Percentage(;.() 
Respondents 

03 01.60 

12 06.38 

'13 22.87 

98 52.13 

32 17.02 

188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Before Enrolled in !he GB 
--- ----- -----1 

Number of Percentage (Yi} 
Respondents 

01 00.53 

31 16.49 

76 40A3 

73 38.83 

07 03.73 

188 100.00 

Table 5.1 shows the dislribulion pattern of the selected borrowers of 

Grameen Bank according to age groups. It is seen that at present O l .60% 
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borrowers are below 20 years of age. 06.38% are between 21-30 years age. 

22.87%. 52.13% and l 7.02%t are staying between 31-40, 41-50, 51-and above 

years of age-group respectively. At the time of joining the GB this position was 

00.53% below 20 years, 16.49%. 40.43%, 38.83% and 03.73% percent were in the 

age groups of 21-30 years, 31-40 years, 41-50 years and above 50 years 

respectively. From the classification of the age structure of the selected 

borrowers it is seen that 69 .15% of our selected borrowers are at least 41 years old 

at present. So the GB is not selecting the most potential youth group as 

borrowers. 

5.1.4 Marital Status of the Respondents: The marital status of the selected 

borrowers is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.2: Marital Status of the Respondents 

At present Before enrolled in GB 

Marital Status 

No. of respondents Percentage(%) No.of Percentage( %1 

Respondents 

Married 166 88.30 182 96.81 

Unmarried 00 00.00 00 00.00 

Widow 08 04.26 03 01.60 

Divorcee 09 04.79 00 00.00 

Deserted 02 01.06 02 01.06 

Seearated 03 01.60 OJ 00.53 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 
-· ·-

Source: Field Survey 

From the Table table-5.2 it is seen that the Grameen Bank hardly considers 

any unmarried person as a borrower of Grameen Bank. At present 88.30% of the 

borrowers are married and in wedlock. 04.26% are widow, 04.79% are divorcee. 

01.06% deserted and 01.60% are separated. Before enrolling in the GB the share 

of married and in wedlock, widows, deserted and separated were 96.81 %, 01 .60 

%, 0.06 %, and 0.53% respectively. No unmarried or divorcee persons were found 

to have joined the GB. 

5.1.5 Educational Status of the Respondents: Education is a very important 

factor for an individual to achieve better alternatives available in rural areas in 
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which he or she can invest the borrowed fund profitably and efficiently. 

Educational status of the respondents is shown in the table below. 

Table-5.3: Educational Status of the Respondents 

Af present Before enrolled 

Education level 
No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Illiterate 96 51.06 100 53.19 

Can put Signature 76 40.42 72 38.29 

only 

Primary level 13 06.91 13 06.91 

Up-to Class eioht 03 01.60 03 01.60 

Tolal 188 100.00 188 100.00

Source : Field Survey 

From the classification of our collected data, table 5.3 shows that during 

enrollment in GB 53.19% borrowers were completely illiterate, 38.29% could put 

signature only, 06.91% and 01.60% completed primary and junior high school 

level. At present the status are 51. 06%, 40.42%, 06.91% and 01.60% respectively. 

On an average 91.49% borrowers have been found functionally illiterate during 

survey. 

5.1.6 Vocational Knowledge of the Respondents: Vocational knowledge is 

obviously an important factor for the rural poor to utilize their potentiality in 

income earning activities. So some sort of vocational knowledge is necessary to 

enhance their income level. Table 5.4 shows types of vocational knowledge of 

the respondents. 

Table-5.4: Level of Vocational Knowledge of the Respondents 

Al present Before enrolled 

Types of Vocational 

Knowledge No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

None 181 96.28 184 97.87 

Sewino 03 01.60 01 00.53 

Handicraft 02 01.07 01 00.53 

Polterv 02 01.07 02 01.07 

Olhers 00 00.00 00.00 00.00 

Tolal 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.4 shows that at present 96.28% borrowers have no vocational 

knowledge. 03.72% have some sorl of vocational knowledge. Before the joining 

the GB the position was 97 .87% and 02.13% respectively. So role of GB micro

credit program in imparting vocational knowledge to the borrowers is not 

significant. 

5.1.7 Occupation of the Respondents: For the successful utilization of GB credit, 

the borrowers need to be engaged in some economic activities. GB claims that 

micro-credit programs are empowering poor borrowers through creation of 

diversified self-employment opportunities for them. To verify this GB claim. the 

occupations of the selected borrowers before and after their joining the GB is 

shown in the following table. 

Table-5.5: Occupations of the Respondents 

Occupations of the Al present Before enrolled 

Respondents 
No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Onlv housewife 159 84.58 169 89.89 

Housewife and dailv.laborer 04 02.13 03 01.60 

�ewife and housemaid 06 03.19 02 01.06 

Housewife and service 02 01.06 02 01.06 
--

Housewife and huskina 04 02.13 04 02.13 

_ 
_!:l_ousewife and sewing 02 01.06 02 01.06 

Housewife and small eoullr:t 02 01.06 01 00.53 

Housewife and handicrafts 01 00.53 01 00.53 

Housewife and petly 06 03.19 04 02.13 

business 

Housewife and money 02 01.06 00 00.00 

lendina 

lofal 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.5 shows that at present 84.57% of the respondents are not 

engaged in any economic or commercial activities and only 15.43% are 

involved in income-oriented activities besides household work. Before their 

enrollment in the GB. 89 .89% of the respondents were confined to household 

work and rest of l 0.11 % were engaged in income earning activities alongside 

household work. From the statistics shown in lhe table above, it can be said that 

impact of GB programs are not significantly positive for self-employment creation 

of the borrowers. 
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5.1.8 Number of Children of the Respondents: Number of children of the 

respondents is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.6: Number of Children of the Respondents 

Number of Children At present Before enrolled 

of the Respondents 
No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

0 01 00.53 10 05.32 

1 06 03.19 27 14.36 

2 23 12.23 46 24.47 

3 43 22.87 53 28.19 

4 44 23.40 
\ 

39 20.74 

5 47 25.00 07 03.72 

6 and above 24 12.77 06 03.19 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.6 shows that at present 00.53% of the total respondents have no 

children. 03.19%, 12.23%, 22.87%, 23.40%, 25% and 12% have one, two, three, four, 

five and six or more children respectively. Before joining the GB corresponding 

percentage of respondents having same amount of children were 5.32%, 14.36%, 

24.47%, 28.19%, 20.7 4% 3.72% and 3.19% respectively. It is seen from the above 

table that GB programs could not creole self-consciousness among the 

respondents regarding family planning programs. 

5.1.9 Average Monthly Income of the Respondents: The average monfhly 

income of the selected borrowers before and after joining in the GB is shown in 

the following fable. 
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Table-5.7: Average Monthly Income of the Respondents 

Average monthly Al present Before enrolled 

income in Tic 
No. of resoondents Percentaae No. resoondents PercenloQe 

00-00 159 84.57 169 89.89 
01-200 02 01.06 02 01.06 

JO 1-400 16 05.85 09 04.79 
401-600 04 04.79 05 02.66 
601-800 03 01.60 03 01.60 

.....§Q9+ 04 02.13 00 00.00 
Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.7 shows that at present 84.57% of the total respondents do not 

earn any income, the rest 15.43% earn some income, which is also very small. 

Before joining the GB, this position was 89 .89% ·and l 0.11 % respeclively. It is seen 

clearly that only 05.32% borrowers have entered into the earning process during 

the borrowing period of GB loan. So the statistics in the above table implies thal 

the impact of GB loan on the borrowers income level is insignificant. After 

receiving GB loan, 84.57% of the total respondents give it to the male members 

of the family. As a result, they can not be self-employed to earn income by GB 

Loan significantly. 

From the analysis of the personal socio-economic profiles of the selected 

borrowers before and after their joining the GB, it is seen that the impact of GB 

loan regarding creation of income opportunities on the borrowers is not 

significantly positive. 

5.2 Household Profiles of the Respondents 

5.2.0 Introduction: The structure and characteristics of rural families in 

Bangladesh play very important role in their socioeconomic conditions. Here. 

attempts have been made to examine overall socioeconomic conditions 

prevailing in the households of the selected borrowers. We have examined. 

whether the micro-credit of GB actually and effectively reached the households 

of poor borrowers. 
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5.2.1 Types of Family of the Respondents: Types of family of 1he respondenls, 

on important foc1or in micro level decision making ore considered here. 

According to the nature of the formation of the family of our selected borrowers, 

we hove divided them into two categories: a) Nuclear family which consists of 

husband, wife and unmarried children and b} Extended family where more than 

one nuclear family exist or permanent existence of other relatives are found 

along with the nuclear family. 

Table 5.8: Types of Family of the Respondents 

Nature of family Number of Respondents Percentage 

Nuclear 148 78.72 % 

Extended 40 21.28 % 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.8 shows Iha! 78.72% families of the selected borrower are nuclear 

and remaining 21.28% are extended in nature. The domination of the nuclear 

types of family is the indication of favorable condition for the borrowers lo take 

decision at household level for the op1imum use of micro-credit. 

5.2.2 Family Size of the Respondents: The size of family has diversified effects 

on the socioeconomic circumstances of 1he borrowers. A large family has more 

laborers to earn income by doing different types of activities wilh or without 

credit support in the rural area and it enhances the borrower's capability to 

repay weekly installments of loan. On the other hand a small family can save 1o 

more out of increased income. The size of the family of the borrowers is also 

important to assess the impacts of GB programs on family planning objectives. 

The size of family of our selected borrowers is shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.9: Size of Family of the Respondents 

At present Before enrolled 

Number of Family 
No.of 

Members 
Percentage No. of Respondents Percentage 

Respondents 

Up to- 05 65 34.57 119 63.30 

6 69 36.70 47 25.00 

7 and above , . 54 28.72 22 11.70 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Average 06.01 04.92 

Source: Field Survey 

Table-5.9 shows that before enrollment in GB activities 63.30% of the 

borrower households consisted of less than six members, 25.00% and 11 .70% 

consisted of six and more than six members respectively. At present 34.57%, 

36.70% and 28.72% households consist of less than six, six and more than six 

members respectively. The average size of the family at present is 6.01, which 

was 4.92 before enrollments in GB. Size of the family shown in the table does not 

establish the Grameen Bank's claims of contribution towards the goal of national 

family planning program. 

5.2.3 Decision-maker of the Respondent Households: The power of decision 

making of the borrower in household level is very important factor for better 

utilization of loan. The empowerment of a female borrower also depends on her 

ability to take decision or at least her capability to share views at the time of 

settling the household socio-economic affairs. To achieve desired results from the 

loan, the borrowers must have power to choose the field investment or 

expenditure. The patterns of the power of decision making of the households of 

our selected borrowers are shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.10: Decision-maker of the Respondent Households 

Al present Before enrolled 

Decision-maker in Borrower 

Households No. of Percentage No. of Percentage 

Respondents Respondents 

Borrowers themselves 08 04.26 07 03.72 

Jointly with mole members 16 08.51 11 05.85 

Borrower's Husband 158 84.04 168 89.36 

Borrower's Father/Father- 02 01.06 00 00.00 

in-law 

Borrower's Son or Brother 04 02.13 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

11 is seen from above statistics tha1 at present only 04.26% of the selecled 

borrowers can take decision themselves regarding household socoi-economic 

affairs, 08.5 l % can share views wilh male members. Before enrollment in GB 1his 

position was 03.72% and 05.85% respectively. Absolute domination of the male 

members over the household socio-economic affairs in both before and afler 

respondent's joining GB (90.43% & 87.23%) indicates that fhe impact of GB 

programs on borrowers regarding decision-making is not significantly positive. 

5.2.4 Educational Status of the Respondent Households: The educalional 

sfatus of a family reflects its socioeconomic condition. The educational status of 

the families of our selected borrowers is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.11: Educational Status of the Respondent Households 

Number or Literate Al present Before enrolled 

No. or Respondents Percentage No. of Respondents Percentage 

0 19 10.11 26 13.83 

1 75 39.89 101 53.72 

2 62 32.98 33 17.55 

3 and above 32 17.02 28 14.89 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Averooe 31.15 27.57 

Source: Field Survey 

"Total literate members before enrollment in GB were 255. which is at present 352. 
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Table 5.11 shows that at present l 0.11 % families have no lilerale member, 

39 .89 %, 32.98 % and I 7 .02% have one. two and three or more members 

respectively. Before their enrollment in GB the situation was 13.83%. 53.72%, 

17.55% and 14.89 % respectively. The person who can read. write and count is 

considered here as a literate person. Twenty persons were found having 

cerlificales of SSC and above (Masters=02. Degree = 02. HSC=06 and SSC=08) 

among the families of the selected borrowers. Although iris seen from above 

table that the number of literate members have increased among the borrowers 

households but the trend of progress is not significant compared to lhe national 

progress of education. II can be mentioned here lhat borrower households are 

not only GB members they are also enjoying the benefits of the government as 

well as NGO programs for the improvement of education simultaneously. So the 

impact of GB programs is not found to be significantly positive on the borrower 

households. 

5.2.5 Vocational Knowledge Status of the Respondents Households: II is 

widely claimed that the GB provides not only credit facilities to the poorest 

households. but also conducts many developmental activities including training 

to imparting vocational knowledge lo lhe borrower households. The level of 

vocational Knowledge among lhe households of the selected borrowers before 

and after their joining in GB is considered here. 

TableS.12: Vocational Knowledge Status of Household Members 

Number of family Al present Before enrolled 

members with 

vocational No. of Respondents Percentage No.of Percentage 

knowledge Respondenls 

0 171 90.96 179 95.21 

01 12 06.38 06 03.19 

02 04 02.12 03 01.60 

3+ 01 00.53 00 00.00 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.12 reveals that at present 90.96% households of the sample 

borrowers have no member with vocational knowledge. 06.38%. 02.12% and 

00.53 % have one. two. and three members with some sort of vocational 

knowledge respectively. Before their enrollment in GB this position was 95.21 %. 

03.19%, 01.60 percent and 00.00% respectively. So it can be concluded that GB 

programs could not impart vocational knowledge to significant number of 

borrower of borrower households. 

5.2.6 Total Number of Labourer in the Respondent Households: The number of 

laborer in the households of the borrower before and after joining the GB is 

shown in the following table. 

Table-5.13: Total Number of Labourer in the Respondent Households 

(Aged above 13 Years) 

Total number of Al present Before enrolled in the GB 

laborers 

Number Percentage Number Percentage 

02 22 11.70 62 32.98 

03 64 34.04 103 54.79 

04 55 29.26 16 08.51 

05 and above 47 25.00 07 03.72 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.13 shows lhal lhe number of young laborers has significanlly 

increased among the borrower households in the period of GB borrowing. It is 

seen !hat at present 25%, 29 .26%, 34.04%, and 1 l .70% borrower households have 

more !hon five, four, three and two laborer respectively. Before their enrollment 

in lhe GB this percentage was 3.72%. 08.51%. 54.79% and 32.98% respectively. As 

lhe poor f am iii es of the rural area depend mainly on daily labour the children of 

those families instead of allending educational institution are engaged in some 

sort of income earning not related to household micro-credit. gross income of 

lhe borrower households increases and supplements borrower's ability lo repay 

the installments. 
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5.2.7 Male Laborer in the Respondent Households: We have assessed f he 

existence of male laborer in the borrower households in pre-credit and post -

credit period, which is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.14: Male Laborer (above 13 years old) 

Number of male At present Before enrolled 

laborer in respondent 

households No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00 01 00.53 02 01.06 

1 53 28.19 108 57.45 

2 84 44.68 66 35.10 

3 and above 50 26.60 12 06.38 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.14 shows that at present 00.53 percenf of the borrower households 

have no male laborer 28.19 percent households have one male laborer, 44.68 

percent households have two male laborers, 26.06 percent households have 

three or more male laborers. Before enrollment in GB 01.06 percent households 

had no male laborer, 57 .45 percent had one, 35. l O percent had fwo and 06.38 

percent had three or more laborers in the households respectively. So it is clearly 

seen from the table that during the use of the GB loan, the male laborer has 

significanfly increased among the borrower households. 

5.2.8 Female Member in Earning Process: The number of female members in 

income earning activities of the borrower households is shown here to examine 

GB's claim of self-employment creation for women. Table 5.15 shows women 

participation in income earning activities including the borrowers themselves. 
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Table-5.15: Female Member in Earning Process 

Number of female in At present Before enrolled 

earning process 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00 151 80.31 162 86.17 

01 26 13.83 18 09.57 

02 11 05.85 08 04.26 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.15 shows that at present 80.31 percent of the borrower households 

have no female member in earning process, 13.83% and 05.85% have one and 

two female earning members respectively. Before enrollment in the GB 86.17% 

borrower households had no female earning member and 09.57% & 04.26% had 

one and two female members in earning process respectively. From the statistics 

shown in above table, ii can be concluded that the micro-credit programs of GB 

could not create self-employment for women to any significant level. 

5.2.9 Number of Male Labourer in Earning Process in the Respondent 

Households: The amount of labour among the borrower households in 

earning process is shown in the following table. 

Table- 5.16: Number of Male Labourer in Earning Process in the Respondent 

Households 

Number of labourer Al present Before Joining 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

01 02 01.06 52 27.66 

02 94 50.00 104 55.32 

03 60 31.91 30 15.96 

04 32 17.02 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 186 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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From the table 5.16 ii is clearly seen that the number of daily labourer has 

significantly increased in the households of !he borrowers. Presenl study has 

assessed how many of lhe new income earners are created by lhe credil 

programs of the GB. 

5.2.10 Main Occupation of the Respondent Households: To assess the 

socioeconomic strength of borrower households, we have seen their main 

occupations before and afler enrollmenl in GB acfivities. 

Table-5.17: Main Occupation of the Respondent Households 

Main occupation of the Al present Before enrolled 

respondent households Percentage 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents 

Agriculture 81 43.09 95 50.53 

Petty business 25 13.30 21 I 1. 17 

Doily laborer 34 16.49 42 22.34 

Rickshaw/Von pulling 16 08.51 12 06.38 

Service/Field worker 07 04.79 04 02.13 

Fishing 06 03.19 06 03.19 

Small poultry 02 01.06 01 00.53 

Small manufacturing 03 01.60 02 01.06 

Husking 02 01.06 03 01.60 

Money lending 01 01.06 00 00.00 

Informal business 11 05.85 02 01.07 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Tobie 5.17 shows that at present the principal occupation of 43.09% of the 

borrower households is agricullure, 13.30%, 16.49%, 08.51 %, 04.79%, 03.19%, 

01.06%, 01.60%, 01.06%, 01.06%, and 05.85% borrower households are engaged in 

petty business, daily labour, rickshaw or van pulling, service, fishing, small poultry, 

small manufacluring, husking, money lending and informal business respeclively. 

Before enrollment in the GB, respective percentage for these occupalions were 

50.53%, l 1. l 7%, 22.34%, 06.38%, 02.13%, 03.19%, 00.53%, 01.06%, 01.60%, and 
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01.06%. From the above table it is clearly seen that the programs of the GB could 

not create self-employment for the borrower households remarkably. 

5.2.11 Subsidiary Occupation of the Respondent Households: Majority 

households in the rural areas have subsidiary occupations alongside main 

occupations. The subsidiary occupations of the households of selected 

borrowers before and after their joining in the GB are shown in the following 

table. 

Table-5.18: Subsidiary Occupation of the Respondent Households 

At present Before enrolled 

N=l46 N= 112 

Subsidiary Occupations 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Agriculture 22 15.07 20 17.86 

Petty business 25 17.12 27 24.11 

Daily laborer 47 32.19 46 41.07 

Rickshaw/Van pulling 09 06.16 04 03.57 

Service/Field worker 01 00.68 00 00.00 

Fishing 02 01.37 01 00.89 

Small manufact\]ring 01 00.68 02 01.79 

Husking 00 00.00 03 02.68 

Money lending 06 04.11 00 00.00 

Informal business 33 22.60 09 08.04 

lot al 146 100.00 112 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.18 shows that at present 77.66% of the selected borrower 

households have some subsidiary occupations in addition to the main one. 

Before enrollment in the GB this position was 59 .57%. Percentage of subsidiary 

occupations at present is for agriculture 15.07%, for petty business 17.12%. for 

daily laboring 32.19%, for rickshaw or van pulling 06.16%, for service 00.68%. for 

fishing 01.37%. for small manufacturing 00.68%. for money lending 04.11 % and for 

illegal border trade 22.60%. Before the borrowers enrollment in the GB the 

respective percentages for this subsidiary occupations were 17.86%, 24.11 %, 

41.07%. 03.75%. 00.89%. 01.79%. 02.68% and 08.04%. It is seen from the table that 
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only illegal border trade has increased notably after the borrower enrollment in 

the GB, which is not authorized by the government. On the other hand some of 

the borrowers have started informal money lending with f he loan of GB. So the 

loan of GB has created a new class of usurer in the rural areas. 

5.2.12 Duration of Employment in a Year: The yearly employmenf time is 

different in the different locations of rural areas in Bangladesh. The Yearly 

employmenl time, which the borrower can avail in the area of the present study, 

is mentioned in the following table. 

Table- 5.19: Duration of Employment in a Year 

Types of activity � farm Activities Non-farm Activities 

Time 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of Respondents Percentage 

12 month 96 51.06 178 94.68 

1 lmonJh 12 06.38 04 02.13 

10 month 28 14.89 06 03.19 

9 month 36 19.15 00 00 

8 month 16 08.51 00 00 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.19 shows that 94.68% households of the selected borrowers can 

perform non-farm activities for the whole year and the rest 5.32% get at leas! 10 

monfhs employment in a year. For farm activities 51.06%, 14.89%, 19.15% and 

8.15% of the respondent households have twelve, eleven, ten, nine and eight 

months employment time respectively. So fhe members of the sample 

households have opportunity to perform economic activities almost for f he 

whole year. 

S.2.13 Annual Gross Income of the Respondent Households: The annual gross

income of the respondenf households before and after their joining in the GB is 

shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.20: Annual Gross Income of the Respondent Households 

Amount of At present Before enrolled 

income 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Upto-15000 06 03.19 16 08.51 

15001-25000 56 29.79 74 39.36 

2500 1-35000 72 38.30 52 27.66 

3500 1-50000 34 18.09 36 19.15 

5000 1-65000 16 08.51 08 04.26 

65001 and above 04 02.13 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.20 shows that al present 03. l 9 percenl households of the selected 

borrowers belong lo the income group up-to 15000, 29 .79%, 38.30%, 8.09%, 

08.51 %, and 02.13% belong to the income groups of Tk. 15001-25000, Tk. 2500 l -

35000, Tk.35001-50000, Tk. 50001-65000, and Tk. 65001 and above respectively. 

Before enrollment in the GB the percentage for lhese income groups were 

08.51 %t, 69.36%, 27.66%, 19. l 5%, 04.26% and Ol.06% respectively. 

5.2.14 Annual Gross Expenditure of the Respondent Households: The annual 

gross expenditure of the respondent households is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.21: Annual Gross Expenditure of the Respondent Households 

Amount of At present Before enrolled 

expenditure (in lK) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Upto-15000 03 01.60 05 02.66 

15001-25000 22 11.70 16 08.51 

2500 1-35000 58 30.85 120 63.83 

3500 1-50000 84 44.68 42 22.34 

5000 1-65000 19 10.11 04 02.13 

65001 and above 02 01.06 01 00.53 

Tola! 188 100.00 188 100.00 
--

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.21 shows that at present 1 .6%, 11.7%. 30.85%, 44.68%. 10.11% and 

1 .06% of the respondent households belong to expenditure group upf o TK. 1 5000, 

TK. 15001-25000. TK. 25001-35000, 35001-50000, 50001-65000 and TK. 65001 and 

above respectively. Before enrollment in the GB percentage for these 

expenditure groups were 2.66%, 8.51 %, 63.83%. 22.34%, 2.53% and 1 .06% 

respectively. 

5.3 Asset and liability of the Respondent Households 

Economic strength of the borrower households before and after their 

joining the GB is shown in the following sections. 

5.3.1 Cultivable Land Ownership Pattern of the Respondent Households: GB 

claims that it considers fhe landless and assetless i.e. the extreme poorest people 

of the rural area as their borrowers. Table 5.22 shows the cultivable land 

ownership pattern of f he selec1ed borrowers. 

Table-5.22: Cultivable Land Owned by the Respondent Households 

Amount of cultivable At present Before enrolled 

land (in decimals) 

No.of Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

respondents 

00-00 28 14.89 19 10.11 

01-25 15 07.98 18 09.57 

26-50 38 20.21 33 17.55 

51-75 42 22.34 43 22.87 

76- 100 24 12.77 32 17.02 

10 l and above 41 21.81 43 22.87 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.22 shows that at present 14.89 percent households have no 

cultivable land but before their enrollment in the GB 10.1 l percent of the 

selected households had no cultivable land. It is also seen from the table that 

before joining GB 9.57%. 17.55%, 22.87%, 17.02%, and 22.87% households of the 

selected borrowers had 01-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100, and more than 100 decimals 

of cultivable land respectively. At present the 7.98%, 20.21%, 22.34%, 12.77% and 

21.81% households have 01-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100, and more than 100 decimals 

of cultivable land respectively. Therefore the above table reveals that 62.77% of 

f he borrower households were not functionally landless at the time of joining the 

GB. On the olher hand 5.86% of the borrower households became landless and 

most of the households lost some of their cultivable land during use of GB loan. 

5.3.2 Homestead Owned by the Respondent Households: The ownership 

pattern of homestead of the borrower households is show in the table 5.23 

Table 5.23: Homestead Owned by the Respondent Households 

Amount of homestead At present Before enrolled 

( in decimals) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 05 02.66 06 03.19 

01-10 39 20.74 42 22.34 

11-20 104 55.32 93 49.47 

21-30 23 12.23 29 15.43 

31 and above 17 09.04 18 09.57 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.23 shows that of present 02.66% of the selected households have 

no homestead, 20.7 4%, 55.32%, 12.23% and 9 .04% have O 1-10, 11-20, 12.23, 21-30 

and more lhan 30 decimals of homestead respectively. Before their joining the 

GB percentages were 03.19 %. 22.34%, 49 .47%, 15.43 and 9 .57% for the respective 

homestead range. 
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5.3.3 Land Leased-in by the Respondent Households: The status of land 

leased-in by the households of the respondents before and after joining in the 

GB is shown in the table 5.24 

Table-5.24: Land Leased-in Status of the Respondent Households 

Amount Al present Before enrolled 

( in decimals) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 180 95.74 182 96.81 

01-10 02 01.06 01 00.53 

11-20 03 01.60 01 00.53 

21-30 01 00.53 03 01.60 

31-40 02 01.06 01 00.53 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

T able-5.25 reveals that at present 04.26 percent households of lhe 

respondent households have uplo 40 decimals of cultivable land as leased-in. 

Before their enrollment in GB programs. 03.19 percent of the respondent 

households had upto 40 decimals of cultivable land in the form of leased-in. So 

the impacf of the GB credit was not significant in the case of land leased-in by 

respondents households. 

5.3.4 Land Leased-out by the Respondent Households : The leased-out 

pattern of cultivable land of the borrower households is shown in the table 5.25 
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Table- 5.25: Land Leased-out by the Respondent Households 

Land leased-out by the At present Before enrolled 

respondent households 

(in decimals) I 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 176 93.62 184 97.87 

01-10 01 00.53 00 00.00 

11-20 04 02.13 02 01.06 

21-30 05 02.66 00 00.00 

31-50 02 01.06 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table5.25 exhibits that 06.38 percent households of the borrower have 

leased-ouf upto 50 decimals of their cultivable land but before enrollment in fhe 

GB only O 1 .06 percent of the selected households had leased-out their cullivaled 

land. 

5.3.5 Land under Sharecropping in the Respondent Households: To see lheir 

effort to increase income through exlension of farm activity, we have measured 

land under sharecropping in the respondent households before and after joining 

the GB programs. Table 5.26 shows the size of cultivable land under 

sharecropping in the households of the selected borrowers. 

Table-5.26: Land under Sharecropping in the Respondent Households 

Amount of land under At present efore enrolled 

sharecropping in respondents 

households ( in decimals) No. of Percentage No.of Percentage 

respondents respondents 

00-00 172 91.49 174 92.55 

01-50 05 02.66 04 02.13 

51ond above 11 05.85 10 05.32 
�---· 

Total 188 100.00 
----

188 100.00 
-·-· ·----- --

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.26 shows that at present 08.5 l percent of the borrower households 

use land of others under sharecropping, the percentage being 7.45 before their 

enrollment in the GB. Percentage increased of sharecropping is very negligible. 

5.3.6 Large Livestock Owned by the Respondent Households: The number of 

livestock owned is one of the indicators of the economic strength of the rural 

household. Table 5.27 shows the number of large livestock owned by fhe 

respondent households. 

Table-5.27: Large Livestock Owned by the Respondent Households 

Number of large At present Before enrolled 

livestock 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 179 95.21 166 88.30 

01 05 02.66 14 07.45 

02 04 02.13 08 04.25 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

Table 5.27 shows that al present 95.21% households of the selected 

borrowers have no large livestock (cow, buffalo etc) the rest 04.79% have one or 

fwo large livestock. Before joining GB 88.30 households had no large livestock 

and the rest of 1 l .70% had one or two. So it is seen that 6. 91 % of the borrower 

households sold out cattle after joining the GB. 

5.3.7 Small Livestock Owned by the Respondent Households: Table 5.28 

shows !he number of small livestock (goat. sheep etc,) owned by the respondent 

households before and after the joining the GB. 
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Table-5.28: Small Livestock Owned by the Respondent Households 

Small livestock At present Before enrolled 

( in numbers ) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 161 85.64 154 81.91 

01 12 06.38 06 03.19 

02 06 03.19 16 08.51 

03 07 03.72 08 04.26 

04 and above 02 01.06 04 02.13 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.28 shows lhat number of small livestock has declined in 14.36% 

households and 3.73% households have sold their Iota! small livestock after 

joining lhe GB. 

5.3.8 Poultry Owned by the Respondent Households: The number of poultry 

owned by the selected households before and after joining the GB is shown in 

the following table. 

Table-5.29: Number of Poultry Owned by the Respondent Households 

Number of Poultry At present Before enrolled 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00 102 54.26 82 43.62 

Uplo-05 31 16.49 42 22.34 

Upto-10 28 14.89 26 13.83 

Uplo-15 16 08.51 28 14.89 

Uplo-20 11 05.85 10 05.32 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.29 shows that at present 54.26% of the respondents households 

have no poultry, but before their enrollment in the GB respective percentage 

was 43.62%. That means 10.64% households have lost their full amount of pouliry 

afler joining the GB. It is also seen from the !able that the number of poultry has 

fallen almost in all households afler joining lhe GB. At present 16.49%, 14.89%, 
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8.51 %, and 5.85% households have upto 5. upto 10. upto 15 and upto 20 poultry 

respectively. Before joining the GB 22.34%, 13.83%. 14.89% and 5.32 % households 

had upto 5, upto 10, upto 15 and upto 20 poultry respectively. It is seen here that 

only three households could increase the amount of poultry during their GB 

membership. 

5.3.9 Capital Goods Owned by Respondent Households: It is seen during the 

field survey that except one shallow tube-well and two sewing machines, main 

capital goods of the respondent households consist of country-carrier like 

Rickshaw, van and carts etc. The amount of capital goods is shown in the 

following table. 

Table-5.30: Capital Goods Owned the Respondent Households 

No. of capital goods Al present Before enrolled 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 
--------

00 161 85.64 172 91.49 
--

01 20 10.64 14 07.45 
.. 

02 07 03.72 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.30 shows that at present l 0.64% and 3.72% households have one 

and two capital goods respectively. Before joining the GB 7.45% and 01.06% 

households had one and two capital goods respectively. II is also seen that only 

5.85% households have become the new owner and 2.66% have increased the 

their capital goods during the use of GB loan. 

5.3.10 Condition of Houses of the Respondent Households: GB has disbursed 

huge amount of housing loan. Following table shows the changes of housing of 

the borrower households. 
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Table-5.31: Condition of Houses of the Respondent Households 

Al present Before enrolled 

Type of houses 

No.of Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

respondents 

No house 02 01.06 04 02.13 

Building (pakka) 04 02.13 03 01.60 
--- --- --- -- - --

Tin-shed house 18 09.57 09 04.79 

( adha-pakka ) 

Kalcha (Tin -roofed) 110 58.51 94 50.00 

Kalcha (built in mud and 54 28.72 78 41.49 

thatched) 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.31 shows that at presenl 01.06% of the borrower households have 

no dwelling houses, 02.13%, 9 .57%, 58.51 % and 28.72% respondents have Building, 

!in-shed houses, tin-roofed and katcha dwellings respeclively. Before enrollment

in the GB, respective percentages were 2.13%, 1.60%, 4.79%, 50% and 41.49% 

respondents for these types of houses. From the table it is seen tha11he condition 

of the houses of lhe borrowers has improved afler enrollment in the GB. 

5.3.11 Furniture Owned by the Respondent Households: The quantitative and 

qualitative amount of furniture owned by !he household is another indicator of 

the socioeconomic progress of the borrowers. We have measured 1he 

approximate monetary value of 1he furniture owned by the respondent 

households before and afler their joining the GB, which is shown in the lable 5.32 
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Table-5.32: Furniture Owned by the Respondent Households 

Amount of At present Before enrolled 

monetary value of 

furniture (in TK.) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

---

Uo to - IOOO 67 35.64 72 38.30 

_Ur:> to-2000 52 27.66 58 30.85 

Up to-5000 37 19.68 30 15.96 

Up to-10000 32 17.02 28 14.89 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

The table 5.32 shows that at present the approximate monetary value of 

the furniture of 35.64%. 27.66%. 19 .68% and 17.02% households ore up to Tk. 1000. 

Tk. 2000. Tk.5000 and Tk.10000 respectively. Before enrollment in the GB 

percentages of households holding these amount of furniture were 38.30%. 

30.85%. 15.96% and 14.89% respeclively. II is also clear from the table that the 

approximate monetary value of furniture owned by the selected households 

before and after joining in the GB is almost same. 

5.3.12 The Nature of Furniture of the Respondent Households: The nature of 

furniture of the respondent households is shown in the table 5.33 

Table-5.33 Nature of Furniture of the Respondent Households 

At present Before enrollment 

Category of furniture 

Number of percentage Number of percentage 

respondents respondents 

Nil 20 25.00 22 27.66 

Very ordinary 88 46.81 96 51.06 

Traditional 38 20.21 28 14.89 

Modern 15 07.98 12 06.38 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 
----------

·--·-----------·

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.33 shows that at present 25 percent of the selected households 

have no furniture, 46.81%, 20.21%, 20.21%, and 07.98% have very ordinary. 

traditional, and modern furniture respectively. Before enrollment in the GB 27.66% 

households had no furnilure, 51.06%, 14.89% and 06.38 percent households 

owned very ordinary, traditional and modern furniture respectively. It is seen from 

the table that a very few of the selected households could increase the amount 

of furniture during use of GB credit. 

5.3.13 Number of Beneficiary of F.F.E or Other Govt. Grants Program among 

the Respondent Households: The government of Bangladesh has initialed 

various programs like FFE, VGF etc, which have positive impact on the income 

level of rural poor families. The following table shows the number of beneficiaries 

under F.F.E. program of government among the selected households. 

Table-5.34: Number of Beneficiary under the F.F.E Programs or Other Govt. Grants 

Number of children At present Before enrolled 

under FFE program 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

------

00 125 66.49 179 95.21 

01 41 21.81 07 03.72 

02 22 11.70 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 ---

Source: Field Survey 

T able-5.34 shows I hat at present 33.51 % households of the selected 

borrowers enjoy direct benefit of lhe FFE programs for their children. Before 

enrollment in lhe GB only 04.79% borrower households enjoyed such grants. So 

28.72% of the households became the beneficiary of the FFE program for their 

children's education afler joining the GB. II also seen from lhe table lhat 21.81 

percent borrower households have one and 11 .70 percent have two children 

under the FFE program. II is also known from the respondents that they get 15 kg 

of wheal or 13 kg of rice per month per children. So the government grants 
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program has significantly enhanced the income level of the selected 

households. 

5.3.14 Amount of Voluntary Savings of the Respondent Households: The 

amount of voluntary savings of the borrower households is shown in the table 

3.35 

Table-5.35: Amount of Voluntary Savings of the Respondent Households 
--

Amount of Voluntary At present Before enrolled 

Savings (in TK.) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

00-00 172 91.49 132 70.21 

I..J!Q_to 500 04 02.13 23 12.23 

Uo lo 1000 10 05.32 14 07.45 

_l!f:2 to 5000 02 01.06 19 10.11 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.35 shows that amount of voluntary savings of the selected 

households of the borrower has declined ofter their enrollment in the GB. It is 

seen from the table thal at present 91.49% households have no savings. Before 

enrollrnenl in the GB 70.21 % borrower households had no savings. It is clearly 

seen from the table that lhe impact of the GB loan on the amount of willful 

savings of the borrower households is significantly negalive. 

5.3.15 Amount of annual Investment of the Respondent Households in 

Farming: The amount of annual investment of the respondents 

households in farming is shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.36: Total Investment of the Respondent Households in Farming 

At present Before enrolled 

Amount (in TK.) 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

No Investment 28 14.89 14 07.45 

Uplo 4000 60 31.91 74 39.36 
----

4001-6000 22 11.70 26 13.83 

6001-8000 16 08.51 15 07.98 

8001-10000 24 12.77 23 12.23 

More than !0000 38 20.21 36 19.15 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source Field Survey 

Table 5.36 shows that at present 14.89% selected households have no 

investment in farm activities but before joining GB 7.45% households had no 

investment in farm activities. It is also seen from the table that at present 31 .91 %, 

11.70%, 8.51 %, 12.77% and 20.21 % households invest upto TK.4000, TK. 4001-6000, 

TK. 6001-8000, TK. 8001-10000 and more than TK. 10000 respectively. Before joining 

lhe GB lhe respeclive percentage for these amount of investmenl were 39.36%, 

13.38%, 7 .98%, 12.23% and 19 .15%. From this statistics it is seen that the amount of 

investmenl of lhe sample households in farm activily has nol significantly 

increased. Moreover, some of the households hove stopped inveslment in 

farming after joining lhe GB. 

5.3.16 Total Investment of the Respondent Households in Non-farm 

Activities: The success of the borrowers of GB obviously depends on creation 

and extension of non-farm activities for self-employment as well as on increasing 

income earned from borrowings. Table 5.37 shows total investment on non-farm 

activities or petty business of the borrower households before and after joining 

the GB. 
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Table-5.37: Total Investment of the Respondent Households in Non-farm Activities 

Total Investment in non- At present Before joining 

farm activities (in TK.) 

No.of Percentage No.of Percentage 

respondents respondents 
�--

No Investment 117 62.23 129 68.62 

Bellow-5000 26 13.83 22 11.70 

Up lo 6000 13 06.91 07 03.72 

Up to 8000 06 03.19 08 04.26 

Up 108000 08 04.26 08 04.26 

Up 109000 02 01.06 04 02.13 

Up lo 10000 06 03.19 04 02.13 

More than 10000 10 05.32 06 03.19 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source Field Survey 

Table 5.37 shows that at present 62.23% of the selected borrowers have no 

investment, 32.45% have a total investmenl of less than Tk. 10000 and rest 05.32% 

have more than Tk. l 0000 investment in non-farm activities. Before enrollment in 

the GB respeclive percentages for these level of investmenls were 68.62 

percent, 28.19 and 03.19%. It is clear from the table !hat the number of investors 

as well as volume of investment among the selected households in non-farm 

activities has not increased significantly offer their joining the GB. So GB claim of 

the creation of self-employment in non-farm activities is not substantiated in the 

study area. 

5.3.17 Type of Non-farm Activities of the Respondent Households: The nature 

of non-farm activities i.e, petty business activities in which the borrower 

households are engaged is shown in table 5.38 
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Table-5.38: Type of Non-farm Activities of the Respondent Households 

Type of non-farm or petty At present Before enrolled 

business activity 

No. of respondents Percentage No. of respondents Percentage 

Grocery shop 06 08.45 05 08.48 

>----

Tea. betel-leaf etc selling 04 05.63 04 06.78 

Hawkery I fari 05 07.04 07 11.86 

Paddy/wheal husking and 03 04.23 05 08.48 

selling 

Vegetable and fruits selling 17 23.94 11 18.64 

Tailoring and clothing 03 04.23 02 03.39 

Milk-selling 01 01.41 02 03.39 

Fish-selling 05 07.04 05 08.48 

Poultry 02 02.82 01 01.69 

Pottery 02 02.82 02 03.39 

Illegal border business 20 28.17 13 22.03 

Motor workshop 01 01.41 01 01.69 

Transport business 02 02.82 01 01.69 

Total 71 100.00 59 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.38 shows that !he nature of non-farm activity or petty business 

activities in which the borrower households are engaged remain almost same 

excepl illegal border trade and vegelable sale before and after joining the GB. 

lhe illegal border lrade has increased from 06.15% lo 10.64% and the business of 

vegetable sale has increased from 05.85% to 09 .04%. We see that only 06.38 

percenl of the total respondents started petty business after their enrollment in 

the GB. It is seen that the progress of petty business and entrepreneurial activities 

among the borrower households by GB credit is insignificant, although GB claims 

that almost 500 activities are done by its credil. 

5.3.18 Main Sources of Capital Invested by the Respondent Households after 

Joining GB: It is seen from table 5.38 lhat only 12 hou<;eholds started non-farm 
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activities business after enrollment in the GB. The sources of capital of non-farm 

activities of borrower households is shown in the table 5.39 

Table-5.39: Main Sources of Capital for Petty Business of Respondent 

Households at Present 

Sources of capital 
Number of respondents Percentage 

of petty business 

Own Savings 00 00.00 

loan from GB 02 16.67 

loan from GB and other NGOs 05 41.67 

loan from Informal sources 01 08.33 

Sale of assels 01 08.33 

Other (dowry, assistance from relatives etc.) 03 25.00 

Total 12 100.00

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.39 shows that 16.67% borrower households. who have started non

farm aclivities ofter joining the GB, accumulated the capital from GB loan. 

41 .67% accumulated from GB and other NGOs, 8.33% accumulated from 

informal sources, 8.33% had their capital from selling assets and rest 25% got 

capital from dowry taken at the marriage of sons respectively. 

5.3.19 Amount of Obligatory Savings of the Respondent Household in the GB 

and other MCis: The table 5.40 shows picture of the different types of obligatory 

savings deposits of the respondent households in GB and other micro-credit 

institutions. 
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Table- 5.40: Amount of Obligatory Savings of the Respondent 

Households in GB and other MCls 

Amount of obligatory lnoll MCls Only in GB 

savings (in Tako) 
�--- --·------· 

Up lo 1000 08 04.26 06 03.19 

Up to 2000 07 03.72 04 02.13 

Up to 3000 10 05.32 16 08.51 

Up lo 4000 
�--------

08 04.26 26 13.83 

Up to 5000 18 09.57 48 25.53 
'--· 

Up lo 6000 20 10.64 42 22.34 

Up lo 7000 24 12.77 18 09.57 

Up to 8000 36 19.15 12 06.38 

Up lo 9000 32 17.02 14 07.45 

Up lo 10000 17 09.04 02 01.06 

Above 100� 08 04.26 00 00.00 

Tofol 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

The above loble reveals that 4.26 percent of the selecled households 

have upto 1000 taka, 03.72 percent have upto 2000 taka, 05.32 percenl have 

uplo 3000 taka, 04.26 percent have upto 4000 taka, 09 .57 percenl have uplo 

5000 taka, l 0.64 percent have upfo 6000 taka, 12.77 percent have upto 7000 

tako, 19.15 percent hove upto 8000 toka 17.02 percent hove upto 9000 toka, 

09.04 percenl have upto 10000 laka and 04.26 percent have more than 10000 

taka in different MC institutions as obligatory savings. In the GB separately, 03. l 9 

percent have uplo l 000, 02.13 percent have upto 2000, 08. l 3 percent hove 

upto 3000, 13.83 percent have upto 4000, 25.53 percent have up to 5000, 22.34 

percent have upto 6000, 09 .57 percent have upto 7000, 06.38 percent have 

upto 8000, 07.45 percent have upto 9000 and O l .06 percent have upto l 0000 

toka as obligatory savings respectively. It is also seen that 72.87 percent of the 

borrower households have more lhan 5000 lhousand f aka in the diff erenl MC 
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institutions as the obligatory savings, which is the vital indicator of overlapping of 

credit received by borrower households from different MC institutions. 

5.4 Purpose of Borrowing from GB and Achievements 

5.4.1 Source of Inspiration behind Joining the GB: Sources, who have inspired 

the respondents to join the GB, are mentioned in the following table. 

Table-5.41: Inspiration Sources of Joining GB Programs 

Sources of Inspiration Number of the respondents Percentage 

Own initiative 13 06.91 

Inspired by ofher borrowers of GB 87 46.28 

Inspired by the chief of !he households 50 26.60 

Inspired by GB worker 38 20.21 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.41 shows lhat only 6.91 % borrowers joined the GB by self

inspiration, 46.28%, 26.60%, and 20.21% were inspired by other members of GB, 

chief of the households and GB workers respectively. So it is seen that most of the 

respondents were inspired by other members of the group and centers to join 

the GB. 

5.4.2 Social Constraints faced at the time of Joining GB: Table 5.4 below 

shows whether or not the borrower faced any type of constraints during their 

enrollment in the GB. 

Table-5.42: Problem Faced during Enrollment in the GB 

Problem faced Number of respondents Percentage 

Did not face problem 178 94.68 

Faced problem 10 05.32 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from 5.42 table that most of the borrowers did not face any problem at 

the time of their joining the GB. 
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5.4.3 Purpose of taking GB loan: The purposes of taking loan cited by the 

selected borrowers at the very first year and in the present year are shown in the 

following table. 

Table-5.43: Purpose of Taking Loan 

Activilies shown as purposes of loan In the present year/season In the firsl year/season 

Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

respondents respondents 

Husking and Trading 10 05.32 08 04.26 

Cultivation 20 10.64 27 14.36 

Milch-cow rearing 05 02.66 22 11.70 

Callie fallening 22 11.70 18 09.57 

Fishing and trading 11 05.85 09 04.79 

Processing and manufacturing 03 01.60 05 02.66 

activities 

Trading and shop-keeping 66 35.11 61 32.45 

Rickshaw/Van purchase 22 11.70 14 07.45 

Tailoring and clolh lrading 03 01.60 02 01.06 

Poultry raising 16 08.51 03 01.60 

1--
House building 02 01.06 11 05.85 

Sinking lube-well 03 01.60 01 00.53 

Constructing sanitary latrine 02 01.06 00 00.00 

Purchase of homestead 00 00.00 02 01.06 

lease-in of cultivable land 00 00.00 02 01.06 

Seasonal business 02 01.06 03 01.60 

Transport business 01 00.53 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.43 shows that most or the respondents have cited non-farm activities as 

purpose of taking GB loan. 

5.4.4 Utilization of loan by the Respondent Households: Utilization of GB credit 

taken by borrower households is shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.44: Utilization of GB Credit by the Respondent Households 

In the year/season First year/season 

Utilization pattern 
Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

respondents respondents 

Full amount invested in the mentioned 14 07.45 18 09.57 

field 

Partly invested in the mentioned field 61 32.45 85 45.21 

Nol used in ciled/ productive purposes 113 60.11 85 45.21 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.44 shows that in the present year/season 60.1 I% of the total 

respondents do not use their loan for purposes mentioned at the time of taking 

loan. A total of 7.45% borrower households used full amount and 32.45% used a 

part of loan on productive purposes, which were shown at the time of taking 

loan. It the first year/season of taking loan these percentages were 45.21%, 9.57% 

and 45.21% respectively. So it is seen that major part of GB loan was not used in 

productive purposes by the borrower households. 

5.4.5 Number of Respondents Who got Sufficient Amount of Loan 

according to Demand: The percentage of respondents who got sufficient 

amount of loan according lo their demand for loan is shown in the following 

table. 

Table-5.45: Number of Respondents Who got Sufficient Amount of Loan 

according to Demand 

Status of getting loan Present Year/Season first year/Season 

Did not gel sufficient amount 145 77.13 178 94.68 

Got sufficient amount 43 22.87 10 5.32 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.45 shows 1hal the 77 .13% and 94.68% respondenls did not gel sufficient 

amount of loan from !he GB in !he present year and at the firs! time respectively 

according to their demand for loan. 

5.4.6 Opinions about the Size of GB Loan: The opinion of !he respondents 

about the size of loan, which should be sanctioned by GB in the initial slage is 

shown in !he following !able. 

Table-5.46: Respondents Opinion about the Size of Loan 

Amount of loan (in TK) No. of respondents Percentage 

Upto 10000 25 13.30 

I 0000· t 5000� 98 52.13 

15000 and more 65 34.57 

Total 181) 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

· Table 5.46 shows that majority of the respondents mentioned !he size of 

GB loan should be more than Tako ten thousand in the initial stage. 

5.4.7 Length of Membership of the Respondents in GB: The length of 

membership of !he respondents in GB credit program is shown in lhe following 

fable. 

Table-5.47: Length of Membership of the Respondents in GB 

Length of membership Number or respondents Percentage 

10 Years and above 05 02.66 

09 Years 19 10.11 

08 Years 42 22.34 

07 Years 41 21.81 

06 Years 44 23.40 

05 Years 28 14.89 

04 Years 09 04.79 
---

Total 188 100.00 
-· .. ··-

Average use 6.87 years 

Source: Field Survey 
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Tobie 5.47 shows Iha! 2.66%. l 0.11 %. 22.34%. 21 .81 %, 23.40%, 14.89% and 4.79% of 

lhe total respondenls used GB loon for the period of ten years or more, 9 years. 8 

years, 7 years, 6 years, 5 years and 4 years respectively. II is also seen that 67% of 

selecled borrowers hove used GB loan for a period between 6 and 8 years. The 

overage length of membership is 6.87 years. 

5.4.8 Total Amount of Loan taken by the Respondents from GB till Interview: 

The total omounl of GB credil token by lhe respondents households is shown in 

lhe following !able. 

Table-5.48: Total Amount of Loan Taken by the Respondents from GB till Interview 

Amount of GB loon token till Number of respondents Percentage 

interview (in lK.) 

Below-30000 02 01.06 

30001-40000 12 06.38 

40001-50000 13 06.91 

5000 1-60000 23 12.23 

6000 1-70000 28 14.89 
-

7000 t-80000 32 17.02 

8000 1-90000 34 18.09 

9000 1-100000 16 08.51 

100000 and above 28 14.89 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from !able 5.48 that mojorily of the respondenls households have 

already borrowed more lhan sixly lhousand Tako before our field survey. 

5.4.9 Types of Loan taken by the Respondents till the Interview: The types of 

loans taken by the borrower households are shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.49: Types of Loan used by the Respondents till the Interview 

Types of loan used Number of respondents Percentage 

General-I 188 100% 

Seasonal-I 102 54.26 

seasonal-2 78 41.49 

Housina 34 18.09 

Tube-well 11 05.85 

Sanitarv 07 03.72 

leasina 05 02.66 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.49 shows that all respondents have taken general loan and 

54.26%, 41 .49%, 18.09%, 5.85%, 3.72%, and 2.66 percent have taken seasonal- I, 

seasonal-2, housing, tube-well, sanitation and leasing loan respectively along 

with general loans. No educational loan was found have been sanctioned in 

the sample area. 

5.4.10 Opinions about the Collateral Freeness: The opinion of the respondents 

about the collateral freeness is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.50: Opinion of the Respondents about the Freeness of Collateral 

Opinions Number of respondents Percentage 

Credit is collateral free 21 11.17 

----
credit is not collateral free 167 88.83 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.50 shows that only 11 .17% of the lotal respondents think that the MC 

of the GB is collateral free, rest 88.83% of the respondents think GB loan is not 

actually collateral free. The pressure created by other members of group and 

center for loan recovery is mentioned by respondents as the active collateral 

against GB loan. Some respondents have complained that GB has taken the 
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documents of the ownership of land during house loan disbursement. So the loan 

of GB is seen not to be actually collateral-free. 

5.4.11 Opinions about the Risk of GB loan: The opinion of the respondents 

about the risk of GB loan is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.51: Opinion of the Respondents about the Involvement of Risk of GB Loan 

Opinions Number of respondents Percentage 

No risk 14 07.45 

Risk involved 153 81.38 

No comment 21 11.17 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

II is seen from table 5.51 that 81 % of the respondents mentioned that the 

loan of the GB is risky, 11.17% did not make any comments and the rest of 7.45% 

mentioned it to be risk-less. 

5.4.12 Opinions about the Rate of Interest of GB Loan: The opinions of lhe 

respondents about the rate of interest of GB loan is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.52: Respondents Opinion about the Rate of Interest of GB loan 

Opinions No. of respondents Percentage 

High interest loon 168 89.36 

Low interest loan 08 04.26 

No comments 12 06.38 

-·--·---·

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.52 shows that 89 .36% of the respondents think that GB charges 

high rate of interest against loan. 
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5.4.13 Opinions about the Reminder and Pressure for the Recovery of 

Installments: The opinion about reminder and pressurization for the recovery of 

installments is shown in the following table 

Table- 5.53: Opinions about Reminder and Pressure for the Recovery 

Opinions Number of respondents Percentage 

Create excess pressure 186 98.94 

Do not create excess pressure 00 00.00 

No comment 02 01.06 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from table 5.53 that almost 99% of the respondents face 

tremendous pressure for weekly recovery of loan installmenls. 

5.4.14 Main Pressure Creator for the Recovery: The persons who behave 

cruelly play vital role for the recovery is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.54: Persons Who Behave Cruelly for Recovery 

Persons who behave cruelly Number of respondents Percentage 

GB workers 18 09.68 

Other member of the arouo or center 168 90.32 

No comment 00 00 

Total 186 100 .00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.54 shows that the leader or other members of the group and 

center creole more pressure on the borrower lhan the worker of the GB for the 

weekly recovery of loan. So it is seen that the borrowers themselves play the role 

of collateral. which belies GB claim of collateral freeness of its loan. 
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5.4.15 Sources of Money for Regular Repayment of Installments: Sources of 

money from where regular repayment of installments ore made by the 

respondents ore shown in lhe following fable. 

Table-5.55: Sources of Money for Regular Repayment of GB Loan 

First qucrler of the Second quarler of the yea lhird quarter Fourth quarter of the yea 

year of the year 

Sources of money 

Number 'X, Number 'X, Number 'X, Number 'X, 

Cash in hand from GB loon 68 36.17 10 05.32 00 00.00 00 00.00 

EorninQ from non-credit oclivilies 74 39.36 66 35.11 84 44.68 82 43.62 

Profit from investment of GB loon 02 01.06 04 02.13 04 02.13 02 01.06 

rrom !he copilot of business 03 01.60 04 02.13 02 01.06 06 03.19 

activities ran by GB and NGO loon 

Earning from business activities run 02 01.06 03 01.60 06 03.19 10 05.32 

by non GB fund 

Borrowing from relatives or 23 l'.?.23 52 27.66 42 22.34 53 28.19 

neiahbors 

Borrowing from informal sources 00 00.00 00 00.00 01 00.53 01 01.06 

with hioher inleresl 

From rolion. grants 06 03.19 09 04.79 08 04.26 07 03.72 

Sole of lemporory assets 00 00.00 06 03.19 II 05.85 02 01.06 
·- ---

Borrowing rrom other MC 10 05.32 21 

inslilul ions 

Other types of loan from GB 00 00.00 II 

Sole Permanent assets 00 00.00 00 

Dowry al tho marrioge of sons 00 00.00 02 

- - - ---- ----- ----- -- - - -

11.17 

05.85 

00.00 

01.06 

--- --

16 

12 

01 

01 

-----

08.51 

06.38 

00.53 

00.53 

---

II 

10 

02 

02 

- -- --

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 188 100.00 187 

Source:. Field Survey 

Table 5.55 reveals lhal mosl of lhe respondents repay installments from 

unused cash taken from GB as loan in lhe first quarter of lhe period, borrowing 

from the neighbors or relatives and non-credit earnings ore main sources of 

installments repayments in the second quarler, borrowing from other MC-NGOs 

and usurers are the main sources of repayments in the third and fourlh quarter of 

the season respectively. II is also seen that a very few of 1he respondenfs can 

make repayment from the in the third and forth quarter of the period. 

llO 

05.85 

05.31 

01.53 

01.06 

- --
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5.4.16 Number of Other MF-NGOs used by the Respondent Households 

alongside the GB: The number of MF-NGOs used by the respondent households 

alongside the GB is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.56 Number of Other MF-NGOs used by the Respondent 

Households alongside the GB 

Number of MF-NGOs Used No. of respondents Percentage 

Only GB 86 45.74 

GB and one NGO 44 23.40 

GB and two NGO 46 24.47 

GB and three NGO 12 06.38 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.56 shows that among the sample households 45.74%, 23.4%, 

24.47% and 6.38% are taking loan from only GB, GB and one NGO, GB and two 

NGO and GB and three NGOs respectively. So 54.26% of the selected 

households of GB borrowers simultaneously borrow from other MCls. 

5.4.17 Number of Borrowers in Other MF-NGOs from the Respondent 

Households: The number of borrowers from the respondent households in 

different MF-NGOs is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.57 Number of Borrowers in Different MF-NGOs 

Number of Borrowers No. of respondents Percentage 

N=102 

01 76 74.51 

02 20 19.61 

03 06 05.88 

Total 102 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.57 shows that 74.51%, 19.61% and 05.88% of respondent 

households, using other sources of MC along with GB have one, two and three 

borrowers in different MF-NGOs respectively. 
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5.4.18 Respondents' Willingness to Continue Borrowing from GB in the Long

run: The willingness of the respondents to continue borrowing from GB for long 

period is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.58: Willingness to Continue Borrowing from GB for Long-period 

Opinions No. of respondents Percentage 

Yes 42 22.34 

No 102 54.26 

Not decided 44 23.40 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from table 5.58 that majority of the borrower borrowers are not 

willing to continue borrowing from the GB for long period. 

5.4.19 Reasons to Continue Borrowing from GB: Reasons for which some of the 

respondents are willing to continue borrowing from the GB are shown in the 

following table. 

Table-5.59: Reasons to Continue Borrowing from GB 

Reasons No. of respondents Percentage 

N=42 

Income generating employment 12 28.57 

Survival 30 71.43 

Total 42 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

From table 5.59 it is seen that survival rather than income generating 

employment appears as the main reason to continue borrowing from GB. 

5.4.20 Reasons behind Willingness to Stop GB Borrowing in Near Future: 

Reasons for which some of the respondents are willing to stop borrowing from the 

GB are shown in the following table. 
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Table-5.60: Reasons to Stop GB Borrowing in near Future 

Reasons No. of respondents Percentage 

N= 102 

GB is exploiting 68 66.67 

Other institutions give more benefit 24 23.53 

Became self-sufficient 00 00.00 

It hampers family life 10 09.80 

Total 102 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.60 reveals that none of the respondents, who are willing to stop 

GB borrowing mentioned self-sufficiency as the reason. Most of the respondents 

mentioned exploitation by GB as the reason to stop GB borrowing. 

5.4.21 Comparative Advantage enjoyed from different MCis by the 

Respondent households: Opinion regarding comparative advantage of GB and 

other micro-credit institutions of the borrower households, taking credit from 

different MC institutions simultaneously is shown in table 5.61 

Table-5.61: Comparative Advantage of Different MCls 

Name of Institution No. of respondents Percentage 

N=98 

GB 16 16.33 

BRAC 28 28.57 

ASA 06 06.12 

PROSIKA 15 15.31 

KARITAS 21 21.43 

TMSS 12 12.24 

Total 98 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

The above table shows that among these households 16.33%, 28.57%, 

6.12%, 15.31 %, 21.43% and 12.24% have mentioned GB, BRAC, ASA, PROSIKA, 

KARITAS and 1 MSS respectively as better source of micro-credit. It is very clear 
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that BRAC preferred by 28.57% and KARIT AS preferred by 21.43% appear to be 

favorite MCI. GB is in third position according to the preference of the 

respondents. 

5.4.22 Borrowing from Informal Sources by the Borrower Households: Table 

5.62 gives information about the number of informal sources from where the 

borrower households borrow on interest before and after joining the GB. 

Tabl-5.62: Information about Borrowing from Informal Sources by the Borrower 

Households on Interest 

Number of sources At present Before joining GB 

Number Percentage Number Percentage Rote of 

interest 

00 158 84.04 174 92.55 -

OJ 22 11.70 11 05.85 50%-100% 

02 08 04.26 03 01.60 50%-100% 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 ---

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from table 5.62 that the use of informal loan on interest has 

increased among the borrower households after their joining the GB. The rate of 

interest of lhese informal sources is seen to be between 50% and l 00%. 

5.4.23 Opinions about the Ownership of GB Loan: The opinion of the 

respondents about the ownership of GB loan is shown in the following table. 

Table-5.63: Respondents Opinion about the Ownership of GB 

Opinions about ownership No. of respondents Percentage 

Do not consider himself as one of the 182 96.81 

owners of GB 

Consider himself as a owner of GB 01 00.53 

No comments 5 02.66 

Total 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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II is seen from fable 5.63 that 97% of the respondents do not consider 

themselves as owners of GB. 

5.5 Brief Summary 

This chapter discusses various individual and household information of the 

GB borrowers, their assets and liabili lies, expectations and achievements. 

Comparingi their socio-economic condilions before and after joining GB, it is 

seen that impacl of GB on the rural poor households is not significantly positive. 

100% sample borrowers were found to be female, of them 69 .15% were at 

least 4 l years old. These borrowers are vulnerable in terms of age, mobility to 

other place and power holding. As a result GB can easily recover ils loan 

installments in schedule time by crealing pressure on them. No significant 

changes have been found to have laken place in the personal profiles of these 

borrowers in terms of human developmenl, self-employment and income 

generation after their joining the GB. On the other hand unmarried, educated 

women and male persons of poor households, who are supposed to strive hard 

in terms of molivalion, work-allilude, physical and mental strength and other 

organizational capabilities related lo income generating activities and thereby 

uplif I their economic conditions, are totally excluded by GB. 

From the analysis of household profiles of lhe sample borrowers, ii is seen 

that GB did nol select the aclual landless and assetless households as per its 

claim. Only 37% of the sample households were funclionally landless at the time 

of joining GB. No significant impacts of GB loan on the members of the borrower 

households regarding self-employmenl and income generalion, human 

development and socio-political empowerment have been found. Moreover, 

lhe level of household assets of lhe respondents has been found to hove 

reduced during the use of GB loan. 
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CHAPTER-6 

THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHANGES OF THE BORROWER HOUSEHOLDS 

AFTER JOINING GB AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF GB CREDIT IN THE 

TOTAL INCOME GENERATED BY THE HOUSEHOLDS 

6.1 Introduction 

In the present chapter attempts have been made to measure the socio

economic changes of the borrower households using GB credit for a period of 

seven years on an average. The contribution of GB credit in the total income 

generated by the borrower households is also estimated here. Both the 

qualitative and quantitative techniques have been applied to measure and 

expose the impacts of GB loan on different socio-economic indicators of the 

sample households. 

6.1.1 Changes in Poverty Status of the Respondent Households in terms of 

Annual Per Capita Income: The change in poverty status of the sample 

households in terms of per capita income is shown in the following table. 

Table- 6.1: Poverty Situation of the Respondent Households in terms of Annual 
Per Caoita Income 

Poverty Groups in terms of Before Joinina GB At Present 

annual per capita income 
Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

households households 

Extreme poor: upto Tk. 3560 37 19.68 48 25.35 

per capita per year 

Moderate poor: Tk. 3560 to Tk. 110 58.51 94 50.00 

6287, cer cacita cer vear 

Vulnerable non-poor: more 41 21.81 46 24.46 

than TK. 6287 per capita, pe1 

year. 

Total 188 100.00 188 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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It is seen from I able 6.1 Iha! before joining the GB 19 .68%, 58.51 and 

21.51 % of !he respondent households were under exlreme poor, moderale poor 

and vulnerable non-poor groups respectively. Al present 25.35%, 50.00% and 

24.46% households are under these colegories. So it con be concluded that lhe 

incidence of poverly has increased among the households of the sample 

borrowers. 

6.1.2 Changes in Total Income: The change in lhe total income of lhe selected 

households is shown in lhe following Table. 

Table- 6.2 Changes in Total Income of the Respondent Households after Joining GB 

Changes in the total income 

of the respondent households 

_J�c�osed 
-

Decreased 

�emoi.!!_ed conslont 

-·
Total 

No. of Respondents 

109 

54 

25 

188 

Source: field Survey 

Percentage 

57.98 
-- ---

28.72 

13.29 
---

100.00 

II is seen from lhe above !able Iha! !he amounl of tolol annual income of 

lhe respondenl households has increased. decreased and remained conslanl in 

case of 57 .98%. 28.72% and 13.29% households respeclively. 

6.1.3 Changes in Total Income of the Respondent Households according to 

Poverty Groups: The changes in lolal income of the respondent households 

according lo poverty groups ore shown in lhe following loble. 
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Table-6.3: Changes in Annual Income of the Borrower Households According to 

Poverty Groups 
-

Income change lrotal number ol 

Households 
Poverty groups No change Decrease in income Increase in income 

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
--

Extreme poor I 0.53 27 14.36 9 4.79 37 19.68 
Households (Annual Pei 
capila income uptc 

k.3560)

-- --

Moderate poor 22 11.70 23 12.23 65 34.57 110 58.51 
Households (Annual Per 
icapila income Tk. 3560-
16287) 

!Vulnerable non-poor 2 1.06 4 02.13 35 18.62 41 21.81 
Households (Annual per 
!Capita income more 
lhan...!f:_62fil 

Tolal 25 13.29 54 28.72 109 57.98 188 100.00 --

Source: Field Survey 

From the above table ii is seen that most of the households in which 

income hos increased hove come from moderate and vulnerable non-poor 

groups. On the olher hand lhe amounl of income hos decreased in mos1 of lhe 

poorest households. 

6.1.4 Changes in Average Income: The change in lhe level of overage annual 

income is shown in lhe graph 6.1. II is seen lhe graph lhat the average level of 

income of the borrower households has increased from TK. 31 137.72 lo TK. 

33986.70. over a period of 7 years on an average, which is estimated on 1he 

basis of constant price of the fiscal year 1995-1996. 
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Chart-6.1 : Changes in Average Income 
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From the graph it is seen that the impact of GB loan on lhe average 

income of the borrower households is not significant. 

6.2 Impacts of GB Loan on Different Socio-economic Indicators of the 

Borrower Households: The Qualitative Exposure 

The changes lhal have laken place in different socio-economic indicators 

of lhe borrower households after lhe use of GB loan is shown here by using pie

charts. The respective frequency tables of lhis graphical presentation are shown 

in oppendix-6, page 223. 

6.2.1 Changes in the Amount of Cultivable Land: From chart 6.2 it is seen that the 

amount of cultivable land owned by the borrower households has decreased in case of 

78% households, which indicates a negative impact of GB loan on the amount of 

cultivable land of the borrower households. 
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Chart-6.2: Changes in the Amount of Cultivable Land 
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6.2.2 Changes in Dwellings: From char! 6.3 ii is seen lhol lhe omounl of 

dwellings of lhe sample borrowers has increased in case of 23% of respondenls. 

so lhe impacl of GB loan on housing status is seen to be significant. 

Chart-6.3: Changes in Dwellings 
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6.2.3 Changes in the Amount of Poultry: II is seen from chart 6.4 Iha! !he 

amount of poullry owned by the borrower households has increased in case of 

only 03% of !he sample households bu! decreased in case of 51 % households. So 

!he impact of GB loon on !he omounl of poultry is significonlly negative.

Chart-6.4: Changes in the Amount of Poultry 
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6.2.4 Changes in the Amount of Livestock: Allhough a number of borrowers 

have been found laking GB loan for lhe purpose of cattle rearing, the amounl of 

livestock owned by the borrower households has increased in case on only 02% 

households of the borrowers. whereas ii decreased in case of 12% sample 

households. So ii is very clear lhat lhe impact of GB loan on !he amounl of 

liveslock of the borrower households is negalive. 

Chart-6.5: Changes in the Amount of Livestock 
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6.2.5 Changes in the Amount of Furniture and Household Articles: The amounl 

of f urnilure and household arliclec; of lhe borrower households has increased 

insignificanlly i.e, in case of 13% of lhe sample households which is shown in charl 

6.6 

Chart-6.6: Changes in the Amount of Furniture and Household Articles 
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6.2.6 Changes in the Amount of Capital Goods: II is seen from char! 6.7 lhal lhe 

amounl or capilal goods of lhe sample households has not significanfly 

increased afler joining the GB. 

Chart-6.7: Changes in the Amount of Capital Goods 
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6.2.7 Changes in the Amount of Investment: The omounl of inveslmenl of the 

sample households both in form and non-form octivilies ore considered here. II is 

seen from the chart 6.8 that the amounl of inveslmenl has decreased in case of 

06%. increased in case of 22% and remains conslant in case of 72% of lhe 

households under study. 

Chart- 6.8 Changes in the Amount of Investment 
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6.2.8 Changes in the Amount of Voluntary Savings: From char! 6.9 it is seen that 

lhe impact of GB loan on the amount of volunlary savings of the sample 

households is significanlly negalive. 

Chart-6.9: Changes in the Amount of Voluntary Savings 
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6.2.9 Changes in the Amount of Informal Borrowing on Interest: ii is seen from 

chart 6.10 tho I lhe omounl of informal borrowing on inleresl hos increased 

among the sample households ofler their enrollment in lhe GB. 

Chart-6.10: Changes in the Amount of Informal Borrowing 
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6.2.10 Changes in Overall Indebtedness (excluding GB loan): Overall 

indebtedness has increased in case of 22%, decreased in case of 04% and remains 

constant in case of 74% of the respondent households, which is shown in the following 

chart. 

Chart-6.11: Changes in Overall Indebtedness 
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6.2.11 Changes in Per Capita Calorie Intake: The impact of GB loon on the 

borrower households in terms of calorie intake is found to be significantly 

negative. From the chor1 6.12 it is seen that the ii has increased in case of 12%, 

decreased in case of 44% and remained conslanl in case of 44% of lhe 

respondent households. 

Chart-6.12: Changes in Per Capita Calorie Intake 
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6.2.12 Changes in Dowry: II is seen from the charl 6.13 lhal the dowry has 

significantly increased among the respondent households after their joining lhe 

GB. 

Chart-6.13: Changes in Dowry 
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6.2.13 Changes in Children Dropout from School: Charl-6.14 shows that 

children dropout from school has increased in case of 34%, decreased in case of 

only 02% and remains constant in case of 64% of the respondents households. So 

1he impact of GB loan on children education is found to be significantly negative 

in the sample area. 

Chart-6.14: Changes in Children Dropout from School 
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6.2.14 Changes in the trend of Early Marriage (Before 18 Years Age) : The 

trend of early marriage of the children of lhe borrower households has been 

found to hove increased among lhe sample households which contradicts GB 

claim of wornen empowcrmenl. 

Chart-6.15: Changes in the trend of Early Marriage 
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6.2.15 Changes in Sources of Pure Water: From the chart 6.16 ii is seen lhal lhe 

sources of drinking waler has increased marginally in case of 6% of the 

respondenl households. 

Chart-6.16: Changes in Sources of Pure Water 
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2.16 Changes in the Condition of Sanitary Latrine: The condition of sanitary 

lalrine has improved in case or l 0% sample households, which is shown in the 

following charl. 

Chart-6.17: Condition of Sanitary Latrine 
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6.17 Changes in Freedom of Decision making in Socio-political Activities: 

Chari 6.18 Shows that the impact of GB credit on the slatus of freedom of 

decision making in socio-political activities is not significanl. 

Chart-6.18: Freedom of Decision making in Socio-political Activities 

I B Increase 11'1 Decrease O Constant I 
8% 

Freedom of decision making 
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6.3 The Contribution of GB Credit in Total Income Generated by the 

Borrower Households: A Quantitative Estimation 

6.3.1 Model Selection 

II is seen in the field survey that total income of the households of poor 

borrowers is generated mainly by four factors. which are labour, property. credit 

and grants. An attempt has been made here to disentangle the contribution of 

GB credit from the contribution of olher factors of income of the borrower 

households. The income. which is generated by labour, property and grants 

without any influence of GB credit is compared with the income. generated by 

GB credit so lo asses the actual contribution of GB in the total income generated 

by the borrower households. The function of income of the sample households is 

Y= f(X1, X2. X3, X4) 

where, y;:; income, X, =credit. X2=labour. XJ =granls and X4 =properly. 

The stepwise regression model of Katheleen care has been taken as the 

technique for solution. Least squares techniques, auto correlation. multi co

linearity are also studied here. 

6.3.2 Estimation procedure 

6.3.2.1 The Kathleen Carey model: The model follows as 

i = 1, 2, 3. 4 ........................ (6. l) 

Where, f(xi: f\i) = C X, ll, Xl2 X}3 X/4 and E is an error lerm which is assumed lo

be normally distributed with mean zero and variance cr2 ; l3i are some unknown 

constants, which are eslimaled by the method of least squares techniques and 

C is a constant. 
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6.3.2.2 Estimation of Unknown parameters l3i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) : The model ( 6.1) 

can also be written as 

Where, Xi = In Xi and k = log C 

By least square techniques 

B =(X' XJ- 1 X' Y with least variance a (X1 X)- 1 and k=y-�
1
x, - B

2
x

2
-

The estimated model is 

ev = C Xi 1.033 X20.610 X3-0.IOI X4-0.I08. ee ........................ (6. 2)

The regression equation is 

Y=k+0.320x1 +0.6lOx2-lOI X3-Q.I08x4+ E .................... (6.3) 

Since ii is assumed that the income of the sample households depends mainly 

on the explanatory factors x,, x2, X3 and X4. it is necessary to conduct Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) techniques lo verify the significant variation in Y due to the 

variations in Xi. 
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Table - 6.4: Analysis of Variance ( General) 

Source of Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of squares F-ratio

variation (SY) freedom (df) (SS) (MSS) 

Due to X1, X2. XJ. 4 569961.76 142490.44 13714.17 

x� 

Residual 183 1901.37 10.39 

Toi al 187 571863.14 

The calculated value of f is 13714.17 _and the tabulated value of F with 

(4.183) degrees of freedom (df) at 5% level of significance is 2.37. Since the 

calculated value of F is greater than the tabulated value, so the value is 

significant 5% level. 

In order to analyze the individual and combined effects of the 

explanatory factors. the contribulion of each factor is estimated here by using 

the regression techniques. Let 

l3i = Coefficient of Xi in the simple regression of Y on Xi 

The explained sum of squares due to Xi atone is 13i[YXi. from these quantities the 

following ANOVA tables are sel up. 
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Table - 6.5: Analysis of Variance- Due to X 1 alone 

Source of variation 

(SVJ 

Due lo X1 alone 

Addition or x,,. XJ. x4
... .. 

Due to X1. X2. XJ, X4 

Residual 

Total 

Degrees of 

freedom (df) 

- --- .

I 

3 
··--

4 

183 

187 

·-----· 

Sum of squares 

(SS) 

373743.25 

503295.18 

·------------ --·----- -· 

377307.16 

23918.45 

401225.61 

Mean sum of squares 

(MSS) 

373743.25 

251647.59 

-----·-------·-······ - - -- -- - - ··-- .. .. 

125769.05 

129.99 

···-··· 

F- ratio

2875.13 

1935.88 

. . - -

The significance of X, alone can be tested by computing the residual sum 

of squares giving F=2875. l 3 with ( l, 183) df, which is found significant al 5% level. 

Similarly the additional effect due to X2, X3, X4 is tested by F= 1935.88 with (3, 1831 

dL which is also significant at 5% level. 

Table -6.6: Analysis of Variance- Due to X2 alone 

�---
- -�·

Source of variation 

- -

Due to X2 alone 

Addition of x,. XJ. X4 

... · ··-···- . --- -------- - - ----- --- -----

Due to X,. X2, XJ. X4 

Residual 

Total 

Degrees of 

freedom 

I 

3 

. - .. ------····· 

4 

183 

187 

---------- ---

Sum of squares Mean sum of 

squares 

436185.59 436185.59 

503797.46 167932.49 

------------·-··----------------- -------------------------------· -· ··---------

569961.76 142490.44 

1901.37 10.39 

571863. l 4 

F-rolio

41981.2 

9 

16162.9 

0 
---····· ------------

The significance of X2 alone can be tested by computing the residual sum 

of squares giving F=4 I 98 l.29 with ( 1. 183) df. which is found significant at 5% 

level. Similarly lhe additional effect due lo X,. XJ, X4 is tested by F= 16162.9 with 

(3, 183) df. which is also significant at 5% level. 
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Source or variation 

- ----

Due lo XJ alone 

Addition or X,. X2. x.

.. .... ... .... ....... 

Due lo X,. X2. X3, X& 

Residual 

Tola I 

--· 

Table -6. 7: Analysis of Variance - Due to X3 alone 

Degrees or 

freedom 

.. ···-··-·· 

I 

3 

..... ___ .. ,.. 

4 

183 

187 

·---

Sum or squares 

2520.77 

564268.65 

• ••o•••• ·••••• ······--·------

569961.76 

1901.37 

571863.14 

Mean sum of squares 

2520.77 

188089.55 

··--·-·· ............. ·-··-··-···-· 

142490.44 

10.39 

. ..... 

F-ralio

242.615 

18102.94 

...... -----· . .. ...... 

For testing the significance of X3 alone, the calculated value of Fis 242.615 

wilh ( 1. 183) df. and is found highly significant al 5% level. Similarly the additional 

effect due lo X,. X2. X4 is tested by F= 18102.94 with (3, 183) dL which is also 

significant at 5% level. 

Table - 6.8: Analysis of Variance- Due to X4 alone 

-- -

Source of variation 

- - - --�

Due lo x. alone 

Addition or x,. x,. X:i 
......... ··-·-·· ... -------··-··-

Due lo Xi. X:>. XJ. X4 

Residual 

Total 

Degrees of freedom 

l 

3 
•••+0•000HOO•-•••-•-H 000 -••••+•••• 

4 

183 

187 

Sum of squares Mean sum of 

squares 

373743.25 373743.25 

503295.18 251647.59 

-----·--------·-------------· -••••HOoOOO OH•••••-·•••--•••••••••••• 

377307.16 125769.05 

23918.45 129.99 

401225.61 

F-ralio

2875.13 

1935.88 

···-·······-···-- ---···-·· 

·-

For testing the significance of X4 alone. the calculated value of Fis 2875.13 

with (I, 183) df, and is found highly significant at 5% level. 
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For tesling !he addilional effect due lo X1, X2, X3 the calculated value of F 

is 1935.88 wilh (3, 183) df, which is verified significant al 5% level. 

The results obtained from above discussion are assumed up and 

shown in the following table. 

Table- 6.9: Percentage Contribution of Factors 

Factors x, X2 X3 X4 Total 

% contribution 03.86 86.09 01.33 09.79 100.00 

·-

In the model (6. l ), the net effects of the faclors Xi (i = l ,2,3,4) are also 

tested wilh lhe help of I-lest, after framing the suitable null hypothesis 

Ho : 0i = o ; Vi= 1,2,3,4. 

The test stalislic is 

I= 12 
�e 2 /n-k �
� I v(J.jj 

......................... (6.4) 

Where aii is the appropriale diagonal element in (XtX)· 1 matrix and 

i:\ = Yi -k- 1.003 X, - 0.989X1 + 0.928 X3 + l .002 X4 

Below are lhe values of slandard errors and corresponding test statistics of 

!he eslimalors �i 
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Table- 6.10: Standard Error and T-value of the Coefficient 

Coefficient /3, = l .003 /32 = 0.989 /31 = 0.928 /34 = l .002

� 

0.064 0.013 0.112 0.021 SE( /Ji) 

I-values 15.74 78.13 8.28 47.48 

6.3.2.3 The Regression Line based on 6.3 

From the model (6.3). the least-squares estimates of the coefficient �i are 

calculaled by using the formula. 

B
i
= (X1XJ- 1 xi Y and

According to least square line. we have 

In other words. the total variation of y values about their sample mean is 

split into two parts. The first is the variation of they values about their mean. This is 

often referred to as the sum of squares "due to" or "explained by" the linear 

influence of Xi. The second component is lhe residual or unexplained variation of 

y values about the least - squares line. 
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6.3.2.4 The coefficient of Multiple Correlation 

In the four variables (Y: XJ, X2, X3, X4), the coefficient of multiple correlation 

in terms of residual variation about the regression plane based on ( 1 .3) is 

, 2L,e 
R2 = I - I 2 = 0.9967 

'v L,,' 

Adjusted multiple correlation coefficient, R 2 = [l - ( 1 - R2)( n - I )/(n - k)] = 0.9966

and both are verified 'significant'. 

6.3.2.5 Auto-correlation study 

To examine the relationship between the successive values of different 

explanatory variables and test the statistical validity of the eslimation the auto

correlation is also s1udied as follows. 

Hence, Cov ( EiEi) = E [ Ei- E( Ei) ] [ Et E( Ei) J 

= E (Ei Ed= 0 for i :t j 

= o-21 for i = j. 

A simple case of linear relationship between any two successive values of E is 

Where, 

Et = pEt-1 + VJ ..................•...... (6.7)

E (vi) = O; E [ VJ, vr] = o-2 I 

The formula of auto-correlation coefficient (p) is 
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II 

Ie,e,_1 
p= _1=_2 __ 

n 

Ie,_12 
1�2 

..... .... "" ........ .... ( 6.8) 

To test the significance of auto-correlation coefficient, the Durbin -Watson - test 
statistics is 

11 
2 

L(elet-1) 
d= ��2 - �- ......... .... "" ........ (6.9)

n 2 Iet 
t=2 

Here the null hypothesis Ho: p = 0. The approximate relation between d and p is 
d =2(l-p). 

From this expression il is obvious that the value d lies between O and 4. 

Firslly, if there is no aulo-correlation i.e, p = 0 then d = 2 and if p = + l, Then 
d = 0. From this it is inferred that there is perfect positive auto-correlation. If p = - I, 
then d = 4; and it is concluded 1hat there is perfect negative auto-correlation. 

Secondly, based on the range of d statistic, Durbin-Watson have 
calculated upper (du) and lower (di) value of d. 

When d < dL , the null hypothesis will be rejected. 

d > du , the null hypothesis will be accepted. 

and as long as dL < d < du, the test is inconclusive. 

So, from the result of the above test it is clear that our estimation is 
unbiased and valid. 
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6.3.2.6 A study based on multi-collinearity 

A crucial condilion for the application of Least Squares to obi ain 

estimators of the model (1.1) is that the explanatory variables are not perfectly 

linearly related. i.e. p (Xi Xi) "* 1. The term multi co-linearity is used to denote the 

presence of linear relalionship among explanalory variables. If the explanatory 

variables are perfectly linearly related, the parameters become indeterminate 

and ii is impossible to ob lain exacl numerical values for each para me I er 

separately and the method of least-squares breakdown. Multi co-linearity is not a 

condition lhat either exists or does not exist in economic functions but rather a 

phenomenon inherent in most relationships due to the nature of economic 

magnitude. There is no conclusive evidence concerning the degree of co

linearity, which. if present. will affect seriously the estimates. Further lhe slandard 

errors of the eslimates become infini lely large. 

In order to verify lhe presence of multi-co-linearity and the extent of its 

influence on the estimators, a simple correlation matrix based on the variables 

(Y: X1, X2, X3, X4) is calculated and the values obtained are presented in Table 

6.11 

Table-6.11: A Correlation Matrix based on the Determinants (Y; Xi) 

y X1 X2 X3 X4 

y 

X1 0.654 .. 

X2 0.879" 0.368" 

X3 -0.062 -0.120 -0.092

X4 0.810 .. 0.627" 0.457" -0.127'

** Correlalion is significanl at !he 0.01 level and * Correlation is significant of lhe 0.05

level 
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From the above table ii is clear that the explanatory variables (Y. X2). (Y. 

X4) and (Y, Xi) are highly multi-collinear since r (Y, X?) = 0.879, r(Y. X4)= 0.810 and r 
(Y. Xi) = 0.654. 

6.3.2.7 Reliability of Estimators 

By a 'perfectly reliable' measurement means that ii is completely 
accurate. free from error or no bias. Bui in practical survey work, ii is very difficult 
lo obtain a total reliable data and hence the estimates or conclusions expected 
from lhe collected data may lead lo some errors. There are several operational 
conceptions of reliability of estimates, depending upon how it is estimated from 
collected data. The total variance (crv2) can be written as 

cry2= 
CJ I- + <Je2 ; (6.9) 

Hence a-/ denote the true variance and cre2 denote the error variance. 

Thus the measurements as having two components, a true measurement I y)

and Error term (e) satisfy an equation 

Y = Y + e 

Reliability was defined as the proportion of the total variance to the true 
variance. 

Dividing ( l ) by a-/, we have 

2 2 

(J ,. (J -· +-c =l
2 2 

(jy (j\" 
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The reliability of lhese meosuremenls is given by the ratio 

a-/ I a-/ or in other term 1- oe2 I a-/ 

Lelling n; stand for the coefficient or reliability, we have two alternative equations 

as 

. . 

2 2 rii = a- i· I cr , or 2 n; = I - oe2 I a-... 

The summary of results from lhe above study is presented in the following 

!able.

Table-6.12: Summary of Estimators, Corresponding Test Statistics for Model 6.1. 

Least Square Estimates /J, = 1.003 /32 = 0.989 /J
J 

= 0.928 /J
4 

= 1.002 

SE( (J;) 0.064 0.013 0.112 0.021 

I - value 15.74 78.13 8.28 47.48 

F-volue 24079.47 41981.29 242.615 35971.44 

Mulliple correlolion R:> = 0.9967 
coefficient 

Adjusted Multiple R 2 = 0.9966 
correlalion coefficient 

Aulo correlalion 
coefficient & d-statistics 

p = 0.436 d= 1.128 

Coefficient of reliability r11 = 0.856 
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From the above estimation the following conclusions can be drawn. 

l. The coefficient of multiple determination in the group (y: xi. x2, XJ. X4) is 0.9967

This implies that 99.67% of the total income of the respondents' households is

being generated from combined participation of the mentioned four factors.

2. A high multicollinearity between credit income (Xi) and property income (X4);

labour income (X2 J and property income (X4) is seen.

3. The autocorrelation coefficient is least and insignificant.

4. Among four explanatory variables considered in this study, it is observed that

coniribution of the variable X3, i e. grant income towards income generation is 

least significant. 

6.3.2.8 Stepwise Regression: Stage- I 

Excluding the variable XJ i.e 1he grant income, whose conlribution towards 

income generation is insignificant, the Kathleen Carey model is used considering 

lhe other three variables viz. X 1. X2 and X4. 

eY = C x 1
uJ01. X2

0 .9asx3
0 .9a1. ee ................... (6.10).

In order to analyze the significant contribution of 1hese explanatory variables. 1he 

ANOVA techniques ore applied for the group (Y: X,, X2, X4). 
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Table - 6.13: Analysis of Variance Based on (Y: X1, X21 X4) 

Source of variation Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of F-ratio

freedom squares 

Due to X1, X2, X4 3 397307.16 132435.72 140.11 

Residual 184 173918.45 945.21 

Total 187 571225.61 

The calculafed value of Fis 140.11 for (3, 184) df and is verified significanf 

al 5% level. 

The individual and combined effects of each explanatory variables in the 

group (Y: X1, X2, X4) are analyzed with the help of appropriate ANOVA and 

regression techniques. 

Table - 6.14: Analysis of Variance- Due to X1 alone 

Source of Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of squares F-ratio

varialion freedom 

Due to XI alone I 250185.72 250185.72 264.69 

Addition of X2, X4 2 374511.40 187255.70 198.l I 

···--·-····------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------·------------ -----------·----·-· 

Due to X1, X2, X4 3 397307.16 132435.72 

Residual 184 173918.45 945.21 

Total 187 571225.61 
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For testing the significance of X1 alone, 1he calculated value of F is 264.69 

for ( 1, 184) df and is significant at 5% level. In testing of the additional effect due 

to X2 and X4 in lhe group (Y: X2, X4), 1he calculated value of F is 198.11 for (2, 184 J 

df which is also significant at 5% level. 

Table - 6.15: Analysis of Variance - Due to X2 alone 

Source of variation Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of F-ratio

freedom squares 

Due to X2 alone I 436185.59 436185.59 461.47 

Addition of X1, x4 2 396550.34 198275.17 209.77 

------------·------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------· -------------------------

Due to X1. X2. X4 3 397307.16 132435.72 

Residual 184 173918.45 945.21 

Total 187 571225.61 

The calculated value of F, in testing of the significance of x2 alone is 461.47 

for (1, 184) df which is evidenlly significant at 5% level. Similarly the calculated 

value of F for testing the additional effect due to X1 and X4 in the group (Y: X1, X2. 

X4) is 209 .77 for (2, 184) which is significant al 5% level. 

Table- 6.16: Analysis of Variance- Due to X4 alone 

Source of varialion (SVJ Degrees of Sum of squares (SS) Mean sum of squares F-ratio

freedom (df) (MSSJ 

Due lo X4 alone l 
373743.25 373743.25 2875.13 

Addition of Xi, X2 2 
503295.18 251647.59 1935.88 

······---------·-·····----------------------------- ·•••••••·•·••••·•••-o•••••••••• --···-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -----------------------------

Due to X1. X2. X4 3 
547307.2 182435.72 

Residual 184 
23918.45 129.99 

Total 187 
571225.61 
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For tesling the significance of X4 alone, the calculated value of Fis 395.4 I 

for ( l, 184) df which is highly significant at 5% level of significance and testing the 

additional effect due to X, and X4 in the group (Y: X1, X2. X4). the calculated 

value of Fis 266.23 for (2, 184) df which is verified insignificant at 5% level. 

Table- 6.17: Percentage Contribution of Factors 

Factors X1 X2 X,1 Total 

% contribution 04.11 88.67 08.22 100.00 

After omitting the variable x1 i.e. credit income, which is found highly 

insignificant, the share of each of the given explanatory variables X1, X2 and X4 in 

the Iota! conlribution towards income generation of my study area is estimated 

as 4.11 percent {Xi), 88.67 percent (X2) and 8.22 percent (X4). Even among these 

three, X? has been found more significant than the other two variables. 

In the model (6.10), the effects of the factors X,, X2 and X4 are also tested 

with !he help of student I-test statistic, by framing the following null hypothesis 

i.e., Ho: f3i = 0, \:::/ i = I, 2, 4 and results are presented in the following table.

Table- 6.18: Standard Error and T-value of the Coefficient 

Coefficient 
' 

/3, = 1.007 /32 = 0.985 /34 = 0.987 

SE( /J
i
) 0.075 0.015 0.025 

I-values 13.520 66.602 40.158 
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Table-6. 19: Summary of Estimators, Corresponding Test Statistics for Model 6.2 

Least Square Estimates 

. 

SE( /J; I 

I-value

F-value

Multiple correlation 

coefficient 

Adjusted Multiple 

correlation coefficient 

Auto correlation coefficient 

& d-st at is tics 

Coefficient of reliability 

. 

/31 = 1.007 

0.075 

13.520 

264.69 

R2 = 0.958 

R 2 =0.957 

p= 0.5085 

r11 = 0.702 

fl2 
= 0.985 

0.015 

66.602 

461 .47 

d= 0.983 

From the above statistics, the following inferences are drawn. 

/34 = 0.987 

0.025 

40.158 

395.41 

1. The coefficient of multiple determination in the group ((Y: X1, X2, X4) is 0.958

This implies that the three factors jointly influence 96% of income generation

of the sample.

2. The autocorrelation coefficient is negative and is insignificant.

3. Among these three variables considered for the study, ii is observed that the

factor X1 -the credit income is observed to be least significant. Though
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variables such as X,, X2 and X4 combinedly influence the income, X3 lhe grant 

income is found insignificant and are excluded in the following analysis. 

6.3.2.9 Stepwise Regression Techniques: Stage II 

Excluding the insignificant conf ribution of X3, the income determinant 

model slands as 

ev = c X2 1018 x4 1.168 eE ···················· (6.1 l)

To analyze the significant contribuf ion of these two explanatory factors, the 

following ANOV A fables are formed. 

Table -6.20: Analysis of Variance based on {Y: X21 �) 

Source of variation Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of F-ratio

freedom squares 

Due to X2. X4 2 557356.97 278678.49 3717.42 

Residual 185 13868.64 74.97 

lolal 187 571225.61 

The calculated value of Fis 3717.42 for (2. 185) df, which is significanl al 5% 

level. The individual and combined effects of each explanatory variable viz. X2 

· and X4 are fesled wilh the help of the following ANOVA table.
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Table - 6.21: Analysis of Variance- Due to X2 alone 

Source of Degrees of Sum of squares Mean sum of F-ratio

variation (SV) freedom (df) (SS) squares (MSS) 

Due to X2 alone l 436185.60 436185.60 11.83 

Addition of X4 l 373743.25 373743.25 10.14 

------------·-··-·------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ----------·-----------·--- ------------------------------------

Due to X2, X4 2 534357.00 267178.50 

Residual 185 36868.60 199.30 

Total 187 571225.60 

It is observed from the Table 6.21 that excepting the additional effect due 

X2 and X4, all other cases prevalent in course of preceding analysis are 

significant. 

The following table provides details regarding the percentage 

contribution of each explanatory variable X2 and X4 with the help of R2 in the

group (Y: X2, X4). 

Table-6.22: Percentage Contribution of Factors 

Factors X2 X4 Total 

% con1ribution 89.21 10.79 100.00 
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Table-6.23: Standard Error and T-Values of the Coefficients 

Coefficient /J2 = 1.018 /J4 = l. l 68 

SE( /J;) 0.021 0.029 

t-values 49.490 40.204 

Table-6.24: Summary of Estimators; Corresponding Test Statistics for Model 6.3. 

Least Square Estimates 

SE( /J;) 

I -value 

F-value

Multiple correlation coefficient 

Adjusted Multiple 
coefficient 

correlation 

Auto correlation coefficient & d
statistics 

Coefficient of reliability 

0.021 0.029 

49.490 40.204 

5818.14 4985.24 

R2 = 0.9355 

R
2 

= 0.9348 

p= 0.3585 d= 1.283 

ru = 0.978 
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The coefficient of multiple determination in the group ((Y: X2, X4) is 0.9343. 

This implies that the two explanatory factors jointly influence 93% of income 

generation of the sample households. So. it can be concluded from the above 

discussion that income primarily depends on labour and next depends on 

properly. So the impact of the loan of the GB on income generation of the 

households of sample borrowers is not significant. 

6.4 Brief Summary of the Analysis 

In this chapter the changes undergone by the borrower households with 

GB credit in terms of different socio-economic indicators has been estimated by 

using both qualitative and quantitative techniques. From the qualitative analysis 

it is seen that except a few improvements in the condition of housing, there has 

occurred remarkable reduction in the amount of cultivable land, livestock, 

poultry and voluntary savings. The amount of other assets of the sample 

households has not changed significanlly. The significant influence of GB has not 

been found in other socio-economic indicators. From the quantitative analysis 

regarding the conlribulion of GB credit in the total income generation of lhe 

sample household ii is seen lhat the contribution of GB credit in total income is 

very insignificant. 
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The Impact of Grameen Bank on Women Empowerment 

7.1 Introduction 

One of the main objectives of lhe Gramen Bank is to remove the adverse 

socio-economic position of the rural women and thereby to empower lhem. This 

chapler eslimales the effect of the programs of Grameen Bank on various 

indicators as lo women empowerment in rural Bangladesh. The estimates show 

hardly any significanl relalionship between lhe Grameen Bank operalions and a 

slrong posilion of the rural women in question. The details of the impact-analysis 

of the Gramen Bank programs in this sphere are discussed below by using 

qualilalive and quantilative lools. 

7.2.1 Qualitative Analysis 

This seclion shows in pie-charts represenling respeclive lables in appendix (A-7 

pages 224-226) lhe eslimafed results of GB operation on rural women in the 

realm of self-employmenl. lileracy slalus and vocational knowledge sfalus. 

Moreover GB role in freedom of decision making in household, social, polilical 

affairs as well as raising the level of child-education, health, nutrition and 

conlraceplive use are presenled. The influence of GB operation in amelioraling 

menlal and physical oppression, divorce. separation, early marriage of the 

children. dowry and polygamy are also examined. 

7.2.1.a Self-employment Creation 

If is seen from pie-chart 7.1 lhal only '1.8% of lhe total borrowers could 

creole self-employment opporlunity after their enrollmenl in GB. On lhe olher 

hand 94.8% of the total respondents could not start any kind of economic 

activities for I heir own employment. 
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Chart-7 .1: Self-employment Creation 

I- -�Co�sta�
!_ 

5% 

95% 

7.2.1.b Literacy Status: From pie-chart 7.2 it is seen that the literacy status of the 

female borrowers remains alrnosl constant. II has improved in case of only 3.2% 

of ihe iotal respondents after joining the GB. 

Chart-7.2: literacy Status 

OConslanl O Increase 

3% 

97% 

7.2.1.c Vocational Knowledge Status: From pie-chart 7.3 ii is seen lhat GB's 

credit program could not help the borrowers lo secure any kinds of vocational 

knowledge to make their earning sources easier. 
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Chart-7.3: Vocational Knowledge 

DConstanl Elli Increase 

2% 

98% 

7.2.1.d Freedom in Household Decision Making: From pie-chart 7.4 it is seen 

lhal freedom in household decision making has increased in case of only 7.4%. 

decreased in case of 5.3% and remained cons I ant in case of 87 .2% of the 

selecled borrowers after joining the GB. 

Chart-7.4: Freedom in Household Decision Making 

OConstant 

7% 5% 

88% 
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7.2.1.e Freedom in Social Decision Making: The pie-char! 7.5 revels lhal lhe 

impacl of lhe GB on lhe crealion of social freedom for lhe borrowers is not 

significanl. 

Chart-7.5: Freedom in Social Decision Makjng 

Ill Decrease oConslanl 

7% 5'4 

88°.1. 

olncrease I 

7.2.1.f Freedom in Political Choice: The freedom in political decisions of the 

women before and afler !heir joining in lhe GB is shown in pie-char! mentioned 

below. II is seen lhaf indicator remains almost !he same before and after !heir 

joining in !he GB. 

Chart-7.6: Freedom in Political Choice 

O Dec,oaso OConstant D lncroase I 

5% 5% 

90% 
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7.2.1.g Freedom in Decision Making regarding Children's Education: The 

Following pie-chart reveals lhal lhe freedom of the female borrowers to educate 

the children has increased incase of 8% respondents whereas. ii has decreased 

incase of 16.5% respondents after their joining the GB. 

Chart-7.7: Freedom regarding Decisions about Children's Education 

GI Decrease O Constant O Increase 

76% 

7.2.1.h The Status of Legal Rights: II is seen from the pie-chart 7.8 that the 

impact of the programs or lhe GB on the legal rights or the female borrowers is 

not significant. 

Chart-7.8: Respondents' Status of Legal Rights 

llilDocrease DConstant Clncrease I 

3% 1 % 

96% 
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7.2.1.i Health and Nutritional Conditions: The pie-chart 7.9 shows Iha! lhe 

heallh and nulrilional condilions have delerioraled in case of 15.4% borrowers 

improved in case of 4.8% borrowers, which implies that the impact of lhe credil 

of lhe GB is nol significant among the female borrowers. 

Chart-7.9: Health and Nutritional Conditions 

80% 

7.2.1.j Level of Contraceptive Use: From lhe pie-char! 7.10 below, ii is seen Iha! 

!he use of conlraceplives among lhe borrowers has not significantly increased

after lheir joining lhe GB. 

Chart-7.10: Level of Contraceptive Use 

OConstant lllllncrcasc j 

7% 

93% 
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7.2.1.k Changes in Mental Oppressions: It is seen from pie-chart 7.11 that 

mental oppressions of female borrowers have increased ofter their joining lhe 

GB. 

Chart-7.11: Changes in Mental Oppressions 

82.98% 

DDecrease 

DConstant 

7.2.1.I Changes in Physical Oppressions: The following pie-chart shows that the 

physical oppressions of female borrowers have increased afler lheir joining fhe 

GB. 

Chart-7.12: Changes in Physical Oppressions 

7.45% 1.06% 
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7.2.1.m Divorce Cases: II is seen from the pie-chart 7 .13 that divorce cases 

have been increased in case of 2.10% female borrowers after their joining the 

GB. 

Chart-7.13: Divorce Cases among the Female Borrowers 

97.87% 

7.2.1.n Separation Cases: From the chart 7.14 it is seen that the situation of 

separation between husband and wife has increased after the borrowers joining 

the GB. 

Chart-7.14: Separation Cases 

5.32% 

94.68% 
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7.2.1.o Level of Early Marriage of Female Children: Pie-chart 7.15 shows that 

early marriage of female children of the respondents households has increased 

after joining lhe GB. 

Chart-7.15: Level of Early Marriage of Female Children 

7.2.1.p Changes of Dowry: II is seen from the pie-chart 7.16 that the dowry has 

increased among 23.4% of lhe respondents households after their joining the GB 

programs. 

Chart-7.16: Changes of Dowry 

OConstant 

m Increase 
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7.2.1.q Husband's Polygamy: II is seen from the pie-chart 7.17 thal polygamy 

among the husbands of the female borrowers has increased after their joining 

the GB. 

Chart-7.17: Husbands' Polygamy 

3.72% 

96.28% 
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7 .3 Quantitative Analysis of the Impacts of GB Programs on Women 

Empowerment 

Two types of statistical techniques have been used which are: Z-test and 
Correlation estimation, to show the impacts of GB on women empowerment on 
the basis of primary survey data. 

7.3.1 Z-Test: To test the significance of the changes of different indicators of 
empowerment of lhe women of respondents households by GB credit. lhe 
hypothesis is 

Ho: P = 0 

H, : Ho is not true 

The test statistic is, 

P-P
Z = � f, NQ - N (0, 1 J 

Here, P = _!2__ and Q = l - P
N 

Where 
N = Number of total respondents 
n = Number of respondents, whose socio-economic status has changed 

by GB credil. 
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Table-7.1: Estimated Value of Z-a 

---·-

Status Self- Literacy Vocational Freedom in Freedom in Freedom in Freedom in tleallhond Contraceptive 

employment slalus knowledge household social level pofilical children's nutrition using 

status level level education 

Increase 0.048 0.032 0.01 6  0.074 0.074 0.048 0.000 0.048 0.074 

Conslcml 0.952 0.968 0.984 0.872 0.872 0.899 0.755 0 798 0.9 26 
--

Decrease 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.165 0.154 0.000 

Value of Z 0.1 54ns O. I 94ns 0. 282ns 0.074 ns 0.118ns 0.118ns 0.113ns O. I 54ns O. l 18ns 

*Z= 1.96, Significant al 5% Level

Table-7.2: Estimated Value of Z-b 

Slalus Mental Physical Divace Separation Early marriage Dowry Husbands r, ,u1 
oppression opptession mor11age 

Decrease 0.032 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Conslonl 0.830 0.91 5 0.9 79 0.947 0.787 0. 766 0.963 

Increase 0.138 0.074 0.021 0053 0213 0.234 0.037 

Vak.1e of l 0. 076 ns 0.118 ns -0.?42 ns -0.1 4 5  ns --0.051 ns -0046 ns -0.178 ns 

*Z= 1.96, Significant at 5% Level

From Z-values, which are shown in !able 7.1 and 7.2 it is seen Iha! the 

impacts of !he credil of GB is nol significant in lerms of differenl socio-economic 

indices of women empowerment. 

7 .3.2 Correlation Analysis 

In !his section, correlalion belween !he GB credit and various indicators of 

women are eslimaled in !he following form. 

r = COV(X, Y) 
'1V(X)V( Y) 
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And the tesl stalistic is,

t = rFn=2 
�(l-r

2
)

ln-2 

Table-7.3: Correlation between GB credit and the indicators, which are positively 

related to empowerment 

Sia I us SE L VK FH FS FP FCE LR HN cu 

Credit 0.054 0.114 0.065 -0.017 -0.057 -0.019 -0.014 0.007 -0.046 0.093 

Sig. 0.230 0.090 0.189 0.216 0.162 0.21 l 0.212 0.460 0.123 0.102 

* Correlation is significant at 0.05 level.

Nole: SE = Self employmenl; L= Lileracy slalus; VK = Vocalional knowledge status; FH = 

Freedom in household level; FS = Freedom in social level; FP= Freedom in polilical level; 

FCE = Freedom in children's educalion; LR= Legal rights; HN = Heallh and nulrilion; CU = 

Contraceptive use 

Table-7 .4: Correlation between GB credit and the indicators, whose negative change 

enhance women empowerment 

Status MO PO DI SE EM DO HM 

Credit 0.301" 0.22,· 0.215 0.027 o.22r 0.029 0.135 

Sig. 0.040 0.053 0.092 0.162 0.051 0.151 0.212 

* Correlation is significant at 0.05

Note: MO = Mental oppression: PO = Physical oppression: DI = Divorce; SE = Separation; EM = Early marriage: 

DO= Dowry; HM= Husbands. polygamy. 
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From the table 7.3 and 7.4 it is seen that the correlation between GB 

credit and different socio-economic indicators which are defined in lhe 

methodology as lhe measure of women empowerment is not significant. 

7 .4 Brief Summary 

Women empowerment is shown as one of the vital objectives of GB and 

100% GB borrowers of the sample area are women. In the present chapter. the 

changes of women empowerment in terms of various socio-economic and 

socio-political indices have been examined by using both the qualitative and 

quantitative techniques. From the estimated results it is seen that the impacts of 

GB on the goal of women empowerment is not significantly positive. Moreover 

position of women has deteriorated in some cases after their joining the GB. 
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THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE DROPOUT 

BORROWERS 

8.1 Introduction 

During field survey ii is seen lhat a huge number or borrowers have been 

dropped-out from GB. In lhe present chapter atlempfs hove been made to 

examine the nature and causes of dropout. The length of membership in lhe GB 

and lhe socio-economic changes of the sample dropout households during the 

period of using GB credit have also been analyzed here. 

8.2.1 Age Structure of the Respondents: The age struclure of the dropout 

members is shown in table 8.1 

Age in years 

Up to 30 
----

31-40
- �---

41-50
-

51 and above 

Toi al 

Table-8.1: The Age Structure of the Dropout Borrowers 
-

Al the lime of leaving GB Al the lime of joining GB 

No. of Respondents Percentage No. of Respondents Percentage 

00 00.00 01 03.33 

12 40.00 17 56.67 
- --- -- --

17 56.67 12 40.00 

01 03.33 00 00.00 

30 100.00 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

From lhe above !able ii is seen that majority of lhe dropout borrowers 

were over aged during joining and using GB loan. 
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8.2.2 Marital Status of the Respondents: The Marital status of the dropout 

borrowers is shown in the following table. 

Table-8.2: Marital Status Respondents 

Marital Status Al the lime of leaving GB Al the time or joining GB 

No. of Percentage No.of Percentage 

Respondents Respondents 

Unmarried 00 00.00 00 00.00 

Married 19 63.33 26 86.67 

Separated I Deserted 03 10.00 01 03.33 

Widow 04 13.33 03 10.00 

Divorcee 04 13.33 00 00.00 

Tolal 30 100.00 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 8.2 reveals that divorce and separation has increased among the 

dropout borrowers after their enrollment in the GB, which indicates that the 

status of the dropout women were degraded after their joining the GB. 

8.2.3 Occupation of the Respondents: The occupation of the respondents is 

shown in the table 8.3 

Table-8.3: Occupation of the Respondents 
-·

Occupations of Al !he lime of dropping At the time of joining 

the dropout 

borrowers Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

respondents respondents 
-----· 

Only Housewife 24 80.00 28 93.93 

Housewife and 04 13.33 OJ 03.33 

Housemaid 
------- ----- -------- >---· 

Daily labourer 02 06.67 00 03.33 

lolol 30 100.00 30 100.00 
---

Source: Field Survey 
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It is seen from the above table that most of the respondents were only 

housewives at the time of joining and leaving the GB. Although a very few of the 

total respondents were found to be employed after joining the GB, the field of 

lhese employment is independent of GB loan. 

8.2.4 Amount of Cultivable Land Owned by the Respondent Households: The 

amount of cultivable land owned by the households of the dropout borrower is 

shown in the following table. 

Table-8.4: Amount of Cultivable Land Owned by the Respondent Households 

Amount of land Al the lime of dropping Al the lime of joining 

owned by the No. of Percentage Number of Percentage 

respondents respondents respondents 

households 

Below 50 decimals 24 80.00 22 73.33 

5 I - I 00 decimals 06 20.00 08 26.67 

lolal 30 100.00 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 8.4 shows that 73.33% and 80% of the sample households were 

functionally landless al lhe lime of joining and leaving the GB respectively. 

8.2.5 Occupations of Households of the Dropout Borrowers: The Occupation 

of the dropout borrowers at the time of joining and leaving the GB respectively, is 

shown in the following table. 
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Table-8.S: Occupations of Respondent Households 

Occupation of the respondents Al the lime of leaving GB Al the lime of joining GB 

households 

Only Agriculture 01 (03.33) 02 (06.67) 

Agriculture and daily laboring 19 (63.33) 21 (70.00) 

Petty business 03 (10.00) 02 (06.67) 

Rickshaw and Van pulling 06 (2.00) 05 (16.67) 

Total 30 (100.00) 30 (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey 

• Figure in parenthesis shows the percentages

From the above table ii is seen that the occupation of the households of the 

respondenls remained almost constant at the time of joining and leaving the GB 

respectively. 

8.2.6 Duration of Using GB Loan: The period for which the borrowers could 

continue the membership in GB is shown in table 8.6 

Table-8.6: Duration of Using GB Loan 

Years Number of Respondents Percenlage 

Below 5 years 01 03.33 

5-6 years 14 46.67 
---

6-7 years 09 30.00 

8years or more 06 20.00 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table-8.6 shows that major part of the dropoul borrowers could continue 

the membership of the GB for a period below five years. 
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8.2.7 Nature of Dropout: The nature of dropout of the selected borrowers is 

shown in the following table. 

Table-8.7: Nature of Dropout 

Nature of droupoul Number of Respondents Percentage 

Willingly slopped borrowing 01 03.33 

Expelled by GB 29 96.67 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

T able-8.7 shows that 96.67% of the respondents were expelled by GB. and 

the rest 3.33% respondents stopped GB borrowing willingly. 

8.2.8 Causes of Expulsion: The causes of expulsion the respondents by GB are 

shown in table 8.8 

Table-8.8: Causes of Expulsion 

Causes or expulsion Number or Respondents Percentage 

N=28 

Inability lo repay weekly 28 100.00 

installments 

Violafion of other discipline 00 00.00 

Others 00 00.00 

>-----------

Tolal 28 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

Table-8.8 reveals that all of the respective borrowers were expelled by !he 

GB due to inability lo repay the weekly installments in time. 
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8.2.9 The Number of Installments Failure before Expelled from GB: The 

number of weekly installment f oilures for which the borrowers were expelled from 

GB is shown in the following 1able. 

Table-8.9: The Number of Installments Failed to Repay Before Expelled from the GB 

Number of lnslallmenls Number of Respondenls Percentage 

01 27 90.00 

02 02 06.67 

03 or more 01 03.33 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from table 8.9 that among the dropout borrowers, 90% were 

expelled by the GB due to the failure of only one weekly installment. 

8.2.10 Number of Respondents, who got Notice before Expulsion from GB: The 

number of respondents who got notice before expulsion from GB is shown in the 

following table. 

Table-8.10: Number of Respondents, who got Notice before Expulsion 
- --�---·

Information Number of Percenlage 

Respondents 
I-

Got notice 29 96.67 

Did not gel notice 01 03.33 

Total 30 100.00 
�-

Source: Field Survey 

From the above fable, it is seen that majority of the expelled members did 

not gel any previous notice regarding their dismissal from GB. 
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8.2.11 Information Regarding Share and Dividends: It is seen during field survey 

that no dropout borrowers got share certificates or dividends against their 

membership in GB. Even GB does not maintain any relation with these dropout 

borrowers. 

8.2.12 Amount of Unpaid Loan: The amount of unpaid loan. for which the 

respondents were expelled from GB is shown in the following table. 

-- -- - - ---�-

Amounl in TK. 

----

Up to 1000 

1001-2000 

2001-3000 

3001-4000 

More lhan 4000 

'-----------· 

Table-8.11: Amount of Unpaid Loan 

----- ·--·--·· --·--- -----

Number of Respondenls Percentage 

02 06.67 

15 50.00 

07 23.33 

04 13.33 

02 06.67 

lotal 30 100.00 
--· ··--- --------

Source: Field Survey 

Table 8.11 shows the amount of unpaid loan of the expelled respondents 

al lhe lime of their leaving the GB. II is seen lhal the amounl of unpaid loan was 

upto TK. 1000, TK. 1001-2000. TK. 2001-3000, TK. 3000-4000 and more than TK. 4000 

for 6.67%. 50%. 23.33%, 13.33% and 06.67% of the respective borrowers. 
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8.2.13 Sources of Repayment of the Unpaid Loan: The sources of repayment of 

unpaid GB loon by the dropout borrowers are shown in the following table. 

Table-8.12: Sources of Repayment of the Unpaid Loan 

Sources of repayment Number of Respondents Percentage 

Adjustment with the obligatory 

savings, that was deposited in GB 20 86.67 
-

Selling assets 04 03.33 

Did not repay 00 00.00 
-

Borrowing from other sources 06 10.00 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

l able 8.12 reveals that GB recovered the unpaid loon by adjusting it with 

the obligatory savings lhot were deposited by lhe respondents in GB fund. 

8.2.14 Amount of Obligatory Savings: The amount of obligatory savings 

deposited by the respondents lo GB till losing lhe membership is shown in the 

following loble. 

Table-8.13: Amount of Obligatory Savings 

Level or obligatory savings Number or Respondenls Percentage 

Up to 1000 02 6.67 

1001-2000 10 33.33 

2001-3000 14 46.67 

3001-4000 04 13.33 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 8.13 shows lhal !he arnounl of obligalory savings deposiled by lhe 

respondents till their dropout from GB were more !hon Tako 2000 in most of the 

cases. 

8.2.15 Amount of Loan used from GB: the amount of loan used by the 
respondenls unlil their dropout from GB is shown in the following table. 

Table-8.14: The Amount of Loan used from GB 

Amount of borrowing Number of Respondents Percentage 

in TK. 

Up to 20000 06 20.00 

2000 t -30000 08 26.67 

30001-40000 16 53.33 

Total 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from the table 8.14 that most of the dropout borrowers used 

more lhan Tako 30000 GB loan before their dropout from GB. 

8.16 Information Regarding Borrowing on Interest: The use of non-institutional 

loan on interest by expelled borrower households before and after joining the GB 

is shown in the following table. 

Table-8: 15 Information Regarding the Borrowing on Interest 

Information Before Joining the GB After Joining the GB 

regarding 
--

borrowing on interest Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 

Respondents Respondents 

Did not Borrow on 29 96.67 16 53.33 

interest 

Used lo Borrow on 01 03.33 14 46.67 

interest 

Total 30 100.00 30 100.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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From the table 8.15 is seen that the use of non-institutional loan on interest 

has increased among the borrowers after their joining GB. 

8.3 Changes in the Amount of Assets of the Households of Dropout 

Borrowers: The changes that occurred in the level of assets of the households of 

the expelled borrower during the use of GB loan is shown in the following table. 

Table-8.16: Changes in the Level of Assets 

--
..• 

Type of assets Increase Decrease Constanl 

Cullivable land 00 05 (16.67) 25(83.33) 
-·

Hornes lead 00 02 (06.67) 28 (91.33) 
>---· 

Dwellings 00 01 (03.33) 29 (96.67) 

Livestock 00 06 (20) 24 (80) 

Poullry 00 25 (83.33) 05 (16.67) 

Furniture and home articles 00 12 (40) 18(60) 
-·· -- --- ---·--·-

Capital goods 00 02 (06.67) 28(91.33) 

Investment in business 00 08 (26.67) 22(73.33) 

Source: Field Survey 

It is seen from the table 8.16 1hat the amount of assets reduced among 

the expelled borrower households while using GB loan. 

8.4 Brief Summary 

From the foregoing analysis, it is seen 1hat GB expelled all of the dropout 

borrowers due to their inability to repay the weekly installments of loan. Like the 

active borrowers, all of these expelled borrowers were found to be female and_" 

majority of them were over aged. Majority households of these dropout 

borrowers were functionally landless. Most of 1hese respondents had used GB 

loan for a period of more than five years before leaving GB. No posi1ive impact 

of GB loan was found on the borrowers and their dependents in terms of seH-
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employment and income generalion. The amount of all other assets has found 

lo be reduced among f he most households of f hese dropout borrowers during 

f he use of GB loan. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Summary of the Findings 

As the economy of Bangladesh is characterized by agricultural activities 

and majorily of the people are rural dwellers. all developmental efforts of the 

GOB. NGOs and others. in the last three decades. have,:been pivoted mainly 

around agrarian secfor. Lack of financial facility is the main consfraints of rural 

poor lo creole self-employment and income-generating acfivilies. Although the 

government initialed some specialized credit institutions viz. BKB. RAKUB. BRDB. 

BASIC. BSBL. BSS. KSS, MBSS. SACP. VGDP etc. alongwilh nationalized commercial 

banks lo meet the financial problem of the rural poor, these institutions could not 

provide adequate credit facility lo match the expanding demand of rural 

people. On lhe other hand, ofter the war of independence. a host of MF-NGOs 

emerged and storied operating credit programs among the rural poor; their 

main emphasis being on the non-farm economic oc1ivi lies to eradicate massive 

rural poverty. Grameen Bank is the leading one. which emerged as miracle in 

l 97 6 with a great promise lo uplift the socio-economic condition of the rural 

poor through providing them soft loan and developmental supports 

simultaneously. Now. Grameen Bank and other MF-NGOs. as various statistics 

shows. have covered in lhe meantime the majority of !he poor households all 

over the country. And all of them claim a tremendous success of their credil 

programs in the areas of self-employment crealion, income generation as well 

as reducing the dependency of rural poor on informal moneylenders. Bui neither 

stolislics. nor visible qualitative and quantitative changes in rural socio-economic 

condition vindicate their claims. Although GB shows more than 500 activities. 

most ol which are agrarian non-form activities to be performed with their credit, 

the contribution of agricullure and small manufacturing sector in GDP is 

declining over lime. No significant and sustainable improvement of rural poverty 

and unemployment siluolion has been 
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seen in the last two decades. Country's human development index has also 

been found lo be declining over lime. 

To justify lhe claims of !he proponents regarding the miraculous success of 

GB-model of credit programs, the present sf udy was undertaken lo examine the 

performance of GB's credit program both from the borrower and lender sides. To 

achieve a desired goal, the features, management system, expansion and 

coverage. interest earnings, velocity of credit creation and external advantages 

received by GB are examined here to appraise viability of lending side. On the 

other hand the cost of credit, utilization of credit in terms of the creation and 

sustainability of income earning activities. dependence on informal 

moneylenders, human development and other socio-economic position 

including women empowerment have been taken into account to evaluate 

borrowers viability. Estimation of the effective cost of GB credit, GB's pattern of 

capital formation and return from lending, the performance of the borrower and 

their dependants with GB credit in terms of different socio-economic indicators 

of empowerment. separation of lhe contribution of GB credit from other factors 

of income generation and !he naf ure, extent and present condition of dropout 

borrowers were the major objectives of the study . 

In Chapter Two. the main literatures regarding GB credit programs were 

reviewed. II is seen that the most of the early studies showed huge activities 

(more than 500 aclivi lies) lo be done by GB credit and showed tremendous 

success of GB in the realm of self-employment education and human 

development. savings generation. women empowerment etc. Some optimists 

showed Iha! GB borrower needs five and eight years on an average lo cross 

over the poverty line and to achieve economic solvency respectively. On !he 

other hand some renowned economists and academics showed doubt about 

the long-run impacls of GB-model of MC on the economy. Inadequate loan size, 

High cost of borrowing, slower progress of rural non-farm sectors, low level of per 

capita calorie intake among the borrower households in comparison with non

borrower poor households etc, were mentioned as the causes of their 
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apprehensions. However, some imporlanl issues were omilled or not examined in 

deplh in the previous studies, which are: the actual cost borne by borrower, GB's 

return from lending, whether or not GB could reach actual targel groups, the 

activities of GB members in groups and centers, GB 's contract with !he members 

regarding shores and dividends, the influences of aulonomous and non-credit 

factors in total income generaled by the borrower househ9lds, whether or not 

the GB loon is utilized in lhe fields which is shown by GB to be done by loan, 

whelher or not these GB borrowers borrowed before from informal sources on 

interest. nature and extent of dropout, overlapping situation and the actual 

contribulion of GB regarding social capilal formation for future generalion. These 

gaps of the previous researches justified the need of the present study. 

In Chapter Three, the methodology ·that is adopted for the present study 

has been explained. Some indicators have been defined to measure the socio

economic success of borrower households. As to the choice of the study area, 

five GB branches under Rajshahi Zone is purposefully selected, because lhis area 

is one of the most successful operational area of GB and relatively more 

convenient for the borrowers lo perform be1ter with GB loan. Both primary and 

secondary sources of dala have been used in lhe study. The active GB 

borrowers. dropout GB borrowers and GB officers were taken as the primary 

data sources, which are the main inputs of the study. Three sets of questionnaire: 

set-1 for active borrowers, set-2 for the dropout borrowers and set-3 for GB 

officers were prepared through which the particular respondents have been 

interviewed in a cordial atmosphere. For the colleclion of primary dala, 188 

active and 30 dropout GB borrowers were selected randomly from five branches 

under Rajshahi Zone. 10 GB officers including the managers of the respective 

branches were also interviewed. A continuous observation over the respondents 

was maintained during survey lime. Secondary data were collected from various 

publications and reports of the Grameen Bank, government. non-government 
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and international organizations through library work. Statistical and econometric 

tools were used lo estimate and show the result of the study. 

r-rom the def ailed analysis of Chapter Four it is seen that GB has

established a wide-ranging network of group-based micro-credit program in 

rural Bangladesh. Till September 2000 , GB disbursed a total of TK. l ,26790 million 

among 3.37 million borrowers, of whom almost 95% are female. The average rate 

of loan recovery is 93%, which, in the sample area has been found lo be 98%. 

Apart from hill-tracts, all rural areas of Bangladesh have been covered by GB in 

the meantime. Although some organizations like BRDB, BRAC etc started micro

credit programs in the rural areas before the inception of the GB, GB introduced 

a very special type of credit program which is characterized by some features 

as: group liability, weekly repayment of loan with interest and an obligation to 

deposit savings lo institution and so on. From the analysis of capital formation 

pattern if is seen that GB is vaslly advantaged in terms of grants and 

concessionai loan from domestic and international sources in the early slage. 

The weekly recovery and obligatory savings deposits of the borrowers to GB 

together with the external advantages mentioned above have played vital role 

behind GB's rapid expansion. 

The obligations of weekly repayment and savings deposits to GB make 

the borrower's scope limiled lo use the full amount of loon for a reasonable 

period to generate sustainable self-employment and income by the borrowers 

and their dependants. On the other hand it enhanced GBs gross profit earning 

by creating higher velocity of credit creation. From the rapid expansion of GB 's 

credit program, it can be assumed that there is no problem in demand side. If 

the demand for GB loan is perfectly elastic, then the velocity of GB's credit 

creation stands at 353% (Appendix. P-222).�Jhe rate of effective cost of credit 

borne by the borrowers is 33% (Appendix, P- 220) and the gross rote of return of 

the GB from lending is 253% (Appendix, p-222). So. the interest role of micro

credi l of GB-Model is not low and GB is seen as a viable profit making institution. 
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II is seen lhat inspired by the tremendous success shown by GB a huge 

number of governmental, Government supported and non-governmental 

organizations have started micro-credit programs. Till December 1999 a total of 

TK. 92436 million has been disbursed by only 533 large NGOs among 9.44 million 

borrowers of whom almost 95% are female and the government. government 

supported organizations including the commercial banks have disbursed a total 

of TK. 89408.7 million among 1he rural poor. It is seen that excepl the 

governmental and government supported organizations including CBs, almost all 

other Mfls are following GBs method regarding loan disbursement and recovery. 

So like GB, all of these micro-credit institutions enjoy higher rate of return from 

lheir money lending. 
I/ 

Allhough the borrowers are mentioned as the owner of GB, no certificates 

of shares or dividend against shares hove been found 1o be given to the 

member borrowers in the sample branches. A huge number of members are 

dropping out every lime from the credit course of GB, which has been found @

44% on an average among the sample branches. GB does not maintain any 

relationship with this dropout borrowers, even the sample branches hove not 

been found to maintain any records regarding these dropout borrowers 

properly. 

GB gives only 8.5% interest on various savings deposits of the borrowers 

including the share values paid by lhe borrowers, which is calculated on lhe 

overage balance of savings deposits by borrowers. No certificate of shares or 

dividend against shore value hos found lo be distributed among the member 

borrowers by GB. So, it is o deep irony to show the member borrowers as the 

owner of GB. Virtually, lhe borrowers have no relation with the ownership of GB. II 

is lo be rnentioned here lhol except GB, no other MFls are showing their 

borrowers as the owner of shares and dividends. 
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In Chapler Five. lhe primary data regarding lhe entire delineolion of lhe 

borrower and 1heir households hove been analyzed in details. From lhe 

individual profiles ii is seen lha1 GB does not selec1 lhe most potential group of 

people in terms of age. gender. educolion. marital slalus. vocational knowledge 

elc. II is seen Iha! 69% of lhe borrowers hove been found lo be over-aged. No 

mole members and unmarried or divorcee youth women hove been found lo 

be chosen by GB as borrower. Moreover. mos! of the borrowers slill remain 

illiterate and unskilled as before. Self-employment and income earning of the 

borrowers have nol been found lo have changed with the credit of GB within on 

average period of seven years. So the impac1 of the GB programs is not 

insignificant on the borrowers personal profiles. 
I/

Maximum number of borrower households have been found lo be 

nuclear lypes and headed by male members. Only 38% borrower households 

were landless during enrollment in the GB, which al presenl slands al 43%. The 

status of the borrower households regarding education. vocational knowledge 

and self-employment in enlrepreneurial and business activities have been seen 

lo have remained almosl unchanged after joining the GB. The amount or 

cultivable land owned by the borrower households has been seen lo have 

decreased afler their joining lhe GB. Amount of cultivable land used by 1he 

borrower households in terms of lease-in and sharecropping remain almost 

conslanl which indicales lhal lhe sample households could nol exlend the field 

of agricultural production by GB loan. The number of male daily labourers has 

increased significantly among lhe sample households. II is seen lhal although a 

few of the total households have created small size business as the secondary 

occupation along with the primary ones. lhe principal occupation remained 

almost constant in most cases. The amount of household assets like poultry, 

livestock. voluntary savings etc, hos decreased in most of fhe coses offer the 

borrower's enrollment in the GB. The condilion of houses of a few borrowers has 

improved ofter their joining lhe GB. 
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II is seen that major part of the borrowers did no! utilize the credil in 

productive purpose i.e, only 9 .57% and 7.45% borrowers have been found to 

have used full amount of GB loan on the purposes which were shown to GB 

during loan sanclion in the very first year and the survey year respectively. On 

the olher hand, a total of 45.22% and 60.10% borrower households did not use 

GB loan al all on productive purpose in the respective years. The proportion of 

GB loan used in productive purpose has also been seen to have reduced with 

the length of borrowing. 

The trend of borrowers overlapping belween different micro-credit 

institutions has been found lo be rampant. Almost 52.13% households of lhe 

borrower have been found to borrow simultaneously from more than one source. 

Whereas mos! of the borrower households did not lake loan from any sources on 

interesl before joining the GB. 

The repayments of GB loan by !he borrower households are made mainly 

from other sources, because !heir profil earning from the activity run by GB loan 

is insignificant. Some of !he borrower households have been found to repay loan 

installments from the ready cash laken from GB and by selling ossels in !he first 

and last quarter of the season respectively. 

The size of loan has been round to be inadequate in order to meet 

borrowers' demand. From the nalure of borrowers inleraction in group, it is seen 

that group members are helping the GB aboul loan recovery, rather than 

helping each other for soci-economic progress. So, GB loan is not collateral free 
.J 

actually as a group of people lakes responsibility for GB's loan recovery, which is 
"" 

more powerful than material collaleral. No effective non-credit developmenl 

supports were found lo have been received by lhe respondents and the 

development slogans of GB including 16-decisions have not been found to 

induce the borrower households significantly. 
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In Chapter Six. fhe socioeconomic changes among the borrower 

households ofter the use of GB loon for a period of 7 years on on average, hove 

been measured. Both the quonfilolive and qualitative lechniques hove been 

applied to estimate and reveal lhe findings. The amount of annual income has 

increased in case or 59% or the borrower households, ii has remained constant 

and decreased in case of 28% and 13% households respectively. 

The conlribulion or credil in tolol income generaled by lhe borrower 

households, which has been separated from other factors by using slep-wise 

regression model is seen 1o be insignificant. The income generation of borrower 

households primarily depends on labour income and thereafter on properly, 

which ore independent lo GB credit. From qualilalive eslimalion ii is also seen 

lhat the impact of GB loan on 1he different socio-economic indices of 

households empowerment is insignificanl. An increasing lrend has been found in 

early marriage of fem ale children, dropout of lhe children from school and 

dowry exchange. The amount of per capita calorie intake is also found lo have 

reduced among fhe borrower households during the use of GB credit. 

In Chapter Seven, the impacts of GB programs on lhe female members of 

borrower households in lerms of various socio-economic indicators of 

empowerment have been estimated by using bolh the qualitative and 

quanlilalive lechniques. The results of Z-lesl and correlation analysis do nol imply 

any significanl and posilive impacts of GB credil on women empowermen1. 

Moreover, from the qualitative results, which is shown in pie-charts. ii is seen lhal 

fhe women status in respect to menfal and physical oppressions, dowry, early 

marriage elc hove delerioraled ofter lhe borrowers' enrollment in lhe GB .. A 

very few of the female borrowers were found to handle lhe credif on their own. 

Almost in all coses the borrowers transfer lhe loan lo mole members immediolely 

after receiving it. Even in most cases the female borrower could not even apply 

lheir opinion regarding lhe use of credit. As a resull lhe opportunity of 
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self-employment has nol been crealed for the female members including lhe 

borrowers among lhe sample households oiler their joining the GB. 

From lhe field survey ii is seen lhal on an average 43% of the total 

member borrowers of the sample branches were dropped-oul fill the survey 

lime. And lhe branch level dala indicate thal lhe number of borrowers is 

decreasing wilh lhe length of time. In Chapter Eight, the causes and extents of 

dropoul and lhe present socio-economic conditions of dropoul borrowers are 

analyzed. From lhe analysis, ii is seen Iha! 94% of the dropout borrowers were 

expelled by lhe GB due to the incapability to repay lhe weekly inslollmenls. II is 

seen that most of the dropout borrowers belonged to landless and asselless 

households before joining GB. No posilive and significant improvement hos been 

found among the households of the dropout borrowers during !heir use of GB 

loan. Moreover, the amounts of assets of those dropout households decreased 

remarkably in lhe period of the use of GB loon and the overall indebtedness hos 

also increased. The trend of separation and divorce has increased in the 

households of !hose dropout borrowers after their joining the GB, which indicate 

that the impact of GB credit on the empowerment of dropout borrowers is also 

insignificant. 
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9.2 Conclusions 

From the findings of the study following conclusions con be drown. 

• GB hos established in the rural areas a strong parallel money market, which is

actually usurious type in nature. 

, GB could no/ reduce /he dependence of the rural poor on inf ormol 

moneylenders. 

, If hos not been able to select the targeted landless and ossetless rural 

people. 

, The extent of self-employment creation by the borrowers and their 

dependants with GB loon is insigmficont in comparison with the extension of 

the credit programs. 

• There is no relationship between GB and ifs borrowers regarding ownership of

GB. 

, The weekly recovery of GB loan is not significantly generated from the return 

of GB credit. 

, The contribution of GB credit in the total income generated by the borrower 

households is negligible. 

, GB credit hos no significant impact on traditional rural power structure. 

, GB credit is not actually collateral free: group responsibility becomes 

collateral against the loan. 

, Female borrowers hove no sigmficont control over the use of loan. 

, The trend of dropout increases in branch level with the age of branch. 

• The impact of developmental slogans of GB on the borrower households is

1i751gmficont. 

, The credit program of GB is hardly related lo education and human 

development. 

, GB faces a competition from other MF/s and majority GB borrowers ore also 

using loan from similar inslilufions simultaneously. 

, MC of GB-model increased rural indebtedness. 
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9.3 Recommendations 

To make GB programs effective, some policy prescriptions are suggested 

here. 

1. GB should slart recovering the loan after six month from disbursement and

installments should be monthly, so that the borrowers can have a reasonable

time to generale some income before starting to repay.

2. GB should lower the interesl role on lending and interest rate should be

calculated according to reducing balance method.

3. Size of loan must be raised initially to at least Tk. 15000 in order lo fulfill the

demand of the borrowers.

4. GB should provide loan in terms of capital goods and basic vocational

training in the initial slage rather lhan giving loan in cash.

5. To ensure lhe ownership of the member borrowers in GB, lhe certificale of

shares must be dislributed among the member borrowers and dividends of

share should be calculated against shares in every year. The ownership of lhe

dropout borrowers should also be preserved.

6. To avoid undesirable situation of overlapping. the operational areas of

differenl MCls should be strictly separated.

7. Instead of opening new branches. Gl3 should focus on lhe existing ones and

work intensively in order lo eliminate poverty drastically.

8. To achieve the objectives of education and human development, borrower

households should be given interest-free education loan from lhe obligatory

savings deposit fund of lhe borrowers in GB.

9. One technical expert must be appointed in each of lhe branches to provide

vocational knowledge among borrower households and supervise the

activities run by GB loan.
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10. Bolh male and female youlh, literate and potential persons of poor

households must be undertaken into credit program to make the loan more

effective.

11. The correct slatistics regarding dropout must be maintained and published in

every annual report of GB.

12. GB needs lo make a comprehensive effort with the agents of local

government lo identify lhe aclual pooresl borrowers and avoid overlapping

in different MCls.

13. Government should monitor entire flow of GB funds including the fields of its

sister organizalions.

14. A certain percentage of the total employees of GB and its sister organizations

must be selected from the borrower households.

15. The overall impacts of NGO activities in micro-credit programs on national

economy need lo be studied.
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APPENDIX 

Appendix-4 

The methods of calculation of interesl earning of the GB from a single 

borrower. fhe acfual cost of borrowing borne by the borrowers. lhe velocity of 

credit creafion of GB and lhe gross return of credil in GB model are analyzed 

here. The estimations have been done by assuming a loan size of TK.5000. 

Against a sanctioned loan of TK. 5000. GB gives TK. 4750 lo the borrower 

afler an obligatory deduction of 5%. In 46 weeks GB recovers a lotal of TK. 5750 

through weekly insfallmenls and pays back to the borrower TK. 511.03 (TK. 250 

obligatory deduclion + TK. 21.25 its interest. + Tk. 230 weekly savings + TK. 9.78 its 

inlerest). Adjusting the recovery and refundable amount, the extra recovery 

slands al TK. 489 in 46 weeks. which stands TK. 552.78 after 52 weeks. This exlra is 

repaid by the borrower on lhe average balance of loan. 

A-4.1 Interest Earning of GB from Single Borrower: It is estimated by using three

different formulas below. 

A-4.1.a Rate of Interest on Average Balance of Loan: Firs! balance of loan is 

4750 and last balance of lhe borrower is -552.78(exlra payment lo GB). so the 

average balance of loan is. 

f'B+LB ABL= ---

·1·A1
IRAB = --x 100, 

ABL 

Hence. ABL = 
4750 

+ (-
552·78) = '/'K.2098.61. 

2 

:. IRAB= 552· 78 x I 00 = 26.34%
2098.61 

Where. ABL= Average balance of loan. FB= First balance. LB= Lasl 

balance. IRAB= Interest Role on average balance of loan TAI= total amount of 

interest payment. 
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II is seen from lhe above eslimalion lhal GB earns 26.34% inleresl from ils 

money lending. 

A-4.1.b Interest Rate according to Effective Rate formula: The working

formula of lhis melhod is. 

2PC 
ERi= xlOO. 

A(N + I) 

Where. ERi= Effeclive role of inlerest, P= Number of installmenl paymenls. 

C= Amounl of interesl paymenls, A= Amount of loan received and N= Number 

of inslallment in a year. 

Hence. ERi = 2 x 52 x 552· 78
x I 00 = 22.83% 

4750 x 53 

So. Effective role of inleresl is 22.83%. 

A-4.1.c Interest Rate according to Flat Rate Formula: The working formula is.

TAI 
RI= -xlOO 

J'A/, 

Where, RI= Rote of inleresl. TAI= Total interest payments, TAL= Total 

Amounl of loan received. 

So the nominal role of interest is. 

RI= 
500 

x I 00 = I 0%. So in flal role method. lhe inleresl role of GB 
5000 

is 10%. 

* Note: GB adds TK. l 00 on TK. l 000 loan at lhe lime of fixing the installments.

II is seen from lhe analysis fhol lhe rate of inleresl of GB loan varies wilh 

differenl methods of eslimalion. From lhe field dalo regarding lhe loon 

disbursement and recovery ii is seen lhol GB earns 26.34% inlerest against loan 
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colculoled by overage balance melhod. II is lo be menlioned here Iha! 52 

weeks have been considered for eslimalion, because GB has been found lo 

hove charged additional omounl in some rote for the delayed installments. 

A-4.2 Effective Cost of Borrowing: The effective cost of borrowing is interest

payments plus transaction cost. Transaction cost is shown in lhe following Jobie. 

Table-A-4.1: Transaction Cost for a Loan of TK. 5000 

�· 

Items of cost Amount of cost (in TK.) 

Conveyance 45 

Stationary cost (Pass book. Pencil) 10 

--------

Cost of lost working days 80 

( opportunity cost) 
---

Center fee and Revenue stamp 09 

Total 144 
--

Source: Average Estimalion of lhe Field Survey data. 

Note 

* Borrowers look loons al the branch office of GB.

* Here the average cost of conveyance is considered as it vanes wilh lhe

dislance between the GB branch office and lhe houses of lhe borrowers. 

"'The cosl of losl working days of lhe husbands or any one of lhe male members 

of the borrower households is considered here since the accompanimenl of a 

male member wilh female borrowers is a mus! al lhe lime of receiving !he loon . 

.. Tola! cos! incurred by lhe borrower is eslimaled on lhe average balance of 

loan. 
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Table-A-4. 2: Total Cost Borne by the Borrower for a Loan of TK. 5000 

Items of cost Amount of cost (in TK.) 

fransaclion cost (TC) 

Total Interest payment ( Exira payment lo GB) 

Total 

• TC= TRC+ Tl,

• TRC= Total transaction cost, Tl= Total interest payment

TC 
So. RECC = -x 100 

ti, 

696.78 
Hence, RECC = x 100 =33.21% 

2098.61 

144.00 

552.78 

696.78 

Where. RECC= Rate of effective cost of credit. TC= Total cost of credit. 

TL= Total loan received. 

So, RECC = 33.21%. 

A-4.3 GB's Velocity of Credit Creation: If there is no problem from demand

side. GB can disburse loan among the new borrowers from the weekly recovery. 

From the rapid expansion and receiving loan from other sources ii can be 

assumed Iha! the elasticity of demand of GB credil is perfeclly etaslic. Assuming 

the elasticity of demand for GB loan perfectly elastic, the velocity of GB's credil 

creation is eslimated here, which is 352.99%. The estimation is shown below. 
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No. of IC= 

week TK.5000 

,-Q.@!!i� 
1 

2 

3 

4 

__ 5 __ 
6 

7 
--- ·---

8 
-----· 

_9_ ----

10 - -·

__ 11_ 

12 
- -· ·-

Appendix 

Table: A-4.3: GB's Velocity of Credit Creation 

51 51 

IX; 
Addition in 

Ix, 
I II weekly No. of IC= I II 

recovery week TK.5000 
Weekly credit creation 

from newly 
Weekly credit creation 

XO >Xl + X2• ............ • XS! 
disbursed 

XO +XI • X2> ............ + XS! 

credit 

262.50 (XO) 00 27 233.99(X27) 

126.30 (x1) 3.03 28 239.61(X28) 

129 33 (x2) 3 10 29 245.36(X29) 

132.44 (x3) 3.18 30 251 25(X30) 

135.61 (x4) 3.25 31 257.28 (X31) 

138.87 (x5) 3 33 32 263.45(X32) 

142.20 (x6) 3.41 33 269 78(X33) 

145.6·1 (x7) 3 49 34 276.25(X34) 
--

1'19. 11 (x8) 3.58 35 282 88(X35) 

152 69 (x9) 3 66 36 289 67(X36) 
---·-- ---

156.35 (x10) 3 75 37 296 62(X37) 

160.10 (xl 1) 3.84 38 303. 7 4(X38) 
-

16395\���- 393 39 311.03(X39) 
--

167 88 (x13) 4.03 318 49(X40) 

11 

Addilion in 

weekly 

recovery 

from newly 

disbursed 

credit 
5 62 

5 75 

5 89 

6 03 

6 17 

6 32 

6 47 

6.63 

6 79 

6 95 
-- -

712 

·-

-

·-

729 
--

7 46 

7 64 
13 ___iQ__ --------- ---· - -·-------

H 
- -

15 -
16 

__ 17 
18 -
19 

20 

- -----

-----

----- ---· -

171.91 (x14) 

176.04 (x15) 
---- ·------·-

180.26 (x16) 

184 59 (xl 7) 

189 02 (x18) - --

193.55 (x19) 

198.20 (x20) 

- - -----

4 13 41 326. 14(X41) 7 83 
·-

4 22 42 333 97(X42) 8 02 

4.33 43 
341 98(X43) 8 21 

4.43 44 350 19(X44) 8 40 

4 54 45 358 59(X45) 8 61 
·-

4 65 46 367 20(X46) 8 81 

4.76 47 376.01(X47) 9.02 
-

4.87 385.04(X48) 9 24 
_11_ 202.96(x21) 48 ----· 1----

22 207.83 (x22) 4 99 49 394 28(X49) 

23 212.82 (x23) 5.11 50 403. 7 4(X50) 

24 217.92 (x24) 5.23 51 413.43(X51) 

25 223.15 (x25) 5.36 Total= tk. 12649.57 

26 228.51 (x26) 5 48 

Note 

* GB deducts 5% as obligatory savings from 1he sanclioned loan. So in case of

initial credil TK. 5000, in lhe initial week (XO). GB 's additional fund creation stands 

al TK. 250 ( 5% deduction from 5000) + TK.12.5 (5% deduction from TK. 250) = TK. 

262.50. 
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* GB recovers TK. 125 weekly from a single borrower for a loon of TK. 5000 (TK.

22 per lhousond as initial +TK. 02 per lhousand as interest and lK. 05 as weekly 

savings.) If !here is no problem from demand side of GB loan, GB can disburse 

loan among new bonowers immedialely afler lhe inslallmenl recovery. The 

above table shows 1he trend of the crealion of new loan by GB in a year I from O

(XO) lo 51 (XS 1) weeks). 
51 

L Xi= 12649.57 
i=O 

Hence GB's additional fund creation in a year is TK. 12649.57. 

51 

1c+ Ix; 
So. V= i=o x 100, 

IC 

Where. V= velocity of credit creation, IC= lnilial credit, Xi = Amounl ol 

credit created I rorn O lo 51 weeks. 

:. V= 
5000.00 + 12649.57 x I OO = 352_99% 

5000 

So, GB 's velocity of credil creation is 352.99%. 

A-4.4 Gross Rate of Return of GB Loan: The working formula is,

GRR= 
TR -JC 

x 100 
/(. 

Where. GRR= Gross role of relurn. TR= Tola! relurn and IC= Initial credil 

:. GRR =
12649·57

x I 00 = 252.99%. 
5000 

So. if the demand for loan is perfectly elastic, GB 's annual Gross role of 

relurn slands 252.99%. 
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Appendix-6 

A-6 The Changes that Have Taken Place in Different Socio-economic 

Indicators of the Respondent Households: The changes in diflerenl socro

conomic indicalors of lhe respondenl households are shown in !able A-6. 

Table-A-6: The Changes in Different Socio-economic Indicators of the Respondent 

Households 

SI. No. Indicators Increase Decrease 

1 Cultivable land OS (03) 36 (19) 

2 Dwellings 44 (23) 04 (02) 

3 Poultry OS (03) 96 (51) 

f---·- -- ·- ------ -----

4 Livestock 04 (02) 22 (12) 
--

Fur nltur c and household articles 21 {13) 02 ( 01) 
--

6 Capital goods 03 (02) 02 (01) 
--

7 Amount of investment 41 (22) IL ( 06) 
---

8 Voluntary Savings 00 (00) 98 {52) 

9 Borrowing from info, rnal source 96 (51) 11 (06) 

on interest 

10 Overall indebtedness 139 (74) 08 {04) 
-- ---

11 calorie Intake 22 (12) 83 (44) 

12 Dowry 100 (53) 00 (00) 
� -- - - - --

13 Drop-out flom school 64 ( (34) 04 (02) 
�-

14 Early Marriage 96 (51) 00 (00) 
----

�4 source of drinking Water 15 11 (06) 00 (00) 

16 Sanitary Latrine 19 (10) 00 (00) 
- - --- --·--·- ·---

17 Fteedom of decision making in 15 (08) 28 (15) 

sociuo·political activities 
---

Source: Field Survey 

* Figure in parenthesis shows the percentage.
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Remained 

unchanged 

147 (78) 

140 (75) 

87 (46) 

162 (86) 

162 {86) 

183 (97) 

136 (72) 

90 (48) 

81 (43) 

41 (22) 

83 (44) 

88 (47) 

120 (64) 

92 (49) 

177 (94) 

170 (169) 
----

145 (77) 

Total 

Respondents 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 
-

188 {100) 

188 {100) 
·--

188 (IOO) 
----

188 (100) 
-- ----
188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 
--- ----

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 

188 (100) 
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Appendix-7 

A-7 The Impacts of GB Loan on Women Empowerment: The impacts of GB

loan on women empowerment is shown in the following tables. These tables are based 

of the primary survey data. 

Table-A-7.1: Self-employment Status 
�-

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 
- -

Constant 179 95.2 
-- -------

Increase 9 4.8 

Total 188 100.00 
�-- --

Table-A-7.3: Vocational knowledge status 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 
---

Constant 185 98.40 

Table-A-7.2: Literacy Status 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 
--· 

Constant 182 96.8 

Increase 6 3.2 

Total 188 100.00 

Table A-7 .4: Freedom in household decision 
making 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 164 87.23 

11 

- ---- - -. -- -- -- - -- -·- -- ·- -- --· 

Increase 03 01.60 
-----

------------------"

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.5: Freedom in social decision 
making 

-

Co 

Situation 

nstant __ 

111 crease -·-�·--

De crease 

Total 
----

No. of Percentage 
respondents 

164 87.23 
-------- ---

1 4 07.45 -- -- -- - -·· . 

10 05.32 

188 --- -- _100.00 ___ ----

-
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Increase 1 4 07 45 
1-- --- --

Decrease 10 05.32 
- ··- -

Total 188 100.00 
- -

Table-A-7.6: Freedom in political choice 

Situation No. of 
resoondents 

Constant 

Increase - -- -- .. 

Decrease 

169 

09 
-- --·----

10 

Total 188 
------- ------· 

--- -

--

Percentage 

'--· __§_9.8_�-- _ 

04.79 --· 

05.32 

100.00 
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Table-A-7.7: Freedom in decision making 

regarding children's education 

- -· -- --·-------

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 142 75.53 

Increase 15 07.98 

Decrease 31 16.49 

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.9: Health and nutritional 
conditions 

-- ---- -

Situation 

Constant 

Increase 
---

Decrease 

- -

Total 

No. of Percentage 

respondents 

150 79.79 

9 04.79 

29 15.43 

188 100.00 

Table-A-7.11: Changes in mental 

oppressions 
-

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 
------

Constant 156 82.98 

Increase 26 13.83 

- - ___ ,_ 
Decrease 06 03.19 

--

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.8: The status of legal rights 

------
---- -

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 181 96.8 

Increase 05 3.2 

Decrease 02 1.06 

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.10: Level of contraceptive use 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 182 96.8 

Increase 6 3.2 
--

Decrease -----

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.12: Changes in physical oppressions 

------

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 172 91.50 

Increase 14 07.40 

Decrease 02 01.10 

Total 188 100.00 
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Table-A-7.13: Divorce cases among the 

female borrowers 
---

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 184 97.90 

Increase 04 02.10 
------

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.15: Level of early marriage of 

female children 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 148 78.72 
- -- -·

Increase 40 21.28 
------�-

Decrease --- ----

Total 188 100.00 
� 

Table-A-7.14: Separation cases among the 

female borrowers 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 178 94.7 

Increase 10 5.3 

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.16: Changes of dowry 

Situation No. of Percentage 

respondents 

Constant 144 76.6 

Increase 44 23.4 

Decrease - -

Total 188 100.00 

Table-A-7.17: Husband's polygamy 
�· 

Situation Number of respondents Percentage 

Constant 181 96.28 
------

Increase 07 3.72 

Total 188 100.00 
-----
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Appendix-Q: Questionnaires 

A- Q. l : Questionnaire set-1, Prepared for Active Borrowers of GB

Section- A: Personal Information of the Borrowers 

()1 NClrrie:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

02 FCl t her' s I Hus band· s no me:---------------------------------------------------------------

03 Gender: [l Male O Female 

o� /\(,)e: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

05 MaritCll status: 11 Married 11 Unmarried r1 Widow/Widower 1·1 Deserted 

! l SeparClled 1·1 Divorcee

II 

06 Number of children at present: o Male--------- 11 Female--------- ri Total------------

07 Number of children before enrollmenl in lhe G.B: 11 Male----------11 Female-----------

! I To I al ---------------

08 Educalion: I I Illiterate I I CCln put signCJlure only 11 Clms five I I Clms eight 

I I S.S.C and above 

()9 Voca I ional knowledge s I Cl tus: I I ----------------------------------------- I I ----------------

10 Address: l I VillCJge------------- I I Union-----------l I ThCJna -----------U District--------

11 I I Branch of G.B ----------------- I I Are Cl of fice---------------------1 J Zonal office-------

12 OccupCllion: I I Al present------------! I Before Joining the GB ------------------------

13 Number of wives of the husbands of femClle borrowers 11 At present -------------

I I Before joining lhe GB ----------

14 Monlhly Income: I I Al present ----------------11 Before joining the GB----------------
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Section-B: Household Information of the Borrowers 

l. Type of family: 11 Nuclear IJ Exlended

2. Head of lhe household al presenl: I !Husband l I Father 11 Brother 11 Self

3. Head of the household before enrollmenl in the GB: 11 Husband I J Falher

I I Brother 11 self

4. Familial occupations al present: 11 Main------------Subsidiary--------------------

5. Familial occupalions before joining lhe GB: 11 Main---11 Subsidiary-------

6. General informalion of family members of lhe respondenls al presenl:

No. Gender 

-

- -- -

--
.. 

-

Age 

- ---

Education 

-

Vocational Relation Occupations Occupations 

Knowledge wilh (main) (subsidiary) 

Borrower 

----- -- -- - --

7. Tola! family members al present: 11 Male ------------11 Female -----------------

8 Tola! family members before Joining the GB: 11 Male------- I I Female--------

9 Tolal laborers in earning process al present: 11 Mole ----1 J Femole-----------

I O.T olal laborers in earning process before joining GB: 11 Male-- I I Female -----

11 Main employment lime in a year: l I Month -----------------------------

12. Tolol Annual income of the households: l I Before joining GB ---------------

I J At present ------------------------

13. Economic co1egory/ poverty calegory of the households:

11 Before enrollment------------------ 11 Al present -----------------------------
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Section-C: Information about the Permanent and Temporary Assets 

of Respondent Households 

-

No 

--

1. 

---

2 

3. 

- .. 
4. 

---
5. 

7. 

--· 
8. 

--
9. 

�-
10. 

�-
11 

,_ 
12. 

--
13. 

,__ ___

14. 

Before enrollment in GB 

--------· 
Cultivable land (in decimals)------------

Homestead (in decimals) --------
------------

Land leose- in-------(decimols) 

Land lease-out----------( decimals) 

Land under Sharecropping: taken --(in dee.) 

Land under Sharecropping given ----(in Dec.) 

- - ------------- --- ---------
Number of large livesloclc: -----------

Number of smoll livestoclc: ----------
----------

Number of poultry ----------------

Number of birds ----------------

Number of labor employed ------- Amount 

of labor income ------------
-------
Amount of investment in business (in 11<.) ----

Income (in Tk.J -------------------

-----

Number of houses -----------

Types of houses------------------

Amount of capitol goods ------------

Number or VGF/ FFE cord- -----------

Amount and types of furnilure--------

Approximate price of furniture----------

Sources of borrowing:------------------------

Amount of borrowing (in Tic:.) ------------

Rote of interest ---------------------

Literate member ----------------------

Family members with vocolionol knowledge--

Al present Causes of 

dirference 

Cultivable land (in decimals)-------------

Homesleod(in decimals)----------
--- -----

Land leose-in---(decimols) 

Land lease-out--( decimals) 

Land under Sharecropping: taken ------(in dee.) 

Land under Sharecropping: given ----- (in Dec ) 

--------- ------ - -------- -------- --- ---· 
Number or large livestock ----------

Number of smoll liveslock ----------· 
.. --------

Number of poultry ----------------

Number of birds--------------

Number of labor employed -------- Amount 

of labor income ---------------
- - -· -- .. -· ·- -- -

Amount of investment in business (in Tl<.) ------

Income ( in Tk.) ---------------------

-------
Number of houses --------------

Types of houses --------------------

Amount of capitol goods------------

Number of VGF/ FFE cord- -----------------

Amount and types of furniture--------

Approximate pr ice of furniture------------

Sources of borrowing: ------------

Amount of borrowing (in Tk.) ----------------

Role of interest---------------------

Literate member-----------------

Family members with vocational knowledge---
>---- . 

15. 
--

16 

17 

-

Other sources of income--------- Other sources of income 

Amount of land owned by father- in- law--------- Amount of land owned by father- in- law----------

-(dec imals) --(dec imals) 

Amount of land owned by father or brother Amount of land owned by father or brolher 

(in decimals) ( in decimals) 
-�- -· . --- - -- - ···-------·-··-- --------- - -------·---------·- ----------------------- - .. -· ---- - ··-
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Section- D: Information about Annual Consumption Expenditure of 

Respondent Households 

------

11 

Al present Before enrollment Comments 

SI. No. 
Items of Amount of Items of Amount of 

expenditure expenditure (in Tk.l expenditure expenditure lin Tk.l 

01 Food qrains Food qrains 

02 Clolhina Clolhino 

03 Medicine Medicine 

04 Education Education 

05 Entertainment Entertainment 

06 Festivals Festivals 

07 Furniture and Furniture and 

articles articles 

08 Gift and qranls Gift and qranls 

09 Others Others 

10 Total Total 

Section-£· Information about Annual Investment Expenditure 

SI. No. 

01 

02 

03 

Area of 
expenditure 

---------

At presenl 

Amounl of 
expendilure 

{in Tk.) 

Return 
(in Tk.) 

Area of 
expendilure 

Before enrollmenl 

Amounl of 
expendilure 

(in lk.J 

--··-- -----------·------------- -------- --------

Return 
(in Tic.) 

Comments 

.JM_- ,-------1----------1----1·-------t-------l------- ------
---· ____ Tola!_ -----�---�-----T_o_la_l_�----------------�---------·--·--
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Section- F: Information about Sources of Micro-credit in the Locality 

of the Borrower Households 

1. Mention the institutional sources of MC in your locality.

t I Grameen Bank U BRAC I l ASA I I PROSHIKA [I BRDB 

i I CARITAS I l RKUB 1-1commercial Banks U Co-operatives 11 TMSS 

r !Other NGO I] Others: ------------

2. Mention lhe informal sources of MC in your locality.

I J Businessman [] Friends/Relatives [J Usurers LJOthers: -----------------------

3. Did you I your family borrow money from informal sources before your

enrollment in GB? LJYes. IJ No.

4. If yes; Mention the sources, rate of interest & olher terms and conditions

No. Name of Amount of Terms & Year Duration Rate of Comments 

'-·--
sources borrowing condition interest 

-··-�->-·------

.. 

5.Do you I your family borrow money from informal sources at present?

ii Yes 11 No

6. If yes, mention the sources, rate of interest & other terms and conditions:

-- -· -·· -
No Name of Amount of Terms & Year Duration Rate of 

sources borrowing condition interest 

(in Tk.) 

--- �---------

----- ·-----�·-L.·-- ----
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7. Mention the institutional sources, rate of interest & other terms and condition of

credit used by your family at present: 

11 

No. Name of Amount of Terms & Year Duration Rate of Comments 

institutions borrowina (in Tic} condition interest 

8. Mention the total number of borrowers of your family:--------------------

9. Which source is more advantageous or least conditional?-----------------------

10. In which source has the lower interest rate?---------------------------------

11. Which source shows more cruelty for the recovery of loan? 
1

Section- G: Information about Grameen Bank loan 

l .When has Grameen Bank started credit programs in your locality? [] --------

2.Mention the source of inspiralion of your joining the GB U-------------------

3. When did you join the GB? IJ -----------------------------------------------------

4.Mention the amount of money you deposited in GB before getting loan.

i I -------------Tk

5. From where did you collect lhat money? U -------------------------------------

6. Did any member of your family borrow from GB before you? r 1 Yes ll No

7. How many members of your family borrow from GB at present U---------------

8. Mention the purpose of your borrowing from GB: U Present year-----------

I I Initial year-----------

9. Did you spend I invest GB loan according to the purpose shown by you?

a. Present year: 11 Not al all r I Parlly r1 Wholly b. Initial year: 11 Nol al all

I !Partly u Wholly

10.Did you gel adequate amount of loan from GB in the Initial year? 11 Yes

Ii No

11. Have you got adequate amount of loan from GB in the present year? i I Yes
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I \No 

12.Mention the amount of your demand for loan and amount of loan sancfioned

by GB in the first year: U Demand in Tako --------------------- U Sanction in

T aka ---------------------------------------

13. Mention the amount of your demand for loon and sanction by GB in the

present year: [l Demond in r aka ------------- LJ Sanction in Taka---------------

14. How did GB officials behave with borrower in case of failure to repay the

weekly installments in ti me IJ ------------------------------------------------------

15. Did you borrow from any other sources within the period of GB membership?

i I yes I J no

16. If yes, mention sources r I ------------------- r I ---------- IJ -----------------------

17. Mention the reasons for using other sources U--------- lJ ----------

18. Where did you spend I invest that money? D -----------------------------------

19. Who selects the field of investment of GB loan ? LI Yourself lJ Head of the

family 11 Other male members of family fJ GB workers IJ Others

20. Do you think that lhe size of loan of GB is sufficient? n Yes O No

21. If nol, what should the size of loan? U----------------------------------------------

22.Mention the total amount, types of loan and field of investment/ expenditure
and income earned out of your borrowing from GB till present:

11 

Time I lypes Amount Interest Field of Weekly GF Return from Profit 

year of loan of loan rate investment repayment investment (in Tk.) 

(in Tk.) (in Tk.) (in Tk.) 

pt.

2"d 
3,d 

4111 

Sfh 
--·---· ·--·--- --··---'-- -------- ----

6'"

7th 
-·-

B'"

9111 
---------� ···-------- ----- --- ------ ·-- ---------------- -- --· ----··- ··-----

10111 
--------

11 11 ' �-
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23. Give your opinion abouf the rate of interest: IJ high lJ low lJ No comment

24. Do you think that the number of installment is excessive? Ll Yes r·1 No 1·1

Don't know

25. Do you think that the credit of GB is actually collateral free? D Yes o No

D Don't know 

26. If not. what types of collateral is suitable. o ----------------------

I I ------------------------- l I ---------------- U ------------------ U ----------------

27. What advice and conditions have been given by GB at the time of giving

credit? L · -------------- U ----------------- D -------------- CJ --------------------

28. Do you hold cash in hand from GB borrowing to repay installment? 11 Yes 11 

No

29. If yes, mention !he amount & number of installment for which you hold

cash: l I Amount---- 11 Installments -------------------------------------------- /

30. By whom you get reminder to repay weekly installments of loan? I! GB

worker I I Group members lJ leader of group and center IJ Others ------------

3 l .Who creole more pressure for weekly recovery? r-1 Members of group and 

cenler l I GB worker U Olhers-------------------------------------------------------

32. Could you make profit by GB loon in the period between borrowing &

repayment of lhe first inslollmenf? 11 Yes 11 No

33. If yes, mention the amount of profit IJ -----------------------------

34. If no!, why? l J ------------------------------------------------

35. From where do you collect the money lo repay weekly installments of GB

loan?

I 1 ---------------- LJ -------------------- LJ ----------------------------- 1..1 ----------------

36. Have you ever paid extra charges lo GB due to failure to repay f he

scheduled installments? I] Yes U No

37. If yes. explain the causes and amount of extra payments: LJ Causes --------

i I Amount of T aka ----------------------------------

38. Do you face any problem for four times presence in center meeting of
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GB? 11 Yes LI No 

39.lf yes, mention the problems and solution of problems. Problems 11

I'--------------- Solulions I J---------- [J -------------

40. Did you face any conslrainls al lhe time of joining the GB? O Yes Ll No

41. If yes, mention lhe problem you faced: U ----------------1 J ---------------

42. Mention the nature of cruelties shown by GB worker, other members of

group and center for lhe recovery of weekly installments in case of delay of

repaymenl.

I 1-----------------------------------1 I ---------------------------L J ----------------------

43 .Do you think that loan should be given directly instead of group formation? 

I I Yes 11 No. If yes, explain the causes: l 1 ---------------------L I-----------------

44.Mention the main fields where you used GB loan. LJ New business or
manufacturing activities LI Increase of the capital of old business and 
manufacluring activilies ,1 Housing 11 Consumption l I Marriage ceremony 
of children 11 Heallh and medicine 11 Repayment of loans 11 Others 

45. Do you lend money from the borrowed money of GB? I I Yes r I No

46. How many limes do GB workers visit your house in a year? LI --------------------

47. Mention lhe purpose of lhe visil of GB worker. lJ To supervise lhe field of

investmenl run by GB loan IJ To collect the installments of credit.

48. Menlion the amount of profit which you earn from GB loan: IJ First year---- I I

Second year----- 11 Third year--- I 1 fourth year------ ,1 Fifth year------ 1 1 Sixth

year---11 Seventh Year -------------- 11 Eighth year--------0 Ninth year------

Tenlh year------- lJ Lasl year.

49. Do you face any problems in marketing your product? lJ Yes 11 No

50. If yes, menlion the problems Li------------------------ U ---------------------------

51. How can the problems be solved? Ll ----------------------------------

52. Is there any risk involved with GB loan? I 1Yes n No

53. If yes, menlion the lype of risks: I 1---------------- lJ---------------- 0-------------

54. Do you think that, ii would be better if GB give loan to male members of

your family inslead of you? 11 Yes 11 No

55. Mention the amount of cost incurred by you for GB loan in addition lo
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int ere st payment in a year. U---------- u----------

56. Mention the number of working days, which you lost for getting GB loan in a

year. U-----------

Section-H: Information related to the Changes of Women 

Status and Empowerment by GB loan 

1. Did you face mental & physical oppression by your husband or any other

male members before joining the GB? LJ Yes IJ No

2. If yes, mention the nature of oppressions: D ----------------- !J ----------------- LJ -------

------IJ -------------------fJ ------------------------

3. What changes have taken place in this matter after your enrollment in the

GB? LJ Oppressions Decreased D.lncreased O.Remained unchanged

4. If not. do you face oppressions at present? D Yes O No

5. If yes, is it related to GB credit? D Yes LI No

6. Did your Husband demand dowry before your joining GB? O Yes LJ No

7. If yes, what changes have taken place after your joining GB? ------------------

8. Did you enjoy freedom of movement outside of home before joining GB?

r·1 Yes LI No

9. If yes, can you move freely at present? D Yes O No.

10. Did you use contraceptives willingly before joining the GB? U Yes l J No

11. If not. what changes have taken place after your joining GB? [I Be able to

use now i-1 Unchanged

12. What change has taken place in your mind in the belief of 'women are

helpless by birth' after joining GB? LI Decrease D Increase

l.l Remained unchanged

13. Are you involved in investment and supervision of GB loan direc11y?

tlYesfJNo

14. If not, mention the persons who are doing these O -----------------------------
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15. Does your husband or head of f he family lake your opinion of lhe time of

decision making in familial socio-economic affairs? LI Yes I J No 1-1 You yourself

are decision laker.

16. How many marriage ceremonies look place in your family before joining GB?

I I ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 7. How many marriage ceremonies have taken place in your family of !er your 

joining GB? 

18. Menlion your relation with those whose marriage ceremonies have taken

place after your joining GB. I l -----------Cl---------------- O --------------- �

19. Did you take dowry at the marriage of your sons after you joined GB?

11 Yes L l No

20. If yes. menlion the amount: LJ --------------------------------------------------------

21. Did you give dowry at the marriage of your daughters after joining GB?

l ! Yes I l No

22. If yes. menlion the amounl: IJ -------------------------------------------------------

23. If nol. Why? 1 J --------------------------------------------------------------------

24. Menlion lhe ages of your daughlers married before and after your joining the

GB: 11 Before joining ---------- LI After joining --------------------

25. Could you apply voting rights freely before joining GB? [J Yes ll No

26. If not, can you apply voting righls freely now? IJ Yes IJ No

27. Mention the number of wives of your husband: O Before your enrollment in

GB------------- I J A I present --------------------------------------------------

28. Why and when did you start living separately from your husband (only for

separated women)? IJ Causes ----------------- fJ Time --------------------

29. When and why did your husband divorce you (only for divorcee) U Before

enrollment ll After enrollment r1 Cause -----------------------------------------

30. Was your husband addicted to drug before your joining the GB?

'1 Yes r J No
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31. Whal change regarding husbands' oddiclion has laken place after your

joining the GB? O Increased LJDecreosed LJ Remained constant LJStarted

laking drug CJ Slopped laking drug.

32. Did your husband gamble before your enrollment in the GB?

r I Yes I I No l I No comment
33. If yes. Whal change has come regarding husbands. gambling after you

enrollment in the GB? LI Increased LJ Decreased Ll Started L.J.Stopped

34. Were you forced by your husband to stay in your parent's house before
joining GB? lJ Yes LJ No

35. f yes. what happened afler your enrollment in the GB? I J----------------------
36. Could you give emphasis on children's education before joining fhe GB?

1 1 Yes r I No
37. If not. can you do ii al present: 11 Yes I.I No
38. Did you lake meals afler all family members. before joining GB?

11 Yes 11 No
39. If yes, does you can take meals along with other members of family at
present? r I Yes I I No
40. Can you cite of any marital relationship between two families of GB
members without dowry? 11 Yes 11 No IJ Nol possible
41. Did GB help you lo remove lhe oppressions created by male members?

! J Yes 11 No
42. Mention the change or your own income through GB loan.

I I Increased Ll Decreased U Constant
43. Mention your position in case of decision making in all household affairs

after joining GB? I I Increased LI Decreased LI Remained unchanged.
44. Mention the impact of GB loan on lhe situation of child marriage:

. Increased r I Decreased 11 Remained unchanged
45. Could you create self-employment by GB loan? 11 Yes 11 No 
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46. Could you obtain any vocational knowledge by GB program?

47. Mention the impact of GB loan on the siluation of dowry:

I I Increased I I Decreased l-J Remained unchanged.

48. Mention lhe impacts of GB loon on the creation of self-employment for

women I I Increased rJ Decreased 11 Remained unchanged

49. Do You lhink that GB model of micro-credit is preferable to

informal credit ? I I Yes 11 No

50. If yes, mention the causes: LJ ------------------------------------------------------

5 l. If not, why? 11 ---------------------------------------------------------------------

52. Give some suggestions for making GB program more effective. r !----------

-------------II ----------------------------------LI --------------------------------------LI-------------------

Section-1: Information relating to Changes of the Socioeconomic 

Conditions of the Borrower Households 

l. Whal change hos token place in your family income ofter your enrollment in

GB? I I Increased u Decreased IJ Remained unchanged

2. If increased, mention the causes: LJ------ U------- LJ----------------

3. If decreased, mention the causes: r 1--------------- r J-------------- rJ--------------

4. Whal change has taken place in the economic category of your family after

your enrollment in GB? 11 Promoted [J Degraded lJ Unchanged

5. If promoted, menlion lhe causes. 11--------------- Ll--------------- U---------

6. If degraded, men lion the causes. L 1--------------- LJ------------------- r J--------------

7. Whal change has taken place in the level of employment for your family

members after your joining the GB?

I I Increased I J Decreased l J Remained unchanged 

8. If increased, menlion the field of employment: 0--------- U---------- l 1----------

9. Is the new employment related lo GB credit? l l Yes LJNo

10. Whal change has taken place in permanent & lemporary assels of your

family after your joining the GB? I I Increased r1 Decreased Ll Remained

unchanged

11. If increased, mention the causes: l I----------- IJ---------------11----------
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12. If decreased, mention the causes. rl------------ 1.1------------------- r 1----------

13. What change hos token place in the opportunity of education of your

children ofter your enrollment in GB? I Increased l I Decreased LI Remained unchanged

14. If increased. mention the causes: LI------------- LJ-----------------1 J------------

15. If decreased, mention the causes: 0-------------11--------- LJ----------------

16. What change hos token place in social status & empowerment of your family

ofter your enrollment in GB? lJ Increased LJ Decreased CJ Remained

unchanged

17. If incr�osed, mention the causes: 01--- 0------------ 0--------

18. If decreased, mention the causes:[!--------------- 0------------ 0----------------

19. Whal change did lake place in per capita calorie intake of your family

members after joining the GB? LI Increased LI Decreased IJ Remained

unchanged

20. If increased, mention lhe causes: CJ------------- 0---------------- LJ-------------

21. If decreased, mention the causes IJ--------- l J ----------1 J---------------

22. Changes in item-wise per capita calorie intake of the borrower

households

( Put '1) 

11 

--

SI. no. Item of food Increase Decrease Constant 
( Pul >/) ( Put >/) ( Put >/) 

1 Cereal 
2 Rools and Tubers 

3 Veaelables 
4 Pulses 

5 Fish 

6 Fruits 
----

Suoar/ Molasses 
--

Eggs 

Fals and oils 
10 Milk & milk product 

11 Meal 

12 Others 
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23. Changes in various socio-economic indicators of the borrower households

after joining the GB
----- --

II 

SI. no. Indicators Increase Decrease Constant 
( Put ..J) ( Put ..J) 

Ol Voluntary savinas 
02 Permanent income 
03 Transitory income 
04 Housina 
05 Furniture & articles 
06 Permanent assets 
07 Social status 
08 Opportunity to make the 

children literate 
09 Availabilitt of 12ure water 
10 Availabililt of liQhtinQ 
11 Availability of sanitary 

latrine 
12 Availability of food 
13 Civic sense 
14 Chance of leadership 

Volino riahts 
15 Opportunity of self-

em12lotment 
16 Overall Indebtedness 
l 7 Others 

Section-J: Respondents' Evaluation about Grameen Bank 

1.Do you think that you are one of lhe owners of GB? LJ Yes LI No

2. If yes, mention why do you think so? u--------u--------

3. If no, mention why not? U ---------------------- f 1----------------- ! I--------------

( Put ..J) 

4. Do you think poorest families are able to remove their poverty by using the

GB model of micro-credit? r I Yes 11 No

5. If yes, mention the period of fer which a family could be poverty free by using

GB credit: f I ------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. If not. mention the causes. 11 ---------------------------
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7. Do you lhink I hat GB could rescue the rural poor from informal

moneylenders? LI Yes O No

8. If yes, men1ion 1he causes I I---------------------- JJ--------------- Ll ----------

9 .If no, mention why not? [J ------------------------- 0------------------ 0 ---------

10. Do you 1hink that GB is welfare oriented organization rater than a profit

seeking institution? IJ Yes 11 No

11. If yes, mention why do you think so? CJ------------------ 0----------

12. If no, mention why not? lJ ------------------------- IJ------------------ D ------------

13. Do you think that micro-finance programs like GB should cover the whole

rural area of Bangladesh? D Yes I J No

14. If yes, mention why do you think so? O ------------------------- 0------------------

15. If no, mention why not? I J ---------------------------- [l------------------------------

16. Do you feel the necessity of government interference in the GB and

its borrower relation? r I Yes r I No

17. If yes, mention why do you think so? IJ -------------------------------------------

18. If not, mention why ? I. I-------------------------------------------------------

19. Do you wish lo continue your GB membership for a long period?

I l Yes 11 No

20. If yes, mention why? 1\ --------------- I l --------------- fl -----------------------

21. If not, mention why not? l l ---------------- Ll--------------- LI --------------------

• Other information which may be related to the s ludy but omitted in the

interview schedule:

I I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---�------�----------------�-----------------�------------------------�-------�------�------�----------------

-------------------------------------------------�-----------------------------------------------------------------

I am very grateful lo you for your kind co-operation and giving the

answers lo the questions patiently by sacrificing valuable lime. All of lhe above 

information is related 1o my research work and shall be kepi secret to avoid your 

embarrassment. 
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A-Q.2: Questionnaire Set -2, Prepared for Dropout

Borrowers 

()1 f\JCJme:---------------------------------------------------------

02 FCJ I her' sf Husband's nCJme :--------------------------------

03 Gender: I I.Mole I I FemCJle 

04 Age:-------------------------------------------------------------

05 MmilCJI slCJlus: 1.IMmried 
1 1 SepCJmled 11 Divorcee 

[J Unmmried I J Widow/Widower I I Deserted 

06 Address: I I VillCJge------------ I I Union-----------1 I Police S tCJ lion------------ Dis Irie!-------------

07 Bmnch of GB, from where you me dropped-out: r 1----------- 11 AreCJ oflice------
Zor)()I oflice--------

08 OccupCJtion: 11 Al presenl------------------r I Before joining the GB------------------- During 
lhe use of GB loan----------

09 Number of wives of your husbCJnd: I I Al present ---------11 During lhe period of GB 
loCJn--------------1 1 Before joining lhe GB-------

10 Income: I I Al present------------------11 Before joining the GB------------------- , During the 
use of GB loan---------

11 When and why did you join GB? l I Yem --------------1 I Purpose ------------

12. How many yems could you continue membership in the GB? I I Years

13. Menlion the types and lotal size of loan you received from the GB.

Year General Seasonal Housing Leasing Other Total Field of utilization 

loans Joans loans loans loans loans 

(in Tk.) (in Tk.) (in Tk.) (in Tk.) (in Tk.) (in Tk.) 

--- --

---

-

---

� 
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14. Did you earn profil from lhe use of the loon? D Yes rJ No

15. If yes, menlioned the oclivities and amount of profit fl Activities

11 Amount of profit--

16. Did you gel adequate amount of GB loon according lo your need in any

season? 11 Yes 11 No

17. When did you give- up/ lose your membership of GB? I J Month----- I J Year------

18. Mention the nature of dropoul I 1 Willingly l I Expelled by GB

19. Why did GB expel you? Causes LJ ----------------------------------------

20. How many installments of loon did you fail to repay before leaving GB?

I I ------------------------------------------

21. Why did you foil to repay the instollmenl in time? Ll----------------------------

22. Did lhe GB give nolice before canceling your membership? 11 Yes l No

23.lf yes, mention the time and nolure of nolices: IJ Time ----1 I Nalure----------

24. Did you borrow from informal moneylenders before joining GB? LI Yes I J No

25. If yes, mention the rate of inlerest of that borrowing: 11----------------

26. Did you borrow from olher institutional sources during the period of GB

membership? lJYes I J No

27. If yes, mention the sources and rate of interest: I I Sources-------------

! I Role of interest----------

28. Do you borrow from informal sources al present? l 1 Yes 11 No

29. If yes, stale lhe name of sources and inleresl rates LJ Sources-----
r I Interest role I J -----------------------------------

30. Do you borrow from inslilulional sources like the GB at present?

t 1 Yes I.I No

31.lf yes, menlion lhe sources and interest roles: n Sources-------------------

l I Interest rat es ------------- -------------------------
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32. Mention the Changes, which have laken place in lhe Amounl of Assels of
your Households during fhe yse of GB loan {Put .../)

lype of assets 

---� - --

Dwellina houses 
-

Homestead 
---

Cultivable land 

�mount �oultrv 

Am_2_unl or Livestock 

Furniture and other 

home articles 

Number of laborer 

CapitaLg_oods 

Invested caoilal 

Other assets 

Increase Decrease Conslanl Commenls 

33. If lhe amount of any assets mentioned above had increased, mention the

causes: [ J Through lhe ulilizofion of !he GB loan LJ Of her ways-------

34. If ii decreased. mention the causes of decrease. 0. Due to the payments of

the inslallments of ·the GB loan CJ Others---------------------------------------------

35.Did you try to gel the membership of the GB again? [ J Yes r I No

36.Do you feet free after quitting from the credit program of GB?

1 Yes J No

37. How did the GB personnel behave with you before canceling you

members hip? l I -----------------------------------------------------------------

38. Do you think thaf. ii would be be lier if GB give loan to mole members of your

family instead of you? LI Yes l I No

39. How did the other members of the centre behave with you for the recovery

of lhe GB loon? U -----------------------------------------

**Mention your experience about the MC programs of GB-model: 1.7 ---------------

Thank you so much for lhe cordial cooperation. 
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A-Q.3: Questionnaire Set-3, Prepared for GB Personnel

A: Particulars of GB Officers 

1 ) Na me: ------------------------------------- 2) Design a Ii on: -----------------------------------

3) Educalional qualifications:----------- 4) Professional training:------------------------

5) Previous experiences:------------------- 6) Length of service in GB:--------------------

B: General Information of Branches 

1. Name of branch: l J ------------------

2. Stal us of branch office building: Ll Under the ownership of GB I I Rented

3. Date of inauguration: 11 --------------

4. Active members: 1.1-----------------

5. Total loan disbursement: l 1------------

6. Number of officers in lhe branch: [J ------------------

7. Number of workers in the branch office: 11 ----------------------

8. Number of centres under the branch : fl ------------------

9. Number or groups: I I ------------------

! 0. Toi al villages covered: 11 ------------------

11. Total active members: 11-------------- r l Mole:--------! I Female:---------

12. Mention Iola! lypes and amount if disbursement lill loday:

I Types of
-
credit

_§��al=..!__ 
General-2 

_Seasonal ·-·

_HousinQ
Educalional 
Tube-well 

--

Sanitaer 
Olhers 

- -

Total amounf disbursed (in TK.) 

-

-· 

--· 

-· 

Grand lo_lQI_ 
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13. Period of obtaining maximum member:---------- Number -------

14. Period of obtaining maximum male member: --- Number ---

15. T olal number of shares under the branches: -----------------------------

16. Number of share handed over to the members:-----------------

17. Total savings accumulated --------------------------

18. Total number or drop-out members ---------------------

19. Total amount of savings returned/wilhdrawn ------------------

20. Period of highest recovery -------------------------------

2 l. Period of lowest role of recovery---------------------

C: Other Particulars 

1. Whal are lhe crileria lo be fulfilled by lhe borrowers al the time of loan

sanction?

2. Do you receive any kind documents at the time of loan sanction ?

IJ Yes ll No

3. If yes, mention the documents : D --------- D ------- n -----------

4. What are the criteria by which you measure the success of the

borrowers? 11 Recovery performance lJ --------------- [J -------------- I l -----------------

5. How do you investigate the certainly or utilization of the credit on lhe specific

fields? : 1 , ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. Have you ever given any non-credit assistance lo the borrowers wilhoul

monetary relurn? 11 Yes 11 No 

7. If yes, mention these non-credit assistance 11-------------------------------------

8. Explain the methods of recovery followed by you: lJ -------------1 J -----------

9. How do you calculate the rate of interes1?

10 How do you fix lhe weekly installments? 

11. Have you faced any difficulties lo recover the installments? lJ Yes '.J No

12. If yes, how has !he problem been solved? I J ------------ LJ ------------ I I ---------------
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13 Please, menlion the number of defaulled borrowers & amounl of defaulted 

credit in your branch u -----------------

14. How many weeks do you wait for lhe defauller before expelling them? rJ----

15. What kind of measures are taken by you lo control overlapping of micro

credit from other sources? I 1--------------------------------------------------------------

l 6. Mention the number of dropout members under your branch till today: 11-----

17. Stale your opinion about the causes of drop-out and suggestions for remedy:

I I Causes:---·------------ I 1---------------11 Suggestions:---------------------------------------

18. Do you face any problem in rendering your duties? r !Yes I lNo.

I 9. If yes, mention the problems 11.------------------- Ll. --------------------

20. How could the problems be solved? I I. ------------- I I. ---------------------

21. Do the remaining members of group help you lo recover the defaull loan?

22. If yes, mention their supporls: I J------------------------------ ll----------------------------

23. How do you maintain the borrower ownership in GB? I I In case of aclive

borrowers ------------------------------------ I.J In case of dropoul borrowers --------------------

24. Did you distribute any dividend among the borrowers? 11 Yes 11 No

25. How do you calculate and distribute the interest of the borrowers savings

deposits Io GB? I I -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

26. Explain your achievement of the last ----- years in the case of poverty

a II e vi a Ii on under your branch: I l------------------------------------------------------------

27. What do you know about lhe Grameen Trust and other sister organizations of

I he GB? I_ l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

28. Whal are your suggestions for better performance and achievement of the

(;B? fl-----------------------------------------------------------------------

29: Mention the number of borrowers of your branch year-wise. from starling to 

present year: IJ----- 1· i ------ 1 l ----- r 1 ----- I 1 ----- [I ------ I.I ------ LJ ------ u ------- 1 .1 -------- : ---

---: I ----------! ·----- I 1----- U-----

30. In which year was the number of borrowers highest in this branch? lJ ------------

31. Do you have any official relationship with the dropout borrowers?

l!YeslJNo
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32. If yes, menlion the process of maintaining the relalionship: Ll------------------------

33.Why don't you give loan to the male members of the poor households? iJ -----

I express my deepest indebtedness and gratitude to you for kind co

operation. The information provided by you shall be kept secret and would be 

used in the purpose of research only. 
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